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About Us
Founded in 2014, Aperio Intelligence is a specialist, independent
corporate intelligence firm, headquartered in London. Collectively
our team has decades of experience in undertaking complex
investigations and intelligence analysis. We speak over twenty
languages inhouse, including all major European languages, as well
as Russian, Arabic, Farsi, Mandarin and Cantonese.
We have completed more than 3,000 assignments over the last
three years, involving some 150 territories. Our client base includes
a broad range of leading international financial institutions, law
firms and multinationals.

Our role is to help identify and understand financial
crime, integrity and reputational risks, which can arise
from a lack of knowledge of counterparties or local
jurisdictions, enabling our clients to make better
informed decisions.
Our due diligence practice helps clients comply with
anti-bribery and corruption, anti-money laundering and
other relevant financial crime legislation, such as
sanctions compliance, or the evaluation of tax evasion
or sanctions risks. Our services support the onboarding, periodic or retrospective review of clients or
third parties.
Our investigations practice advises clients in a wide
range of complex disputes and other contentious
matters, including complex cross-border asset tracing
claims, litigation support, internal investigations,
market intelligence, supply chain analysis and country
risk assessments.
Our team has specialist knowledge of and access to a
very broad range of public and proprietary data
sources, as well as a longstanding network of reliable,
informed local contacts, cultivated over decades,

who support us regularly in undertaking local enquiries
on a confidential and discreet basis. As a specialist
provider of corporate intelligence, we source
information and undertake research to the highest
legal and ethical standards. Our independence means
we avoid potential conflicts of interest that can affect
larger organisations.
We work on a “Client First” basis, founded on a strong
commitment to quality control, confidentiality and
respect for time constraints. We offer robust, costeffective solutions, providing our clients with work of
the highest quality at favourable rates.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us if you
would like to know more about Aperio’s services or
discuss how we might be able to help you:

Email info@aperio-intelligence.com or find out
more at: aperio-intelligence.com

© Aperio Intelligence Limited, 2020 - All Rights Reserved.
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the June issue of the Financial Crime Digest. To receive the publication direct to your inbox every month, please
sign up here. We are currently developing an online platform, which provides more comprehensive coverage of financial
crime developments. If you would like more information on the new platform or our services please email info@aperiointelligence.com
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ENFORCEMENT AND LITIGATION

Amec Foster Wheeler Energy enters $177m
global settlement over bribery scheme
entered a three-year DPA with the

by the manager of a clothing shop

DOJ and agreed to pay $18.4

that both individuals frequented,

million to settle federal criminal

with the Italian agent then

charges regarding the scheme.

informing the board chairman that

According to the SFO’s press

Petrobras intended to seek bids for

release, the UK DPA includes £3.4

the gas to chemical plant.

million to cover the SFO’s costs
The US Department of Justice

and £210,610 to be paid to the

Foster Wheeler’s CEO was then

(DOJ) and Securities and

people of Nigeria.

informed of the bid seeking but
received a warning from the

Exchange Commission (SEC)
announced on 25 June that Amec

In the US DPA, Foster Wheeler,

company’s Brazil manager not to

Foster Wheeler Energy Limited

which is now owned by UK

employ the Italian agent’s services,

will pay over $43 million to settle

engineering firm John Wood Group

with Foster Wheeler soon

charges that it violated the US

plc, admits to having paid bribes to

determining that compliance

Foreign Corrupt Practices Act

Brazilian officials in a conspiracy

concerns existed over the Italian

(FCPA) by paying approximately

scheme between 2011 and 2014 to

agent’s company. Nevertheless, the

$1.1 million in bribes to obtain a

gain a government contract worth

following year, the Italian agent

public contract in Brazil. In the UK

$190 million to design a gas to

convinced the Brazilian country

a Royal Courts of Justice judge

chemical conversion facility. The

manager and Foster Wheelers’

approved on 1 July the deferred

company earned $17.6 million in

CEO to facilitate the bribes to

prosecution agreement (DPA)

profits for their work, according to

Petrobras for a two percent

between Foster Wheeler and the

the SEC’s cease and desist order.

commission. The SEC order also
notes that Foster Wheeler lacked

UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO),
according to which Foster

The DOJ cites an unnamed

the necessary accounting controls

Wheeler has agreed to pay £103

Monaco-based company whose

to detect the bribe payments,

million in penalties and costs,

affiliated Italian sales agent acted

which were not recorded in

which forms part of the $177

as an intermediary to move the

company books or records.

million global settlement with UK,

bribes from Foster Wheeler to

US and Brazilian authorities.

officials at Petrobras Brasiliero SA,

In addition to the $18.4 million

in violation of the FCPA. A 25 June

penalty by the DOJ, the company

The SEC announced charges the

article by the FCPA Blog reports

has also agreed to pay up to $22.7

same day as the US DPA, in which

that the unnamed Monaco firm is

million in disgorgement and

Foster Wheeler has agreed to pay

likely Unaoil. According to the SEC

prejudgment interest, with the SEC

$10.1 million to settle the

order, the Italian agent and

order providing for up to $9.1

allegations. The company also

outgoing chairman of Foster

million in offsets to Brazil as well

Wheeler’s board were introduced

as $3.5 million to the UK's SFO.

4
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The SFO reportedly joined the

Foster Wheeler's alleged use of

three-year DPA. As part of the

investigation in July 2017, after the

third-party agents who bribed

settlement, John Wood has also

company first disclosed in April

officials to secure contracts

agreed to report annually to the

2017 in a SEC filing that it was

between 2006 and 2014. Amec

SFO on its ethics and compliance

under investigation in the US.

reportedly acquired Foster Wheeler

program. The SFO statement

in November 2014.

confirms that it is continuing its

Under the agreement with the SFO,

investigation into the conduct of

Foster Wheeler also takes

The SFO announced on 1 July that

responsibility for ten corruption

the Royal Court of Justice ruled to

offences between 1996 and 2014

delay the regulator’s statement of

in Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, Malaysia,

facts, which it states it will submit

and India, in addition to the

as evidence to the court if it

Brazilian case. According to the

resumes prosecution of Foster

SFO, the ten offences relate to

Wheeler for any violations of the

individuals involved in the case.
DOJ press release
SEC press release
SFO press release

EU Commission urges Hungary, Poland and
Netherlands to complete 5MLD transposition
The European Commission

Furthermore, the Netherlands’

third countries, as well as rules

announced on 9 June that it has

legislation does not reflect

regarding transparency in the

sent reasoned opinions to

provisions on anonymous

beneficial ownership of trusts or

Hungary, Poland and the

accounts, rights to administrative

similar legal arrangements.

Netherlands for failing to

review, necessary transparency

completely transpose the Fifth

with respect to beneficial

The Commission’s press release

Anti-Money Laundering Directive

ownership of trusts or similar legal

highlights that all member states

(5MLD) into national legislation.

arrangements, and proper access

were required to fully implement

to information by Financial

5MLD provisions by 10 January

Intelligence Units (FIUs).

2020. Hungary, the Netherlands

According to the Commission’s
decision published in its latest

and Poland have two months to

infringements package, Hungary

With respect to Poland, the

address the concerns raised by the

has failed to transpose EU rules

Commission highlights that the

Commission in its reasoned

concerning anonymous accounts,

country still needs to include in its

opinion. Should the countries fail to

effective sanctions, access to

national legislation rules related to

bring their national legislation into

information on beneficial

the trade of works of art, the use of

line with EU law, the Commission

ownership, and conditions

anonymous prepaid cards issued

will consider referring the cases to

regulating the exchange of

in third countries, enhanced

the Court of Justice.

information between authorities

customer due diligence procedures

involved in the AML process.

in business relationships or
transactions involving high-risk

5
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UK FCA bans Binance local affiliate firm amid
global effort to crackdown on crypto trading
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) ordered

reported on 13 May that the US Department of Justice

on 26 June the cessation of all regulated activities

and Internal Revenue Service have launched anti-

conducted in the country by cryptocurrency

money laundering and tax probes into Binance.

exchange Binance-owned entity, Binance Markets

Moreover, in April, German financial regulator BaFin

Limited. The regulator has banned activity in the UK

warned Binance that it would incur fines for offering

by all entities that are part of the wider Binance

digital tokens that track publicly traded companies like

Group, in an effort to address concerns regarding

Microsoft and Apple without complying with legal

the industry’s potential money laundering, terrorism

obligations concerning the publishing of a prospectus.

financing, fraud, and consumer protection risks.
Additionally, following a statement of allegations and a
The announcement was accompanied by a consumer

notice of hearing published by the Ontario Securities

warning, wherein the FCA raises awareness about

Commission (OSC) on 21 June, accusing several other

online and social media adverts related to the group’s

crypto trading platforms of failing to comply with

website Binance.com, which promise high returns on

province regulations, Binance announced its

investments in crypto-assets or other related

withdrawal from the Canadian market.

products. According to the FCA, whilst cryptocurrency
trading is not directly regulated in the UK, offering

On 25 June, the Japanese Financial Services Agency

services such as trading in cryptocurrency derivatives

(FSA) issued a warning stressing that Binance is not

does require authorisation.

registered to do business in the country. In response, a
company spokesperson reportedly stated that the firm

In response, Binance said in a tweet that Binance

“does not currently hold exchange operations in

Markets, which was acquired by the group in May

Japan, nor […] actively solicit Japanese users”.

2020, was not yet using its regulatory permission in
the UK, and that the FCA’s decision would not affect

According to reporting by Reuters on 29 June, UK’s

services offered on its website. The company added

National Westminster Bank (NatWest) decided to limit

that it “take[s] compliance obligations very seriously”.

the amount sent by its customers in daily transactions
to cryptocurrency exchanges, including Binance, over

As part of the action, the FCA also ordered Binance to

concerns of investment fraud.

publish on its website a notice stating that “Binance
Markets Limited is not permitted to undertake any
regulated activities in the UK”, which the company has
complied with. Binance published on 1 July a
statement displaying the requested message.
The move comes amid ongoing global efforts by

FCA consumer warning
Binance tweet
Binance withdrawal announcement
Binance statement regarding FCA ban

regulators to crackdown on cryptocurrencies and
products related to them prompted by concerns about
their potential role in illicit activities. Bloomberg
6
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Venezuela has legal standing to challenge
sanctions before EU Court, rules ECJ
The European Court of Justice

the ECJ, pursuant to a decision of

Regulation 2017/2063 is a

(ECJ) ruled on 22 June that

the EU General Court from 20

“regulatory act” within the meaning

Venezuela has legal standing to

September 2019 which concluded

or Article 263 and that since the

challenge EU Council Regulation

that the country’s 2018 application

provisions do not entail

2017/2063 which introduces

for the annulment of EU acts

implementing measures,

restrictive measures in view of

imposing restrictive measures was

Venezuela has standing even

the situation in Venezuela, as well

inadmissible on the grounds that it

without establishing whether those

as Council Decision (CFSP)

was not “directly concerned” by the

articles are of individual concern.

2018/1656 and Council

contested provisions.

Implementing Regulation

The ECJ held that the General

2018/1653, which extended these

The ECJ notes that Venezuela, “as

Court erred when ruling that the

measures. Restrictive measures

a state with international legal

restrictive measures at issue are

include asset freezes for

personality”, should be qualified as

not directly affecting the situation

designated individuals and

a “legal person” within the meaning

in Venezuela, and referred the case

entities, prohibitions on exports

of the fourth paragraph of Article

back to it for a new judgment “on

of arms and military equipment

263 of the Treaty on the

the merits of that action”.

and prohibitions on providing

Functioning of the EU, which

financial or technical support.

provides that the applicant must be
directly concerned by the measure

The ECJ’s judgment follows an

subject to legal proceedings.

appeal lodged by Venezuela before

Concurrently, the Court states that

ECJ press release
ECJ judgment

US BIS reaches settlement with Patriot 3 Inc
over alleged export control violation
The US Commerce Department’s

transferred to Russia maritime jet

Service and ignoring BIS emails

Bureau of Industry and Security

boots, which are subject to

regarding licence requirements.

(BIS) entered into a $200,000

controls pursuant to the EAR,

settlement agreement on 28 June

valued at around $329,760, without

Failure to pay the civil penalty in a

with Patriot 3 Inc over one alleged

obtaining the required licence.

timely and full manner may entail a

violation of the Export
Administration Regulations (EAR).

denial of Patriot 3’s US
Patriot 3 allegedly exported the

export privileges subject to the EAR

items knowing that they were

for a period of two years.

According to the agreement, in

destined for the Russian

2014 Patriot 3 sold and/or

government’s Federal Guard

7
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Eight-hundred suspects arrested worldwide after
using FBI-run encrypted messaging app
Europol announced on 8 June that

syndicates, outlaw motorcycle

service, which purportedly allowed

law enforcement agencies across

gangs, and transnational drug

criminals to further their activities.

the world have arrested 800

traffickers, according to law

suspects and seized assets as

enforcement press releases in the

An affidavit reportedly seen by the

part of an international operation

US, Sweden, the Netherlands, New

Guardian Australia shows that in

that gained the trust of alleged

Zealand, and Australia.

2018 an alleged drug trafficker

perpetrators via encrypted
communications app An0m.

involved in the development of
After an FBI takedown of Canadian

An0m assisted the FBI and the AFP

encrypted device firm Phantom

in building a feature into the

Through Operation Trojan Shield

Secure, the bureau states that it

encrypted device that copied every

and Australian Special Operation

filled a gap in the secure

sent message. The bureau

Ironside, authorities seized over

communications sector by secretly

reportedly persuaded the source to

$48 million in cash and

operating An0m together with the

increase distribution in Australia,

cryptocurrencies, 32 tons of illicit

Australian Federal Police,

which resulted in over 200 arrests.

drugs and approximately 250

according to a US Department of

firearms. The enforcement action

Justice press release. An unsealed

involved surveilling around 27

document reveals that on 28 May

million messages across 12,000

the DOJ charged 17 individuals

devices which were purportedly

under the Racketeer Influenced

used by more than 300 organised

and Corrupt Organizations Act for

crime groups operating in 100

their alleged involvement in selling

countries, including Italian

subscriptions for the encryption

Europol press release
FBI press release
Guardian article

UK announces largest cryptocurrency seizure
The UK’s Metropolitan Police

the Economic Crime Command, is

make London an incredibly difficult

announced on 24 June that it has

the largest of its kind in the UK as

place for criminals to operate”.

seized £114 million in

well as being believed to be one of

cryptocurrencies during a money

the largest globally.

laundering (ML) investigation.

On 25 June, a woman was arrested
in London on suspicion of money

The seizure was purportedly

Detective Constable Joe Ryan

laundering in connection with the

prompted by intelligence about

stated in a press release that the

case. The investigation is ongoing.

the transfer of criminal assets.

“proceeds of crime are almost
always laundered to hide the origin,

According to UK investigators, the

but by disrupting the flow of funds

seizure, which was carried out by

before they are reinvested, we can

8
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US court dismisses Deripaska’s sanctions suit
US District Court Judge Amit

Rusal, EuroSibEnergo and their

he operated in the energy sector of

Mehta dismissed on 13 June a

parent company EN+ Group plc

the Russian economy.

lawsuit by Russian oligarch Oleg

were delisted in 2019 after

Furthermore, the court stated that

Deripaska against his 2018

Deripaska agreed to reduce his

past actions are considered to be

designation by the US Department

majority ownership and sever his

within the scope of EO 13661. The

of the Treasury's Office of Foreign

control of EN+. However, sanctions

court also noted that the

Assets Control (OFAC) in

against Deripaska himself

concerned EO does not use the

response to Russia’s annexation

remained in place.

term “agent” or cross-reference any

of the Ukrainian Crimean

existing definition of “agent”, and, in

Peninsula, and allegations of

In challenging the sanctions in

addition, his unclassified summary

interference in US elections and

2019, Deripaska first asserted that

“unquestionably” establishes that

cyber-attacks. The court ruled

OFAC exceeded its statutory

he “was reported to have financed

that Deripaska failed to make a

authority when it designated him

projects upon request of Vladimir

“persuasive case” against OFAC.

under both EO 13661 and EO

Putin and senior Russian officials”.

13662. He stated that his
Deripaska was listed on 6 April

designations and inclusion in the

With respect to his inclusion in the

2018 under Executive Order (EO)

241 Report were “arbitrary and

Section 241 Report, the court ruled

13661 and EO 13662, along with

capricious”, and based on conduct

that Deripaska lacks standing to

seven other oligarchs and 12

that purportedly occurred prior to

assert such a challenge, because

companies owned or controlled by

the issuance of EO 13661.

he failed to produce any evidence

them, for having acted on behalf of

Additionally, Deripaska argued that

that the third-party banks’ decision

“a senior official of the

OFAC was required to identify a

to terminate his accounts was “a

government” of Russia and for

“principal-agent relationship”

predictable effect”. Therefore, the

operating in the energy sector of

between him and a senior official

court ruled that the report “did not

the country’s economy.

of the Russian government prior to

cause his alleged injury”.

Furthermore, in January 2018,

the designation. Moreover, he

Deripaska was listed as a Russian

alleged that his listing in the 241

On 5 July, Deripaska’s lawyer, Erich

oligarch in the Section 241 Report,

Report has “injured” him given that

Ferrari, filed an appeal against the

pursuant to the Countering

“foreign financial institutions

decision to uphold his motion for

America’s Adversaries Through

terminated accounts” held on

dismissal and to deny his cross-

Sanctions Act of 2017 (CAATSA).

behalf of him and his companies.

motion for summary judgment.

Companies associated with

The court rejected his arguments,

US District Court for the Distric…

Deripaska which were designated

noting that OFAC produced

in April 2018 include En+ Group plc,

memoranda explaining that it had

Gaz Group, JSC EuroSibEnergo,

sanctioned Deripaska because it

and United Company Rusal plc. A

had “reason to believe” he both

general licence provided 30 days

acted or purported to act for or on

for businesses to wind down their

behalf of a senior Russian

relationships with these entities.

government official, and because

9
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US SEC obtains judgment against former
Goldman Sachs banker in Ghana bribery case
The US Securities and Exchange

allegations. The SEC filed a 13 April

According to the SEC, Goldman

Commission (SEC) announced on

complaint alleging that in addition

personnel investigated Berko’s

23 June that it has obtained final

to the $2.5 million, Berko

activities and terminated the

judgment in the US District Court

personally paid Ghanaian

company’s involvement with the

for the Eastern District of New

politicians over $66,000 in bribes

Turkish-Ghanaian electrical plant

York against former Goldman

and assisted the intermediary in

project in August 2016. Berko

Sachs Group Inc executive Asante

paying a further $210,000 in bribes

purportedly resigned from

K. Berko for allegedly funneling

between 2015 and 2016.

Goldman in March 2017 and

$2.5 million to an intermediary in

subsequently became a consultant

Ghana to bribe Ghanian officials

The complaint and judgment do

for the Turkish firm.

on behalf of a Turkish energy

not name Berko’s former employer,

company in exchange for

which the Wall Street Journal

In addition to the settlement

approving an electrical project.

claims is the London branch of

payments, Berko is permanently

Goldman Sachs. The SEC alleges

enjoined from violating the FCPA’s

Berko, who as part of the decision

that Berko concealed his activities

anti-bribery provisions.

does not have to admit or deny the

from Goldman by misleading

SEC’s charges that he violated the

compliance officers about the

US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act

function of the intermediary in

(FCPA), must pay $275,000 in ill-

Ghana and alleges that between

gotten gains and $54,163 in

2016 and 2017 the Turkish firm

prejudgment interest to settle the

paid him over $2 million.

SEC litigation release
Final judgment
Wall Street Journal article

US BIS and USGoBuy enter settlement over
alleged illegal exports to UAE and China
The US Department of

According to the agreement, in

USGoBuy has agreed to complete

Commerce’s Bureau of Industry

2015 USGoBuy exported rifle

an external audit of its export

and Security (BIS) entered on 16

scopes, items subject to the EAR,

controls compliance program.

June into a $20,000 settlement

valued at around $1229, to the UAE

Failure to pay the civil penalty and

agreement, $15,000 of which is

and China without the required

complete the audit may entail

suspended, with Oregon-based

licences. The company allegedly

a denial of USGoBuy’s US export

package forwarding company

knowingly sent four rifle scopes to

privileges under the EAR.

USGoBuy LLC over two alleged

the UAE and another to China on

violations of the Export

behalf of an Iranian customer.

Administration Regulations (EAR).
10
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Denmark state prosecutor issues preliminary
charges against Danske Bank for market abuse
The Danish State Prosecutor for

at Danske and highlighted

2016 and 2019, the bank

Serious Economic and

suspicions of market manipulation.

“unintentionally” mediated and

International Crime (SØIK) has

executed opposing orders on

preliminarily charged Danske

Specifically, the DFSA said that

behalf of its clients, which resulted

Bank with two apparent violations

Danske’s automatic market

in customers trading with

of the EU Market Abuse

surveillance did not cover all

themselves as counterparties in

Regulation through inadequate

business units, marketplaces and

the market, a practice widely

monitoring of transaction in

financial instruments wherein the

known as “wash trading”.

financial instruments and “self-

bank has trading activities, and

matching trades”, according to a

failed to otherwise conduct manual

Danske’s Chief Compliance Officer

25 June statement by the bank.

checks on trading activities.

Philippe Vollot stated that since the
inspection, the bank has made

The action was prompted by

Furthermore, the DFSA stated that

investments to strengthen its

concerns raised by the Danish

the bank’s deficiencies with respect

surveillance and controls.

Financial Supervisory Authority

to market surveillance caused it to

(DFSA) following an inspection at

enter into agreements to transact

the end of 2019, which allegedly

financial instruments without any

found significant deficiencies in the

change in ownership of the

market surveillance coverage area

securities. Specifically, between

Danske Bank statement
DFSA statement (10 June 2020)

US BIS and Skyline enter settlement over alleged
illegal exports to multiple jurisdictions
The Commerce Department’s

exported $50,644 worth of stun

Skyline purportedly lacks

Bureau of Industry and Security

guns, police batons, handcuffs, and

procedures to determine item

(BIS) entered into a $140,000

pepper spray, items subject to the

classification under the EAR and

settlement agreement on 23 June,

EAR, to Colombia, Guatemala,

export licencing requirements. The

$130,000 of which is suspended,

Mexico, Nigeria, Pakistan, Panama,

company’s managing director has

with self-defence devices seller

Trinidad and Tobago, and Uruguay,

also apparently demonstrated a

Skyline USA Inc over 16 alleged

without a licence.

lack of familiarity with basic export

violations of the Export
Administration Regulations (EAR).

control information, including the
Additionally, the company allegedly

EAR, according to the BIS order.

failed to keep export transaction
According to the agreement,
between 2014 and 2016, Skyline
11

documentation for five years.

US BIS order
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Two former Deutsche Bank traders sentenced in
the US over spoofing case
The US Department of Justice

metals financial instruments and

In January, Deutsche Bank entered

(DOJ) announced on 21 June that

canceled them before execution.

into a deferred prosecution

UK citizen James Vorley, a former

The appearance of increased

agreement (DPA) with the DOJ to

commodities trader with Deutsche

supply or demand on Commodity

resolve two fraud and foreign

Bank AG, was sentenced to one

Exchange Inc, an exchange run by

corruption probes, one of them

year in prison for wire fraud

the Chicago Mercantile Exchange

relating to commodities fraud. The

affecting a financial institution.

Group, induced other traders to

financial institution agreed to pay

transact under false and

almost $700,000 in criminal

disadvantageous impressions.

disgorgement, victim

Vorley and another trader, Cedric
Chanu, a dual citizen of France and

compensation amounting to

the United Arab Emirates, were

The practice constitutes spoofing,

around $1.2 million, and a criminal

convicted of three and seven

ruled the US District Court for the

penalty of $5.6 million.

counts of wire fraud, respectively,

Northern District of Illinois. Chanu

in September 2020. According to

was also sentenced to one year in

court documents, the two placed

prison, according to a 29 June DOJ

buy or sell orders for precious

press release.

DOJ press release

Former Treasury employee sentenced to six
months imprisonment over FinCEN Files leak
The US District Court for the

According to court documents,

year, BuzzFeed News, in

Southern District of New York

Edwards raised concerns about

partnership with the International

sentenced on 3 June former

“improper conduct at the Treasury

Consortium of Investigative

senior advisor to the US Treasury

Department” through internal and

Journalists (ICIJ) and over 100

Department’s Financial Crimes

external whistleblowing

media outlets, published the

Enforcement Network (FinCEN)

mechanisms in 2016, first

FinCEN Files series, which

Natalie Mayflower Sours Edwards

discussing her concerns with

examined almost 20 years’ worth

to six months in prison for

Leopold the following year. The

of SARs and related anti-money

conspiring to release suspicious

journalist’s 2017 and 2018 articles

laundering (AML) reforms.

activity reports (SARs) connected

discussed wire transfers linked to

to former president Donald Trump

Trump’s 2016 election campaign.

to a reporter, previously identified
in court documents as BuzzFeed

Edwards previously pleaded guilty

News’ Jason Leopold.

to the conspiracy charge in
January 2020. In September that
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US recovers $2.3m in ransomware payments
from DarkSide’s Colonial Pipeline attack
address, the private key of which

based REvil attackers who

the Federal Bureau of Investigation

temporarily disabled all the

(FBI) states is in its possession.

company’s US meat processing

According to an FBI affidavit,

plants on 30 May.

Colonial received and paid a
DarkSide ransom demand for 75

On 3 June, the DOJ issued a

bitcoins, then worth approximately

memorandum to all federal

US Deputy Attorney General Lisa

$4.3 million. Using Bitcoin’s public

prosecutors listing new reporting

Monaco announced on 7 June

ledger, the FBI traced 63.7 of the

and coordination requirements for

that the US Department of Justice

bitcoins through multiple transfers

all cases involving ransomware

(DOJ) has seized 67.3 bitcoins

to a specific address that it

and digital extortion in their

worth $2.3 million that were paid

accessed with the bitcoin address’

districts. Effective immediately,

to the DarkSide ransomware

private key, a unique access code it

federal prosecutors are required to

group by Colonial Pipeline

reportedly acquired. FBI Deputy

notify the Criminal Division’s

following the 7 May DarkSide

Director Paul M. Abbate stated

Computer Crime and Intellectual

cyber-attack that triggered the oil

during a 7 June press conference

Property Section (CCIPS) and the

pipeline’s six-day shutdown.

that agents in the FBI’s Atlanta and

National Security and Cyber Crime

San Francisco field offices were

Coordinator of the Executive Office

able to access the virtual currency

for the US Attorneys (EOUSA) in

wallet used by DarkSide members,

every instance of such a case or

seizing the funds.

major development and file urgent

JBS USA Holdings
Inc CEO Andre
Nogueira revealed
in a WSJ interview
that the company
made an $11
million ransomware
payment to Russiabased REvil

reports of any new attack in their
In 8 June testimony before the US

district. Additionally, prosecutors

Senate’s Homeland Security

must coordinate case tracking with

Committee, Colonial Pipeline CEO

the CCIPS and EOUSA.

Joseph Blount Jr defended the
company’s decision to pay the
ransom, stating that the decision
was made in the best interest of
the nation to avoid untold
consequences had the ransom not

DOJ press release
Deputy Attorney General remar…
US Senate hearing

been paid.

FBI statement

A US District Court for the Northern

JBS USA Holdings Inc CEO Andre

FBI affidavit

Court of California judge signed a

Nogueira revealed in a 9 June Wall

warrant for the cryptocurrency

Street Journal interview that the

seizure from a single bitcoin

company made an $11 million
ransomware payment to Russia-
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Lithuanian company connected to Wirecard has
licence revoked over AML/CFT failings
disclosed the suspicious transactions. In May, a

Financial Times investigation revealed that German
prosecutors are also investigating the Lithuanian
company’s alleged involvement in processing more
than €100 million from Wirecard a few months before
its collapse in June 2020.
On 10 June, the UK’s Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA) informed Finolita that it can no longer provide emoney and/or payment services to UK residents. The
The Bank of Lithuania announced on 8 June that it
has decided to revoke the licence of payments
company UAB Finolita Unio after identifying several
“severe” infringements of anti-money laundering
and countering the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)
rules. The decision follows a notice in May that the
central bank opened an ad-hoc investigation last
year after Wirecard AG’s announcement of possible
fraud in its balance sheet.
According to the Bank of Lithuania, Finolita’s failings
are related to conducting AML/CFT risk assessments,
customer identification and beneficial ownership
verifications and monitoring business relationships.
Additionally, the company failed to identify the nature
of activities of legal entities and to monitor customers
and persons close to the company’s operations.
Significantly, the central bank asserts that Finolita has
not complied with rules on the implementation of
international financial sanctions and enforcement
measures. Pursuant to these findings, the payments
company has been found to treat AML/CFT

announcement follows a 3 June information
requirement according to which the FCA asked the
company to provide details on the number of UK
customers, the current safeguard balance for those
customers, and details on its AML/CFT procedures.
Finolita purportedly failed to respond to this request
by 8 June and to inform the FCA of the ongoing
investigation in Lithuania and the departure of its chief
compliance and chief risk officer. Finolita has
subsequently been found to be in breach of the
Electronic Money Regulations 2011 and the FCA’s
Principles for Businesses by failing to implement
procedures to identify and control AML/CFT risks.
Pursuant to the FCA’s notice, all funds held by Finolita
in its customers’ names were required to be paid to a
bank or payment account on 17 June. The company
had the opportunity to make oral representations to
the FCA by 24 June as well as the option to refer the
matter to the Upper Tribunal.
Bank of Lithuania press release

requirements in a “careless and irresponsible manner”.
Financial Times article

According to reporting by the Financial Times, the
company intends to appeal the decision, which it
claims is too severe given that Finolita voluntarily
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Latvia fines Rietumu Banka for AML/CFT failings
Latvia’s Financial and Capital

(ML/TPF) risk was deemed to be

The FCMC has also imposed

Market Commission (FCMC)

lower than the risk posed.

corrective measures on the bank,

announced on 17 June that it has

which include the following: (1)

fined Rietumu Banka €5.85

Rietumu Banka was also found to

develop an action plan to address

million for its failure to comply

have insufficient resources

the irregularities identified and

with anti-money laundering and

dedicated to ML/TPF risk

reduce risk exposure rates posed

counter terrorism and

management, due to the lack of

by high-risk jurisdictions; (2) review

proliferation financing

comprehensive internal audit

the customer risk assessment

(AML/CTPF) regulations.

service inspections; an incomplete

scoring system and carry out

internal regulatory framework for

audits of its customers with

Onsite inspections at the bank by

AML/CTPF; and insufficient

increased ML/TPF risk; (3) direct

the FCMC in 2019 and 2020

customer due diligence quality

an auditor to perform an

revealed deficiencies in its control

controls. The FCMC states that

independent assessment of the

system and risk management

these failings led to “significant

effectiveness of the bank’s internal

procedures. Rietumu Banka, which

irregularities in several customer

control system with the regulatory

mainly serves non-resident clients,

due diligence and transaction

requirements; (4) comply with the

had not carried out proper

monitoring processes”, which

recommendations of that

assessments of the risks

impacted the bank’s ability to carry

independent assessment; and (5)

connected with payment service

out enhanced due diligence,

refrain from attracting new high-

providers' local and overseas

document its findings, identify the

risk customers until the

activities. There were also

origin of funds and beneficial

shortcomings have been rectified.

instances in which customers

owners, and report in a timely

money laundering and terrorism

manner to the Financial

and proliferation financing

Intelligence Service.

Latvia FCMC press release

US DOJ charges five for unlawful exports
The US Department of Justice

and Vladimir Gohan, and Russian

and assuring sellers that the items

(DOJ) announced on 21 June that

citizen Boris Polosin.

would not be exported from the

five individuals have been

US. The defence articles were then

charged in a scheme to export

According to the indictment,

purportedly exported to Russia

thermal imaging riflescopes and

between 2016 and 2020 the

after being hidden among other

night vision goggles to Russia

suspects allegedly purchased the

non-export controlled items with a

without a licence, in violation of

devices, most of which were

declared value of less than $2,500.

the Arms Export Control Act. The

valued at between $5,000 and

defendants are US citizens Elena

$10,000 and were subject to the

Shifrin and Vladimir Pridacha,

International Traffic in Arms

Israeli citizens Igor Panchernikov

Regulations, by using false names
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Switzerland opens investigation into former
Gunvor employee over Ecuador oil trading
The Office of the Attorney General

According to media reports, the

The OAG stated that the

of Switzerland (OAG) announced

allegations refer to Canadian

investigation aims to clarify

on 30 June that it has opened an

national and former Gunvor Group

whether the offences, which are

investigation into suspected

Ltd employee Raymond Kohut,

subject to US criminal proceedings,

bribery involving Ecuadorian

who pleaded guilty in April in the

were committed in Switzerland.

public officials and money

US to one count of conspiracy to

laundering purportedly committed

commit money laundering for his

by a former employee of a Swiss-

role in a $22 million bribery

based group of commodity

scheme involving Ecuadorian

trading companies, following

state-owned oil company Empresa

proceedings in the US.

Pública de Hidrocarburos del

OAG press release
Reuters article

Ecuador (PetroEcuador).

AUSTRAC launches AML/CFT enforcement
investigation into National Australia Bank Ltd
National Australia Bank Limited

significant and ongoing issues

reduce financial crime risks, but

(NAB) announced on 7 June that

regarding AML/CFT non-

notes that that may change.

it has been informed by the

compliance. The issues

Australian Transaction Reports

purportedly relate to customer

NAB states in its disclosure that it

and Analysis Centre (AUSTRAC)

identification and due diligence

has invested AUD 800 million into

on 4 June that AUSTRAC’s

processes as well as Part A of the

improving financial crime and fraud

enforcement team has launched a

bank’s AML/CFT programme.

controls since 2017 and has over

formal enforcement investigation

AUSTRAC states in the letter that

1,200 individuals working on

into NAB Designation Business

its concerns preceding the

financial crime risk management.

Group (DBG) over “serious

investigation’s launch come from

The five NAB DBG reporting

concerns” relating to the bank’s

compliance assessments both

entities that are subject to the

anti-money laundering and

past and recent, self-disclosures

investigation are NAB Limited,

counter terrorism financing

over a prolonged time period, and

JBWere Ltd, Wealthhub Securities

(AML/CFT) compliance.

accompanying closure rates.

Ltd, Medfin Australia Pty Ltd, and
AFSH Nominees Pty Ltd.

According to the partially redacted

AUSTRAC states that it is not

AUSTRAC letter, which NAB

considering entering civil penalty

published in its disclosure, the

proceedings based on the work

regulator believes there to be

NAB DBG has undertaken to
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US armoured transport company CEO charged
over gold smuggling scheme
The US Department of Justice

facilitating the illegal movement of

laws. The payments for the gold

(DOJ) announced on 23 June that

gold between Curaçao and the

were allegedly wire transferred to

Jesus Gabriel Rodriguez Jr, CEO

Cayman Islands and its arrival into

companies owned and controlled

of South Florida armoured

the US. The complaint alleges that

by co-conspirators.

transport company Transvalue Inc

Rodriguez purportedly hired

has been charged with facilitating

brokers to present false

In March 2018, NTR, at the time

a $140 million transnational gold

documentation stating that the

named Elemetal LLC, pleaded

smuggling scheme aimed at

gold originated from the Cayman

guilty to failure to maintain a

laundering illicit funds allegedly

Islands, in order to evade NTR’s

proper AML program, in violation of

linked to criminal activity.

anti-money laundering (AML) policy

the US Bank Secrecy Act (BSA),

that prohibits buying gold from

following accusations that it

According to the complaint,

Curaçao. In addition, Rodriguez

purchased billions of dollars worth

between March 2015 and

used his company to transport the

of gold from countries in Central

September 2016, Rodriguez

gold from Miami International

America, South America, Europe

facilitated the importation by US-

Airport to NTR’s precious metals

and the Caribbean without

based metal refining company NTR

refinery in Florida.

obtaining relevant information

Metals LLC (currently Elemetal

concerning its suppliers.

LLC) of thousands of kilograms of

Court documents state that the

gold from Curaçao, through a

gold was likely brought to Curaçao

company located in the Cayman

after being illegally mined and

Islands. Rodriguez and Transvalue

smuggled out of Venezuela, and it

allegedly assisted the companies

was later imported into the US, in

in deceiving US Customs by

violation of both US and Curaçao

DOJ press release
DOJ press release (March 2018)

International investigation takes down VPN
service used by ransomware groups
Europol announced on 30 June

their identity when perpetrating

connections to customers, and

that it has coordinated an

cyber-attacks.

was advertised on Russian and

international investigation which

English speaking underground

led to the seizure of web domains

According to Europol, the service

and server infrastructure of

claimed to ensure a high level of

DoubleVPN – a service used by

anonymity by providing single,

ransomware operators and

double, triple and even quadruple

phishing fraudsters to conceal

virtual private network (VPN)
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Jho Low and US entertainer charged over
lobbying campaign to drop 1MDB investigation
The US Department of Justice

relation to the 1Malaysia

Minister of Public Security. The

(DOJ) announced on 11 June that

Development Berhad (1MDB)

main aim of the campaigns was to

a federal grand jury in the District

corruption scandal, and to have a

have the 1MDB investigation and

of Columbia has returned a

Chinese dissident, purportedly

forfeiture proceedings involving

superseding indictment charging

billionaire Guo Wengui, sent back

Low and others dropped. Both Low

Prakazrel “Pras” Michel, a US

to China. Co-conspirators include

and Michel are also charged with

businessman and entertainer, and

Elliott Broidy, Nickie Lum Davis

conspiring to carry out money

Low Taek Jho, otherwise known

and other undisclosed individuals.

laundering involving foreign

as Jho Lo, with conspiring to

influence campaigns.

orchestrate an unregistered

The undisclosed lobbying

lobbying campaign to influence

campaigns were allegedly

the investigation of Jho Low in

controlled by Low and China’s Vice

DOJ press release

US FINRA fines Robinhood record $57 million
The US Financial Industry

trading customers that lacked the

report tens of thousands of written

Regulatory Authority (FINRA)

necessary oversight by employees.

customer complaints to FINRA due

announced on 30 June that it has

Thousands of onboarded

to a widely cast exemption policy.

fined Robinhood Financial LLC

customers reportedly did not meet

Robinhood agreed to the penalty

$57 million in addition to $12.6

eligibility criteria or had red flags on

payments without admitting or

million in restitution payments

their accounts that should have

denying the allegations.

and interest, marking a record

prevented them from clearing the

high FINRA penalty.

due diligence process.

In a 1 July SEC filing, the company
disclosed that it has reached a

FINRA found that since 2016,

Furthermore, Robinhood is

settlement in principle with the

Robinhood repeatedly shared false

accused of failing to properly

New York State Department of

or misleading information with its

oversee critical technology in its

Financial Services and expects to

customers regarding trades,

services, resulting in multiple

pay up to $15 million to resolve

account totals, buying power, and

system failures and outages that

anti-money laundering and cyber

questions over margin calls.

prevented customers from

security related issues. Robinhood

accessing their accounts during

states that it also expects to

Beginning in December 2017, the

critical times. The failure to carry

be assigned a compliance monitor.

company also allegedly failed to

out customer orders during these

conduct proper due diligence prior

outages is behind over $5 million

to onboarding customers, relying

of the restitution order. Lastly,

on algorithms to approve options

Robinhood purportedly failed to
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SPECIAL FEATURE

The UK Bribery Act goes under the microscope
on its 10th anniversary
Authority (FCA) can impose sanctions on regulated
financial institutions for failing to establish adequate
systems and controls to mitigate financial crime risk,
but it does not enforce the UKBA.
Despite its new tool, the SFO has come under
criticism for perceived reluctance or inability to
enforce the UKBA against corporations.
Only two cases, SFO v. Sweett Group and R v. Skansen
The landmark UK Bribery Act (UKBA) received royal
assent in April 2010 but did not take legal effect
until July 2011. Ten years on, the degree of its
success and the nature of its legacy continues to be
a matter of debate.
In the lead up to the passing of the Act, discussions
focused on the inadequacy of the existing statutes - a
set of three pieces of legislation collectively known as
the Prevention of Corruption Acts 1889 to 1916. The
new law made it an offence to give bribes, receive
bribes and bribe a foreign public official. A critical

Interiors – a CPS-led prosecution – have led to
convictions under the Section 7 offence. And despite
the SFO entering into ten deferred prosecution
agreements (DPAs) to date with companies under
investigation for UKBA offences, critics have
questioned both the deterrent effect and the
evidentiary standards of such agreements.
Lawyers told the Financial Crime Digest that despite
limited enforcement, one undeniable success of the
law is the jolt it has provided to change UK
corporate behaviour with respect to corruption.

feature was the Section 7 corporate offence which

Freshfields Partner and former SFO prosecutor Ben

introduced strict liability for failure to prevent bribery –

Morgan said: “I don’t think you could find a single

bucking the UK’s general approach to corporate

board member in this country that isn’t already well

criminal liability. The UKBA was described as an

aware of what the Bribery Act is. And as a result, the

“exemplary piece of legislation” by the House of Lords

standards of behaviour have risen dramatically over

Select Committee in 2019.

the 10-year period”. He noted that one goal of the Act
was to prohibit firms from outsourcing corrupt

There are several UK authorities who have the power

behaviour to overseas third-parties. “As to whether it

to investigate and prosecute corruption. The Crown

has succeeded, I think the answer is yes”, said

Prosecution Service (CPS) and the Serious Fraud

Morgan, although he acknowledged that few

Office (SFO) are the primary agencies tasked with

prosecutions have taken place. “If you think of the

enforcing the UKBA, with the SFO tackling the largest

ratio of the number of [cases] there have been to the

and most complex cases. The Financial Conduct

extent of behavioural change that’s been caused by
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the Act coming in, I think it’s hard to think of other

a non-UK company which carries on at least part of its

legislation that’s had that much impact”, he said.

business in the country. Cogman said that technically

There is broad agreement among practitioners and
campaigners that the law has had a positive effect on
corporate compliance culture in the UK – although for
the very biggest businesses which have been forced
to comply with similar requirements of the US Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA), only slight adjustments
may have been needed.
Justin McClelland, a Partner in Stephenson Harwood’s
regulatory and economic crime practice, said the
UKBA can be considered “the benchmark for
international statutes in this area. If the measure of
success of the Act is the extent to which
[corporations] have started to address the risks of
bribery, it’s been a success. Section 7 is a sensible
practical approach to seek to achieve that aim in that
it places the obligation on organisations to put their
houses in order, in order to have a defence”.
McClelland said the hierarchies within businesses “are
more focussed on the risks around bribery and
corruption, and that resonates with similar risks
around money laundering – for example, the risks that
third-parties create in both areas tend to have similar
features. In that sense, I think the focus on [antibribery and corruption] issues which [the UKBA]
sought to generate has come to fruition”.
Not all practitioners have found it easy to advise
companies on how to comply with the Act, however.
Susannah Cogman, a Partner at Herbert Smith
Freehills, told the Financial Crime Digest that the law’s
broad terminology has caused uncertainty and poorly
targeted compliance efforts.

a company incorporated in a distant country, which
fails to prevent bribery of an official in that country,
could be caught under the terms of the Act. The Act
covers bribery by “associated persons” of the business
– which Cogman also said can be difficult to define.
“The breadth and uncertainty of the associated
persons element is unhelpful, and from a jurisdictional
perspective […] the concept of a relevant commercial
organisation being someone who carries on business
in the UK – and what that means – again has not
been properly clarified”, added Cogman.
Several practitioners noted that the pandemic has
given rise to greater risks of bribery and corruption –
as well as increased fraud which has been welldocumented by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Alan Ward, a white-collar specialist at Stephenson
Harwood, said: “There’s a famous expression – when
the tide goes out, you see who has been swimming
without shorts. I suspect we’ll see that expression
borne out of the circumstances of the past eighteen
months”. Noting that the government has awarded
tens of billions of pounds of public contracts during
the period, Ward said that the public interest in
organisations like the SFO investigating where there
are any suspicions of bribery “could scarcely be
higher. The imperative to investigate in such
circumstances would be enormous”.
The deferred prosecution regime and the UK's
Serious Fraud Office
Inextricably bound up with the Bribery Act is the
advent of the deferred prosecution agreement

Ambiguities surrounding who is potentially liable

(DPA) regime introduced by the Crime and Courts Act

under the Act can present particular challenges for

2013. The statute provides a tool for corporates to

non-UK businesses who are unsure if they could come

report potential wrongdoing to law enforcement in

under scrutiny by UK authorities, Cogman said. The

a timely manner and to avoid prosecution in lieu of a

law scrutinises “relevant commercial organisations” –

financial penalty and the potential imposition of a

which includes both UK-incorporated businesses and

corporate monitor to oversee compliance reform.
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The DPA regime has been beset by criticism that it

Explanations abound as to the reasons for the SFO’s

represents a cosy deal between prosecutors

track record. Transparency International has called for

and corporations – by ignoring thorny evidentiary

increased resources for the SFO – however, core

details, prosecutors can close their investigation with

funding was boosted by more than 50 percent in 2018

big money success, and the company can bring

after criticism that the agency was over reliant on

closure to unwanted scrutiny and bad press. SFO

politically approved “blockbuster” funding to

prosecutions of individuals subsequent to several

investigate big cases. It has also been beset by

DPAs have failed, leading to criticism of the process

political challenges – as then Home Secretary,

by which deals are reached with the agency.

Theresa May attempted to roll it into the National

Kyle Phillips, a Partner at Howard Kennedy working on
financial crime investigations acknowledged that there
is “a commercial element” to entering into a DPA.
“Companies might take a more commercial decision,
rather than a legal analysis of whether they are
actually guilty of the offence. They just want to see the
back of the investigation. When you see a corporate
entering into a DPA, and then the individuals go on trial
and are all acquitted, it begs the question of what
evidence was the DPA based on in the first place.”
Phillips said the challenges faced by the SFO are not
limited to investigations into Bribery Act
offences. Phillips submitted a Freedom of Information
Act request to the SFO finding that between April 2013
and November 2019, the agency conducted 43
criminal investigations whereby at least one suspect
was a corporate. During the period, the SFO brought
11 prosecutions whereby at least one charge was
against a corporate (excluding DPAs), and it only
secured seven convictions against five corporates.

Crime Agency (NCA) in 2011, and later in 2014. Then
as Prime Minister in 2017 May made a manifesto
commitment to close the agency, before abandoning
the plan later that year.
Failure to prevent economic crime and the legacy of
the UK Bribery Act
For several years campaigners and prosecutors have
called for the Bribery Act’s Section 7 to be used as a
model applied to other economic crimes like fraud,
money laundering and false accounting. In 2017, the
Criminal Finances Act extended corporate direct
liability to the offences of failing to prevent the
facilitation of tax evasion in the UK and the world.
The Law Commission has an ongoing consultation on
reform of corporate criminal liability, with a number of
campaign groups, politicians, and legal practitioners
backing reform of the law.
In general, corporate criminal liability in England &
Wales is subject to the “identification doctrine”.

“There have been a few embarrassing results for [the

A prosecutor must prove that a company’s “directing

SFO]”, Phillips said. “One of the key reasons the SFO

mind and will” – in other words, that its most senior

has so many difficulties is likely to be because a lot of

management – had the requisite criminal intent. The

their investigations go so many years back.” He added

identification doctrine has been interpreted

that when deciding whether to self-report potential

narrowly by the courts, as was seen recently when a

wrongdoing, corporates will consider the SFO’s low

fraud case brought against Barclays by the

conviction rate and history of protracted

SFO collapsed. Another way a corporate can be

investigations. “An important consideration for a DPA

prosecuted for a criminal offence committed by those

from the corporate’s point of view is to try to deal with

acting on its behalf is through vicarious liability –

an issue as swiftly as possible, to move on. But if that

but this is generally used for regulatory offences that

is going to take six years, this could hinder any

do not require proof of mental fault.

incentive [to self-report].”
21
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As Solicitor General in 2017, the current Lord

Sixty percent of UK firms are sole proprietorships,

Chancellor and Secretary of State for Justice

Horder said, adding that the Bribery Act is

Robert Buckland said the identification doctrine “has

“meaningless” for most of these businesses. A failure

made it difficult to attribute criminal liability to large

to prevent economic crime offence – fraud and false

corporations where one cannot demonstrate the

accounting in particular – is “completely different” to

‘controlling mind’ of the individuals involved”. Buckland

bribery, added Horder. “They affect every firm from

said weaknesses in the law “result in other

your local hairdresser right up to BAE […] you’ll have to

jurisdictions holding British companies to account

be a lot more careful how you tread than we were”, he

when ours has not […] this has clear implications for

said. Furthermore, prior to the UKBA passing, many

the reputation of our justice system”.

large businesses told the Commission they would be

Transparency International has an ongoing campaign
backing reform, claiming a new criminal offence
would incentivise good corporate culture, create a
more level playing field for law abiding businesses,
and complement the law on failure to prevent bribery.
At a recent Law Commission webinar, General
Counsel of European multinational aerospace
corporation Airbus said he is in favour of reform.
“Companies benefit from trust and a reputation for
high standards”, John Harrison said. “It benefits
relationships with customers, investors and regulators
– a range of stakeholders […] this should lead to
greater dialogue between state agencies and private
and listed companies, and therefore a greater focus

able to roughly apply a compliance template based on
their experiences with the US FCPA.
Horder also noted that the political atmosphere in
which reformers are seeking to broaden corporate
liability differed from that which pervaded in 20082010. The UK was under acute political pressure from
the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) to update its legislation
following the SFO’s closure of an investigation into the
Al-Yamamah arms deal, and an international
perception the country was weak on tackling
corruption. Furthermore, a parliament shamed by the
2009 expenses scandal would have found it difficult to
oppose legislation condemning corruption.

on good governance to identify and remedy the gaps

For Horder, while there is a legal justification for

in companies’ internal controls before things go

passing such an offence, the Law Commission will

wrong.” In January 2020 Airbus entered a series of

“have a tough job” convincing the government

negotiated settlements in the UK, France and the US

that reform is a priority during the current parliament.

to bring an end to investigations into alleged foreign

“One of the things I learned [as a commissioner] is

bribery, paying around €3.6 billion in total penalties.

that the mere fact you have a legal problem and a neat
solution, doesn’t mean government is

But some prominent voices see significant political

going to introduce a law which will impact on 4.6

obstacles to reform. London School of Economics

million businesses in the UK and impose on them an

Professor Jeremy Horder, who was a Law

as-yet unidentified regulatory burden.”

Commissioner between 2005-2010 and involved in
consultations over the Bribery Act, told the Financial
Crime Digest that a broader failure to prevent offence
could face opposition from small business.
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The SFO did not respond to a request for comments.
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REPORTS

FATF report shows role of trade-based fraud and
shell companies in environmental crime
countries, alongside expertise from

are moved and held abroad; and to

civil society and the private sector.

fully implement FATF standards.

The report states that
environmental crime is “estimated

The report highlights the

to be among the most profitable

importance of further work,

proceeds-generating crimes in the

including the need to better

world”, generating between $110 to

understand financial flows specific

A Financial Action Task Force

$281 billion in criminal profits per

to waste trafficking.

(FATF) report released on 28 June

year. Proceeds from illegal waste

identifies good practices that

trafficking, forestry, and mining

governments and the private

account for up to two-thirds of all

sector can take to disrupt the

profit from environmental crime.

FATF standards
Criminalise money laundering
for a range of environmental

profitability of environmental
crime. The report finds that

Government actions to detect and

criminals are making “enormous

disrupt related financial flows “have

profits” by using shell and front

not been proportionate to the scale

Identify and assess the money

companies to mix legal and illegal

of [the] issue”, the report states. In

laundering and terrorist

goods and payments early in

response to a FATF survey, less

financing risks across crime

resource supply chains.

than half of 20 respondent

areas, and take steps to

countries considered

mitigate these risks

FATF also found that money

environmental crime in their

launderers rely on corruption,

national or sectoral money

trade-based fraud, and offshore

laundering risk assessments.

corporate structures to conceal the
ultimate criminals benefitting from

The report identifies key priorities

environmental crime. The body

for member states, including

looked at money laundering based

consideration of whether criminals

on profits secured through select

may be misusing their financial and

environmental crimes including

non-financial sectors to launder

illegal logging, land clearance,

illicit environmental profits; to

mining and waste trafficking.

strengthen operational capacity

offences

Ensure that the private sector is
aware of money laundering and
terrorist financing risks, and
that they introduce preventative
measures
Ensure law enforcement has
sufficient powers to investigate,
trace and confiscate criminal
assets across crime areas

including working with foreign
The findings of the report are

counterparts to share information,

based on case studies and good

facilitate prosecutions, and the

practices provided by over 40

effective recovery of assets that
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FATF publishes report on ethnically or racially
motivated terrorist financing
The Financial Action Task Force

exchange to assist in regulating or

within the top 100 channels on

(FATF) published on 30 June its

monitoring right-wing extremist

Dlive, a livestreaming service linked

first report on ethnically or

organisations.

through Bitchute channels, earned

racially motivated terrorist

as much as $550,000 in 2020.

financing, noting that despite a

Additionally, the report notes that

majority of such attacks being

most funding for ethnically or

perpetrated by lone self-funded

racially motivated extremist groups

individuals, some involve

comes from legal sources,

transnational extremist right-wing

including membership fees, event

organisations and other small or

tickets, product sales, virtual asset

medium sized groups. The report

pledges, and private donations,

summarises findings from FATF

with the FATF warning that the

partners in the private sector,

transnational and sophisticated

international bodies, and 30

nature of these groups is growing

jurisdictions within the FATF

in scope. According to the report,

global network, offering

while the Covid-19 pandemic has

recommendations including

limited the income of some right-

carrying out specific national risk

wing groups that would have

assessments and enhanced multi-

generated funds through concerts

lateral cooperation and

or other large events, the pandemic

information sharing.

has nevertheless provided

Regarding National Action, the

recruitment opportunities.

report cites Canada’s June 2019

Crowdfunding
remains a
significant source
of legal income for
right-wing extremist
groups that has
persisted
throughout the
pandemic

and February 2021 designations of

The FATF project’s goals include
raising awareness of extreme right-

Crowdfunding remains a

five far-right groups, which resulted

wing terrorist financing amongst

significant source of legal income

in their removal from several social

anti-money laundering and counter

for right-wing extremist groups

media platforms, restricting their

financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)

that has persisted throughout the

ability to raise funds through

experts and identifying good

pandemic. The FATF report cites a

Facebook and Instagram. These

practices that authorities can

study by the Australian Transaction

listings also provided other online

adopt to combat this growing

Reports and Analysis Centre

tech firms with the backing and

category of terrorism. Tracking

(AUSTRAC) of the video platform

means to remove content and

these groups’ financial activities is

Bitchute, which features QAnon

funding links from their sites

challenging due to the fact that the

conspiracy content and hosts

associated with designated

vast majority of nations have not

payment functions through virtual

terrorist groups.

designated such groups as

asset and online money transfer

terrorist organisations and there is

services to support white

little international consistency or

supremacist groups. AUSTRAC

public-private information

reportedly found that entities
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Court of Auditors report critical of the EU’s
efforts to combat ML/TF in the banking sector

The European Court of Auditors
(ECA) published a report on 28
June on EU efforts to combat
money laundering and terrorist
financing (ML/TF) in the banking
sector, finding that approaches
are fragmented and that efforts to
implement money laundering
controls are insufficient. The ECA
report sets out four detailed
recommendations for improving
the bloc’s regulatory landscape.
The special report finds that
coordination and oversight at the
EU level is lacking, with a
fragmented framework that is
unable to effectively respond to the
roughly 1.3 percent of EU GDP that
involves suspicious transactions.
The author of the ECA report
Mihails Kozlovs states that the EU
ought to use regulations rather
than directives as it necessitates
promulgation through member
state legislation. Kozlovs and other
auditors at the ECA found that risk
assessment procedures across the
bloc fail to indicate changes over
time, do not have a geographic
focus, and lack prioritisation.
25

Another area of weakness

a new methodology in place to

identified is the lack of an EU-

create a third country risk list, and

issued list of high-risk countries

add tools to mitigate ML/TF risks

outside the bloc that represent ML

from outside the bloc. The report

threats to the European market.

also recommends that the

The report also finds fault with the

Commission ensure AML/CFT

European Banking Authority (EBA),

legislation’s consistent and

noting that it has only pursued one

immediate effect.

AML breach to conclusion since
2010, and cites concerns over

Other recommendations include

reported evidence of national

the Commission and EBA making

lobbying efforts to the EBA Board

more effective use of their

of Supervisors during an ongoing

authority by publishing internal

deliberation over possible

guidance for trigging ML/TF

breaches. Furthermore, the

breach of EU law requests,

European Commission has not

harnessing information about

produced internal guidance on

cases to ensure the application of

requesting an EBA investigation,

EU law, and proposing

with most investigations being

amendments that can provide

carried out on an ad hoc basis or in

clarity about what information

response to media coverage,

should be shared with relevant

according to the report.

bodies in investigations. The EBA is
urged to make investigative

Although the European Central

decisions in a more timely manner

Bank (ECB) does not have the

and implement rules that will shield

same powers as the EBA to

Board of Supervisors members

investigate member state

from undue influence.

supervisory efforts, the report does
commend the central bank for

The ECA’s last recommendation is

engaging in effective information

directed at the EBA and ECB,

sharing with national agencies.

advising the two organisations to
improve incorporation of ML/TF

The ECA recommends that the

risks into prudential supervision.

Commission improve risk
assessments by the end of the
year by placing more prioritisation
on sectors identified through
national risk assessments, putting

ECA press release
ECA report
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Moneyval annual report calls for states to boost
effectiveness of AML/CFT measures
The Council of Europe’s

financial sanctions for terrorism

occurred around new laws and

Committee of Experts on the

and proliferation of weapons of

amendments to existing national

Evaluation of Anti-Money

mass destruction.

legislation and regulation. Almost

Laundering Measures and the

all the jurisdictions consulted have

Financing of Terrorism

The report states that while the

now conducted the required

(Moneyval) published its latest

overall level of sophisticated

national risk assessment (NRA) on

annual report on 4 June, with the

economic criminality remained

AML/CFT, and there is a “broad-

agency identifying a “serious”

stable or slightly decreased during

based effort” among jurisdictions

need for states to take tougher

the pandemic, countries reported a

to mitigate risks from virtual

action in the fight against money

surge in certain crimes such as

currencies and new technology,

laundering and terrorist financing.

digital fraud and cybercrime,

according to the report.

creating new sources of proceeds

Additional findings

The report provides an overview of

for money laundering. Additionally,

compliance trends in member

the necessity of governments to

jurisdictions, describes the anti-

implement emergency economic

In more than 80 percent of

money laundering challenges

relief measures such as financial

assessed countries, Moneyval

related to the Covid-19 pandemic,

aid and tax incentives created

found an absence of indepth

and describes Moneyval activities

“opportunities for abuse”. The

assessment of certain risks,

in 2020 with respect to mutual

weakening of procurement

such as terrorism financing and

evaluations.

processes to help national

offshore money laundering

governments acquire adequate
The report finds that member

medical supplies also created

Ninety percent of the

states continue “on average to

“vulnerability for fraud, corruption

jurisdictions assessed by

demonstrate a moderate level of

and subsequent money

Moneyval proactively pursue

effectiveness in their [anti-money

laundering”.

international cooperation

laundering and counter-terrorist
financing] efforts. Thus, the

The report states that law

median level of compliance is

enforcement authorities,

below the satisfactory threshold”.

supervisors and FIUs across the

Member states are strongest in

Moneyval membership have

risk assessment, international

“successfully adapted their working

cooperation and use of financial

methods” to the criminal trends

intelligence, but effectiveness is

that emerged during the pandemic.

“particularly weak” in financial

Twenty-eight of Moneyval’s 36

sector supervision, private sector

member jurisdictions noted

compliance, transparency of legal

legislative and institutional

persons, money laundering

changes in the AML/CFT area

convictions and confiscations,

during 2020. Most changes
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Ten percent face difficulties in
sending and receiving mutual
legal assistance requests, lack
prioritisation mechanisms or
cannot guarantee the provision
of data in a timely manner

Moneyval press release
Moneyval annual report
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UK Public Accounts Committee warns £27
billion in Covid-19 support likely lost to fraud
which have purportedly

establish transparency principles

acknowledged that the 100 percent

for government support schemes

taxpayer guarantee of pandemic

to include the publication of

funds removes incentives for

schemes receiving support.

banks to effectively combat fraud.
It also estimates that between 35

The Public Accounts Committee

and 60 percent of Covid-19

report also finds inconsistencies in

The UK parliament’s Public

pandemic loans through the

the way HMRC, the Department for

Accounts Committee published a

Bounce Back Loan Scheme may

Work and Pensions (DWP), and

report on 30 June warning that

have been lost as a result. In

BEIS approach consequences for

the lack of fraud and error checks

addition to fraud, which accounts

fraud and error disclosure failures.

in the government’s Covid-19

for 40 percent of all UK crime,

It states that HMRC tends to only

pandemic relief payments system

fraud targeting the tax and benefits

pursue criminal charges against

will likely cost UK taxpayers £27

system accounts for roughly half

the most egregious offenders

billion due to fraud or credit

of all UK fraud, with the committee

without tackling the profitability of

losses. The committee’s report

urging the government to increase

fraud, while BEIS relies excessively

sets out recommendations for

its efforts to recover the lost funds.

on banks themselves to police

how the government can better
ensure protection from fraud.

The report finds
inconsistencies in
the way HMRC, the
Department for
Work and Pensions,
and BEIS approach
consequences for
fraud and error
disclosure failures

fraud. In contrast, the report notes
HM Treasury and government

the DWP has added additional

leadership are urged to put a plan

online checks that allow individuals

in place within three months on

to report status changes that could

how they will ensure that

otherwise raise fraud prompts and

government departments

applies a financial threshold for

implement a zero-tolerance stance

pursuing criminal charges in fraud

towards fraud and error, harness

cases. HMRC and DWP are

innovation to tackle fraud,

advised to inform the committee of

strengthen reporting requirements,

how they will address cross-

and establish how they will

departmental fraud inconsistencies

measure fraud and error. The

within three months, while BEIS is

committee urges the government

urged to submit within the same

within six months to report on

timeframe steps it will take to

fraud and error risks threatening

determine if financial

public funds and annually update

institutions’ public fund recovery

the list and put in place required

efforts are sufficient.

mandatory fraud impact
The report states that the

assessments for high-risk

Department of Business (BEIS)

schemes. The report further

relies on financial institutions

recommends that HM Treasury
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UK Treasury Committee calls for “change of
culture” at the FCA over LCF failings
The UK House of Commons

changes to contact centre

missed”, the FCA is advised to

Treasury Committee published on

policies”, as well as the ongoing

“look at regulated firms’ activities

24 June a report on the Financial

dialogue between the FCA, HM

both within and outside the

Conduct Authority’s (FCA)

Treasury, and other regulators.

perimeter of regulation” and make

regulation of collapsed mini-bond

sure regulated firms clarify the

issuer London Capital and

The committee’s report underlines

risks to customers associated with

Finance plc (LCF), calling for a

further areas for improvement and

their unregulated activities.

“change of culture” with regards

provides a series of

to the regulator’s approach to

recommendations aimed at

Significantly, the MPs further

protecting investors.

preventing further potential

recommend that the FCA develop a

repetitions of the investment

more effective approach to fraud

The MPs report builds on former

scandal, which involved nearly

risks that involve authorised firms

appeals court judge Dame

12,000 people investing a total of

but are outside the perimeter of

Elizabeth Gloster’s inquiry which

£237 million into LCF products

regulation. Moreover, highlighting

assessed the actions, policies and

before it entered into

the limited resources and

approach taken by the FCA during

administration in January 2019.

personnel involved in tackling fraud

its regulation of LCF between April

and the fact that the FCA currently

2014 and January 2019. The

Highlighting Dame Gloster’s

lacks the full powers of a law

assessment highlighted “serious

findings citing Megan Butler as

enforcement body, the MPs

failings” in regard to information

bearing responsibility for

suggest that the government

provided by third parties,

significant areas of failure in the

should consider whether the FCA’s

significantly the “FCA’s failure to

matter and the fact that she was

capabilities should be enhanced

respond to specific and detailed

recruited internally with just one

with respect to investigating fraud

allegations made to the FCA by

alternative candidate, the

and financial crime.

third parties that LCF was engaged

committee recommends that the

in fraud or irregularity”. The

FCA should take a “holistic

As part of its recommendations,

committee states that the

approach” regarding recruitment

the committee states that the

regulator should examine whether

for critical roles. In addition, the

government should intervene

it “met the standards it seeks to

committee said it expects further

urgently to include measures to

impose on others” through

structural and operational changes

address fraud via online

accountability rules for senior

within the FCA, as well as setting

advertising in the Online Safety Bill,

executives.

an end date for the FCA's

to prevent further harm

transformation programme.

to customers being offered

The MPs welcome the operational

fraudulent financial products.

improvements that the FCA has

Furthermore, noting that the FCA’s

made since the publication of

failure to consider issues raised in

Dame Gloster’s report, including

the LCF’s unregulated bond

“the training of call-handlers and

business “led to red flags being
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UK FCA study reveals increasing crypto-asset
ownership, decrease in overall understanding
views with respect to the FCA’s

common and is held by two-

study, Lord Agnew of Oulton stated

thirds of crypto owners

that the government welcomes the
FCA’s research and that it is closely
monitoring developments related
to the industry through the UK’s
Cryptoasset Taskforce, which was
The UK’s Financial Conduct

launched in March 2018 as part of

Authority (FCA) published on 17

the UK’s wider FinTech strategy.

June a note on crypto-asset

Additionally, summing up the

consumer research for 2021,

government’s actions to mitigate

which is aimed at developing

risks to market stability and

further strategies on the potential

integrity and the risk of crypto-

related benefits and downsides

assets being misused, Lord Agnew

for consumers. The study finds a

highlighted that the government

significant increase in ownership

will publish in due course its

of cryptocurrency, with an

response to last year’s consultation

estimate of 2.3 million adults in

on regulating crypto-assets,

the UK now holding crypto-assets,

including Bitcoin.

which are now seen more as an
alternative or complement to

Key findings

mainstream investments rather
than “a gamble”.

Seventy-eight percent of adults
had heard of cryptocurrency, up
from 73 percent in 2020, but
overall understanding of
cryptocurrency has declined
with only 71 percent of those
who heard of cryptocurrencies
being able to correctly identify
its definition
Consumers are now less likely
to cite cryptocurrency as a
gamble when considering their
reasons for purchase (38
percent) and are more likely to
see them as an alternative or
complement to mainstream
investments. Consumers who
were persuaded by adverts
were much more likely to regret

Since beginning this strategy,

their purchase

the regulator has issued further
The FCA’s quantitative research is

consumer warnings, stating

part of a wider strategy and follows

that investing in crypto-assets

one qualitative and two

is high-risk. The study finds that

quantitative studies examining

only 1 in 10 who had heard of

attitudes towards unregulated,

cryptocurrency said they are

transferable cryptocurrencies

aware of consumer warnings

undertaken since October 2018.

on the FCA website

The fieldwork for the study was
conducted with online participants
recruited from YouGov’s
proprietary research panel.
Answering a 21 June parliamentary
question regarding HM Treasury’s
29

Four percent of the UK adult
population, namely 2.3 million
individuals, own cryptocurrency,

Understanding of stablecoins
remains low, with only 36
percent of crypto users being
able to correctly identify the
definition. When asked about
their lack of motivation to buy
stablecoins, 45 percent of
crypto users responded that
they have insufficient
knowledge about them

with the medium holding rising
from £260 to £300. In terms of
currencies, Bitcoin is the most

FCA press release
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EBA forming “better picture” of scale of derisking across the EU, states annual report
The European Banking Authority

risking decisions had on

Covid-19 pandemic on the EU

(EBA) is starting to form “a better

customers, or exactly why the

banking sector. The authority also

picture of the scale of de-risking

decision to de-risk was taken in the

focused on assessing and

across the European Union”,

first place.”

monitoring the evolution of risks

according to its latest annual

and enhancing transparency.

report published on 3 June. In

The EBA states that it “still [needs]

June 2020 the authority launched

to look more closely” at the issues

The EBA states it also addressed

a public call for input to gather

and will explore further the

the issue of consumer protection

views from external stakeholders

implications de-risking has from an

regarding payments and financial

on de-risking, and received

anti-money laundering/counter

crime risks in relation to the

around 300 responses.

terrorism financing (AML/CFT),

pandemic. In addition, the report

consumer protection and financial

states that the EBA sought to

stability standpoint.

improve cooperation between

The report states that prior to its
call for input, much of the

AML/CFT supervisors, prudential

information available to the EBA

The report states that 2020 was

supervisors, and other public

had been anecdotal. “We knew for

“an important year” for the EBA as

sector stakeholders.

instance that de-risking was

it concluded a 10-year cycle of

occurring across the EU, but the

activities, which “have contributed

scale of the problem was not yet

to a more solid banking sector”. It

clear to us […] we did not know so

notes measures taken by the

much about the impact these de-

authority to mitigate the impact of

EBA press release
EBA annual report

EU Parliament subcommittee publishes study on
harmful tax practices within the EU
The European Parliament’s

proposes recommendations to

member states to shape their own

Subcommittee on Tax Matters

counter the challenges that arise

national tax systems in accordance

(FISC) published on 2 June a new

from harmful tax practices, in

with their needs, economic and

study on harmful tax practices

light of increasing globalisation

social structures, and traditions.

within the EU, as a guide to

and digitalisation of the economy.
EU FISC press release

understanding harmful tax
competition and its effects on the

The recommendations include

EU. The study includes analysis of

having a more cohesive taxation

harmful tax practices, including

policy across EU member states,

the use of shell companies, and

although it is imperative for
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EBA report notes significant progress regarding
application of strong customer authentication
authorities not to enforce the regulatory standards to
enable issuing and acquiring PSPs to migrate to SCAcompliant solutions by 31 December 2020.
Based on information received from PSPs between
September 2019 and April 2021, the report notes that
significant progress has been observed with respect
to all key indicators, which highlight that: (1) 99
percent of EU merchants are able to support SCA; (2)
94 percent of all payment cards in the EU are SCAThe European Banking Authority (EBA) released on
11 June a report assessing payment service
providers’ (PSP) readiness to apply strong customer
authentication (SCA) for e-commerce card-based
payment transactions. The report finds significant
progress with respect to compliance with SCA
requirements, which has led to a major decrease in
related fraud offences being reported.

enabled; (3) 92 percent of e-commerce card-based
authentication requests reported by acquirers are
compliant with SCA requirements; (4) 87 percent of
initiated e-commerce card-based payment
transactions reported by issuers are compliant with
SCA requirements; and (5) 82 percent of all PSUs are
enrolled in an SCA solution.
Additionally, according to the report, the increased
application of SCA coincided with a steady reduction

According to the report, the
increased application of SCA
coincided with a steady
reduction of fraud levels

of fraud levels. Particularly, the average value of
fraudulent transactions across the EU decreased from
June 2020 to April 2021 by approximately 50 percent.
However, the EBA report highlights that some areas of
concern remain. Specifically, in some jurisdictions,
some PSPs are said to be falling behind in enabling
SCA for their payment cards, enrolling PSUs to

The legal base for the assessment of the SCA resides

compliant authentication solutions or in initiating SCA-

with the new security requirements under the revised

compliant transactions.

Payment Services Directive (PSD2) which has applied
since 14 September 2019 with the aim of reducing the

EBA press release

risk of payment fraud and ensuring payment service
users’ (PSUs) funds and personal data are protected.
In a 2019 opinion, the EBA granted, on an exceptional
basis, supervisory flexibility for national competent
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OECD publishes five peer review reports on
transparency and exchange of information
The OECD published on 24 June five peer review

authorities’ ability to access and exchange

reports, which assess the legal and regulatory

information with foreign partners has improved since

framework of the international standard on

the previous review in 2014. However, the report

transparency and exchange of information on

highlights that the key mechanisms for the availability

request (EOIR) in Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina,

of tax information are governed by the anti-money

the Russian Federation, South Africa and Ukraine.

laundering (AML) framework regarding customer due
diligence, which is not sufficient to ensure availability

The OECD found Antigua and Barbuda’s legal and

of all BO information and for all bank account holders.

regulatory framework generally ensures the

Concurrently, the country should address deficiencies

availability, access and exchange of relevant tax

regarding the availability of BO information of foreign

information, but several areas require improvements.

companies, partnerships and trusts.

The report notes that the country lacks guidance on
how to apply the 25 percent ownership threshold and

The OECD highlights that South Africa lacks clarity on

identify beneficial owners according to the three-step

whether beneficial owners will be identified in all cases

approach, and that certain deficiencies exist in relation

where non-natural persons are involved in

to identifying beneficial owners of partnerships, trusts

partnerships or are parties to a trust. According to the

and international foundations. In addition, Antigua and

report, in South Africa, “up-to-date and accurate BO

Barbuda lacks guidance on how frequently banks

information can only be available if all relevant legal

should update legal and beneficial ownership (BO)

entities and arrangements are engaged with AML-

information on account holders. The OECD

obliged persons on an ongoing basis”, which restricts

recommends that the country should ensure

availability and access. The OECD recommends

availability of all accounting information related to

clarifying aspects regarding accounting information

international companies and international limited

on companies domiciled outside South Africa.

liability companies that relocate to other jurisdictions.
Ukraine’s peer review report highlights relevant
The peer review report on Argentina highlights that the

improvements since the last review in 2016 with

country’s legislative and regulatory framework is

respect to tax authorities’ access to information

compliant with almost all the elements of the EOIR.

directly from financial institutions, without having to

The OECD recommends that Argentina should ensure

obtain a court order. However, the report notes that

that BO information of all relevant entities and bank

despite Ukraine having a centralised register for

account holders is made available in all cases.

collecting accounting and BO information, deficiencies
concerning its availability remain.

With respect to the Russian Federation, the OECD
notes that the country has strengthened international
cooperation in tax matters and that national tax
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Tax crime investigation heads back OECD report
The heads of tax crime

implementing the ten principles.

The forum of heads of tax crime

investigation from 44 countries

The principles encompass

investigation of the OECD's tax

welcomed on 17 June the launch

ensuring tax offences are

crime taskforce also discussed

of a new edition of the

criminalised, devising an effective

risks arising from the Covid-19

Organisation for Economic

strategy for tax crime, having

pandemic and agreed “ambitious”

Cooperation and Development’s

adequate investigative powers,

proposals for improving tools

(OECD) 2017 report Fighting Tax

powers to freeze and confiscate

necessary for tackling domestic

Crime: The Ten Global Principles.

assets, establishing an

and global tax crime. The

The report sets out key

organisational structure with

proposals include improvements

mechanisms for establishing an

defined responsibilities,

with regards to international

effective system for fighting tax

investigative resources, ensuring

exchange of information and

and other financial crimes. The

tax crime is a money laundering

recovery of the proceeds of tax

second edition includes

predicate offence, establishing

crime and developing toolkits to

recommendations on tackling

domestic and international inter-

assist in investigations of the

professionals who enable tax and

agency cooperation, and protecting

misuse of virtual assets and in

other white-collar crimes, and

the rights of suspects.

tackling professional enablers.

shares best practices on
international cooperation.

The report also highlights
successful cases relating to the

The new edition also presents 33

misuse of virtual assets, complex

country profiles detailing tax crime

investigations involving joint

enforcement frameworks and

taskforces, and the use of new

scrutinises progress made in

technologies to combat tax crime.

OECD press release
Fighting Tax Crime: The Ten Gl…

Scammers target 7 out of every 10 UK adults
UK-based independent

social media based on the

times while fraud via telephone

organisation Citizens Advice

potential victim’s age and

calls rose by 60 percent. Most

published on 14 June the results

employed a variety of hooks.

scam attempts concerned

of a survey showing that 68

purported deliveries, followed by

percent of surveyed adults in the

Reports of scams filed with the

government impersonation, and

country were approached by a

organisation’s consumer service

fraudulent investments or false

scammer between January and

reveal a more than twofold growth

high-yield opportunities.

May 2021. The survey results

compared with the first five

further demonstrate that alleged

months of 2020, with fraud via

fraudsters operated through

email increasing almost seven
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US FinCEN report on no-action letters process
The US Treasury’s Financial

Act of 2020, was released on 30

letters, which notify submitting

Crimes Enforcement Network

June after presentation to the

parties that the conduct they

(FinCEN) presented on 28 June its

Senate Committee on Banking,

present will not lead to

report to Congress on the

Housing, and Urban Affairs and

enforcement action, would serve

agency’s assessment of whether

the House Committee on

as a useful complement to its

to issue no-action letters in

Financial Services.

regulatory activities.

response to AML/CFT inquiries
regarding Bank Secrecy Act (BSA)

Michael Mosier, FinCEN’s Acting

compliance. The report,

Director, states that the agency has

generated pursuant to the AML

concluded that issuing no-action

FinCEN press release

Report on illegal gold mining in Central Africa
from inconsistencies in export

environmental crime and money

taxes, such as from the Central

laundering. Interpol warns that

African Republic to Cameroon, or

organised crime groups often

from the Democratic Republic of

partner with foreign companies or

Congo to Uganda, Rwanda and

corrupt public officials, such as

Burundi, and then exported or

political or military actors, in order

smuggled towards the UAE, India

to obtain mining licences and

Interpol published on 30 June a

and China or Europe. The paper

exploit permits, while engaging in

report raising concerns about the

highlights that gold is, in many

grand and petty corruption to

prevalence of organised crime

cases, used as a currency or

facilitate the illegal mining.

groups in gold mining across

means of exchange in

Central Africa, which facilitate

commodities rather than in cash,

Interpol highlights that organised

illegal gold production and

such as cars, fuel or construction

criminal groups benefitted from the

smuggling in the region.

materials, with the aim of

impact of the pandemic on the

laundering the proceeds and

gold mining industry in the region,

According to the report, criminal

hindering law enforcement from

by purchasing gold at lower prices

organisations collect gold from

tracing financial flows.

at production sites and introducing
it to the global market at higher

production locations and then
smuggle it to regional traders and

The report notes that illegal gold

refiners who conceal its origin,

mining and smuggling are

ownership and quantity. The gold is

generally linked to other types of

most commonly smuggled

serious criminal activities, such as

between neighbouring countries,

human trafficking and migrant

allowing perpetrators to benefit

smuggling, wildlife trafficking,

34

prices via land routes.
Interpol press release
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Report on Myanmar jade and gemstone trade
Anti-corruption campaign group

mineral exploration and production

Global witness recommends that

Global Witness published on 29

permits in order to fund its

the international community

June a report called ‘Jade and

operations and gain political

continue to impose sanctions on

Conflict. Myanmar’s Vicious

support. Furthermore, it claims

the Tatmadaw’s economic

Circle’, which alleges that

that numerous ethnic armed

interests, especially on companies

Myanmar’s jade mining industry is

groups are also engaged in jade

in the jade and gemstone industry

“deeply intertwined” with the

exploitation in the region.

and restrict imports of such

military forces and that conflict

commodities. In addition, domestic

around jade mining areas within

Evidence gathered by Global

jade mining and trading companies

the country has led to an increase

Witness allegedly discloses that

are advised to publish beneficial

in unlawful activities such as

corruption linked to dynamite

ownership information, as well as

corruption, bribery, smuggling, tax

imports into the Hpakant region

tax, payments and production data,

evasion and drug trafficking.

and illegal mining benefitted

in line with the Extractive Industries

Tatmadaw’s Commander-in-Chief

Transparency Initiative standard,

According to the report, the military

Min Aung Hlaing and his son Aung

and conduct enhanced due

coup on 1 February has enabled

Pyae Sone, who are allegedly

diligence on supply chains

the Myanmar Armed Forces

involved in jade related bribery

involving gemstones originating or

(Tatmadaw) to gain control of the

schemes. The report notes that up

likely to originate from Myanmar.

jade industry’s regulatory and

to 90 percent of the jade mined in

licencing administration, including

Hpakant is smuggled out of

the Myanmar Gems Enterprise

Myanmar into China without

(MGE). The paper raises concerns

entering the formal system.

Global Witness press release
Report

about the Tatmadaw selling

UK government taskforce on innovation calls for
FinTech AML rules to be relaxed
A report published by the UK

services (PIS) fall within the

across a range of areas that could

Taskforce on Innovation, Growth

scope of AML legislation, even

drive innovation, growth and

and Regulatory Reform on 16

though the money laundering

competitiveness through

June has called for certain anti-

risks are “so low they are virtually

regulatory reform following the

money laundering (AML)

non-existent”, according to the

UK’s departure from the EU.

regulations on open banking and

independent report.
Taskforce report

FinTech services to be relaxed.
Open banking services like

The taskforce was established by

account information services

UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson

(AIS) and payment initiation

to identify and develop proposals
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Transparency International survey finds
widespread corruption concerns in the EU
Transparency International (TI)

Significantly, only 21 percent of

sanction banks and oversee

published on 15 June its Global

respondents believe that corrupt

national supervisory authorities,

Corruption Barometer on the EU,

officials are regularly held

with beneficial ownership registries

which finds that nearly a third of

responsible for their actions and

and public contracting data being

respondents used a personal

face appropriate penalties.

made more easily accessible.

services last year while two-thirds

The watchdog recommends that

TI adds that the bloc’s Directive

of respondents said corruption is

countries ensure that policymaking

2014/95 (Non-Financial Reporting

a problem in their country.

is transparent and promote social

Directive) should be reformed to

accountability mechanisms.

require companies to manage

A third of respondents also state

Additionally, states are advised to

corruption risks, including in supply

that they believe corruption is

complete the full transposition of

chains. Meanwhile, the EU’s

increasing in their country, with

Directive 2019/1937 (the

corporate taxation rules should be

almost half of those asserting that

Whistleblower Directive). Further,

harmonised and the bloc’s

the government is not properly

states are advised to ensure that

legislation on public country-by-

addressing the issue. In nearly half

civil society and journalists are

country reporting should be

of EU member states, prime

protected against reprisals and

introduced for all multinationals.

ministers and members of

that the current rules offer

parliament are identified by

adequate safeguards against

respondents as being the most

undue influence in politics. TI

corrupt individuals, with the other

supports the establishment of an

half rating business executives and

EU-level AML supervisory body

bankers as the most corrupt.

with the remit to investigate and

connection to access public

TI article
TI paper

Europol publishes consolidated annual report
Europol published on 22 June its

Europol’s European Financial and

EFECC contributed to over 900

consolidated annual activity

Economic Crime Centre (EFECC),

arrests and seizures of bank

report for 2020 which details

launched in June 2020, supported

accounts, computers, and cash,

steps that the law enforcement

law enforcement agencies in 334

with a total value of €261 million.

body took to achieve its

operational cases. As a result

objectives. The report

of supporting over 50 operational

summarises Europol’s activities to

meetings and organising or

combat cyber and financial crime.

coordinating action days, the
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Europol report on terrorism trends in the EU
Europol published on 22 June its

have used money service

cooperation with large groups is

report on terrorism trends and

businesses, couriers, front

even less common, there are

threats facing the EU in 2020. The

companies or hawala banking to

reportedly some overlaps between

report discusses methods of

send funds to persons detained in

right-wring extremists and

terrorist financing (TF), the crime-

camps or prisons.

organised crime factions

terrorism nexus, and the

concerning weapons procurement

digitalisation of propaganda and

Spanish authorities highlight that

recruitment processes. Almost

foreign terrorist fighters can obtain

450 individuals were arrested in

help to return from conflict zones

Similarly, jihadist groups have been

the EU on terrorism-related

to Europe. While the use of

observed to obtain funding through

charges in 2020.

cryptocurrency for TF remains low

extortion, trafficking in drugs and

as access to traditional financial

humans, and money laundering.

Europol reports that different

institutions becomes more

Relatedly, one of the means of

groups seldom employ the same

restricted, groups can encourage

financing for Irish Dissident

means for raising funds. Some

followers to donate virtual coins, as

Republican groups is excise fraud,

Finnish and Swedish right-wing

exemplified by the Swedish neo-

which purportedly brought the

groups reportedly rely on

Nazi party Nordfront.

groups into contact with organised

membership fees and donations,

and narcotics trafficking.

crime, according to the report.

while Poland reports that similar

Europol notes that there is little

organisations use funds derived

evidence of convergence between

from legal business ventures or

terrorists and non-organised

selling paraphernalia. Europol

criminals, with cooperation largely

states that individuals in Europe

transaction based. While

Europol press release
Europol report

Europol on the role of the police in cyberspace
Europol published on 25 June an

drew attention to the development

ransomware-as-a-service business

academic position paper on the

of a “criminal hydra”. In the

strategy allows criminals lacking

concept of “Cyber Blue Line”, a

European agency’s view, even the

the technical skills to carry out

new frontier for law enforcement

most successful police operations

cyber-related offences.

agencies in the context of

do not thwart the long-term plans

increased security threats online.

of organised crime groups.

The report builds on Europol’s

The position paper adds that the

Serious Organised Crime Threat

emergence of the crime-as-a-

Assessment (SOCTA) 2021, which

service model and the connected
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BIS annual report includes chapter on CBDCs
The Bank for International

that foster innovation, allowing for

On the two variants of retail

Settlements (BIS) released on 29

reduced costs and better services,

CBDCs, BIS notes that the user

June its annual report, including a

improving cross-border payments,

identity verification-based form of

23 June pre-released chapter on

and tackling financial crime.

payments is superior from a

central bank digital currencies

financial crime prevention

(CBDCs). The report discusses

The chapter accuses Bitcoin of not

perspective and does not

the impact of Covid-19 on

holding redeeming public interest

necessarily involve a sacrifice of

international finance, post-

attributes due to high energy

privacy. The chapter also states

pandemic financial monetary

consumption in the production

that distributed ledger technology

policy, and how CBDCs can be

process and many cases of the

is being considered in many

utilised to better detect illicit

cryptocurrency being used to

CBDC prototypes.

financial activity.

facilitate financial crime, including
ransomware payments and money

The chapter notes advantages of

laundering. By contrast, CBDCs,

CBDC adoption, including

BIS argues, offer a clear digital

settlement finality, integrity,

footprint. However, the chapter

providing open payment platforms

acknowledges privacy concerns.

BIS press release
BIS annual report

OECD Working Group on Bribery report on Peru
The OECD Working Group on

recommends that Peru increase

The Working Group recommends

Bribery published on 30 June its

the enforcement of national foreign

that Peru ensures protection for

phase 2 report on Peru’s progress

bribery laws and “urgently raise

prosecutors from unjustified

in implementing the OECD Anti-

awareness of this crime”.

removal from investigations and

Bribery Convention, which lauds

reduces the number of “provisional

the country’s efforts to strengthen

The report notes that Peru’s

and supernumerary” judges and

domestic corruption enforcement

progress in enforcing corruption is

prosecutors, as it impacts judicial

and recommends increasing

particularly visible in cases

integrity and independence. In

foreign bribery prosecution.

conducted by the Lava Jato team,

addition, Peru should develop

otherwise known as Operation Car

mechanisms to protect public and

According to the OECD, Peruvian

Wash. The paper adds that Peru

private sector whistleblowers and

stakeholders lack knowledge

should also adopt provisions to

strengthen cooperation with

regarding foreign bribery offences

clarify whether and how its

foreign countries by enhancing

and the OECD Anti-Bribery

regulation on money laundering

coordination and oversight of

Convention, despite international

covers the laundering of proceeds

mutual legal assistance.

exposure of Peruvian companies,

from foreign bribery committed in

which could be at risk of bribing

a third country.

foreign officials. The OECD
38
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LEGISLATION

EU bans Belarus carriers from using its airspace
and airports over Ryanair flight interception
Decision (CFSP) 2021/908. It follows conclusions
adopted by the European Council on 24 and 25 May,
as well as several reactions from European and
international actors, calling for the listing and
imposition of targeted economic sanctions against
persons and entities involved in the 23 May incident.
The 4 June Regulation and decision amend Council
Decision 2012/642/CFSP of 15 October 2012
concerning restrictive measures against Belarus, and
The Council of the European Union adopted a
decision on 4 June imposing restrictive measures on
the overflight of EU airspace and on access by all
kinds of Belarusian carriers to EU airports pursuant
to Article 215 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the
European Union. The action concerns circumstances
surrounding the interception and diversion of
Ryanair flight FR4978 while overflying Belarus en
route to Vilnius in order to arrest journalist Roman
Protasevich and his partner on 23 May.

Regulation (EC) No 765/2006 of 18 May 2006 which
gives effect to the measures provided for in the
decision. The amendments provide that member
states shall deny “permission to land in, take off from
or overfly their territories to any aircraft operated by
Belarusian air carriers”, unless the landing, take-off or
overflight is required for humanitarian purposes or in
emergency circumstances. The provisions also cover
marketing carriers in code-sharing or blocked-space
arrangements.
In addition, the European Union Aviation Safety

The decision follows
conclusions adopted by the EU
Council in May calling for the
listing and imposition of
targeted economic sanctions
against persons and entities
involved in the 23 May incident

Agency (EASA) issued Safety Directive 2021-02 in
consultation with EASA member states and the
European Commission, prohibiting aircraft operators
from conducting operations in Belarus airspace,
unless the operations are necessary on safety
grounds or concern “unforeseen circumstances”.
EU Council press release
Council Regulation (EU) 2021/907
Council Decision (CFSP) 2021/908

The decision has been made through the adoption of
Council Regulation (EU) 2021/907 and Council
39
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UK, US, Canada and EU jointly sanction Belarus
The UK, US, Canada and the

Presidential Proclamation 8015.

Eismant, Natallia Ivanauna

European Union announced in a

The UK has designated 11

Kachanava, Mikalai Karpiankou,

joint statement on 21 June that

individuals and two entities

Andrei Ivanavich Shved,

they have simultaneously

pursuant to the Republic of Belarus

Alyaksandr Vyachaslavavich

imposed sanctions against

(Sanctions) (EU Exit) Regulations

Astreika, Volha Lieanidawna

individuals and entities from the

2019. Canada has imposed asset

Darashenka, Andrei Anatoljevich

Belarusian regime in response to

freezes and travel bans on 17

Gurzhy, Siarhei Aliaksiejevich

the detention of journalist Roman

Belarusian individuals and five

Kalinowski, Sviatlana Piatrowna

Protasevich and Sofia Sapega

entities pursuant to the Special

Katsuba, Aliaksandr

following the forced diversion of a

Economic Measures Act.

Mikhajlavich Lasiakin, Ihar

Ryanair flight in May.

Anatoljevich Plyshewski,
OFAC also issued Belarus General

Maryna Jurjewna Rakhmanava,

The group has also designated

License 3, authorising certain

and Iryna Aliaksandrawna

entities and individuals “in

transactions with the newly

Tselikaviets; the Internal Troops

response to the continued

designated State Security

of the Ministry of Internal

suppression of democracy and

Committee of the Republic of

Affairs of the Republic of

human rights in Belarus by

Belarus, and FAQs 912 and 913.

Belarus (Internal Troops), the

Lukashenko and his regime”, UK
Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab

Main Directorate for Combating

The designations include

MP stated. The sanctions include

Organized Crime and
Corruption of the MVD of the

travel bans and asset freezes

UK: Aliaksei Mikalaevich

Republic of Belarus (GUBOPiK),

against officials in the Belarusian

Auramenka, Oleg Nikolaevich

Directorate of Internal Affairs of

regime and BNK (UK) Ltd, an

Beliakov, Leanid Mikalaievich

the Brest Oblast Executive

exporter of Belarusian oil products.

Churo, Oleg Sergeevich

Committee (Brest UVD),

Gaidukevich, Igor Vladimirovich

Akrestsina Detention Center,

The European Council has

Golub, Andrei Mikalaevich

and the State Security

imposed restrictive measures

Gurtsevich, Nikolai Karpenkov,

Committee of the Republic of

against a total of 78 Belarusian

Viktor Gennadevich Khrenin,

Belarus (Belarusian KGB)

individuals and eight entities. The

Marat Sergeevich Markov,

US Department of the Treasury’s

Maksim Ryzhenkov Artsiom

Office of Foreign Assets Control

Igaravich Sikorski;

(OFAC) has designated 16

Belaeronavigatsia Republican

individuals and five entities

Unity Air Navigation Services

pursuant to Executive Order 13405.

Enterprise, BNK (UK) LTD

The US Department of State has
imposed visa restrictions on 46

US: Ivan Tsertsel, Sergei

Belarusian officials pursuant to

Yevgenevich Zubkov, Mikhail
Hryb, Natallia Mikalaeuna

40
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US issues EO targeting human rights abuse and
corruption in the Western Balkans
US President Joe Biden signed on

EO 14033 expands criteria for

which has been added to the scope

8 June Executive Order (EO)

designations pursuant to the

of the EO “to best address region-

14033 blocking property and

national emergency declared

wide networks of corruption”.

suspending entry into the US of

through the adoption of EO 13219

persons determined to be

to include activities related to (1)

The EO also expands the US

involved in serious human rights

threatening the peace, security,

government’s capability to target

abuse and the destabilisation of

stability, or territorial integrity of

actors responsible for perpetrating

the “peace, security, stability, or

any area or state; (2) undermining

acts that have obstructed or

territorial integrity of any area or

democratic processes or

threatened the implementation of

state” in the Western Balkans.

institutions; and (3) engaging in

any regional security, peace,

Concurrently, the administration

serious human rights abuses and

cooperation, or mutual recognition

extended for a further year the

corruption, in and related to the

agreement or accountability

national emergency with respect

Western Balkans. Criteria also

mechanism with respect to the

to the Western Balkans, which

include the provision and receipt of

Western Balkans, including the

was declared pursuant to EO

“funds, goods, or services by, to, or

2018 Prespa Agreement, the 2001

13219 of 26 June 2001.

for the benefit of any person whose

Ohrid Framework Agreement, UN

property and interests in property

Security Council resolution 1244,

are blocked” pursuant to the EO.

the Dayton Accords, the

The scope of the
EO covers the
Western Balkans,
the territory of the
former Socialist
Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia –
namely Slovenia,
Croatia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina,
Serbia, Kosovo,
Montenegro,
Macedonia, and the
Republic of Albania

Conclusions of the Peace
The EO authorises the imposition

Implementation Conference

of sanctions on individuals or

Council held in London in

entities determined to be

December 1995, including the

responsible for corruption, through

decisions or conclusions of the

involvement in misappropriating

High Representative, the Peace

public assets, expropriating private

Implementation Council, or its

assets for personal gain or political

Steering Board, or the International

purposes, or bribery.

Criminal Tribunal for the former
Yugoslavia, or, with regards to

In addition, the administration

the former Yugoslavia, the

clarifies that the geographic scope

International Residual Mechanism

of the EO covers the Western

for Criminal Tribunals.

Balkans, thus including the territory
of the former Socialist Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia – namely
Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Serbia, Kosovo,
Montenegro, and Macedonia, as
well as the Republic of Albania,

41
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US EO superseding ban on Chinese militaryindustrial securities, designates 59 entities
The EO creates a securities-related

EO clarifies that going forward, the

sanctions regime for designated

US Department of the Treasury,

Chinese Military-Industrial

rather than the DOD, will determine

Complex Companies (CMICs) that

future designations.

is effectively separated from the

US President Joe Biden signed on
3 June Executive Order (EO)
14032 ‘Addressing the Threat
from Securities Investments that
Finance Certain Companies of the
People’s Republic of China’. The
order strengthens the US
government’s power to impose
sanctions provided in EO 13959 of
November 2020 to cover
additional companies involved in
“military, intelligence, and
security research and
development programs, as well as
weapons and related equipment
production”. The EO provides a
60-day grace period and is due to
become effective on 2 August.
EO 14032 supersedes and expands
in scope the national emergency
declared through EO 13959, by
strengthening the sanctions
framework and refocusing the
criteria by which a Chinese
company could become subject to
the investment-based restrictions
to cover Chinese defence and
surveillance technology companies
or their subsidiaries.

42

Communist Chinese military

According to the EO, current

companies (CCMCs) list

shareholders are given until 3 June

maintained by the Department of

2022 to engage in transactions

Defense (DOD) pursuant to Section

solely for the purpose of divesting

1237 of the Fiscal Year 1999

currently held securities in the

National Defense Authorization Act

entities presently and subsequently

(NDAA) as amended. Therefore, the

listed in the annex of the EO.

designated companies are now
referred to as CMICs.

On the same day, the DOD
published its own Chinese military

The new EO prohibits any US

companies (CMCs) list pursuant to

citizen or permanent resident, any

Section 1260H of the NDAA for

person in the US, and any entity

Fiscal Year 2021. The list includes

organised under US law and its

47 names, 39 of which are also

foreign branches from the

designated pursuant to the new EO,

purchase or sale of any publicly

while the remaining eight are

traded securities of CMICs, or any

subsidiaries of Semiconductor

“securities that are derivative of

Manufacturing International

such securities or are designed to

Corporation (SMIC), which is also

provide investment exposure to

listed in the new EO’s annex.

such securities”.
Concurrently with the issuance of
EO 14032, the President and the
US Treasury Department’s Office of
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)
listed 59 entities operating in the
defence and related materiels
sector and the surveillance
technology sector of the Chinese

OFAC also published 15 new and
updated FAQs, clarifying the scope
of the new EO, and addressing
questions from the industry.
Executive Order
White House briefing
Department of Defense press r…

economy, whose publicly traded
securities will be targeted by the
restrictions. Furthermore, the new

OFAC press release
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US EO revokes prohibitions on TikTok and
WeChat, orders review of apps that pose a risk
US President Joe Biden signed on

management of connected

Consequently, the Commerce

9 June a new Executive Order

software applications by persons

Department is required to make

(EO) on protecting US citizens’

involved in malicious cyber

recommendations for future

sensitive data from foreign

activities; (3) use of the connected

executive actions or legislation to

adversaries. The EO is aimed at

software application to conduct

address the concerns.

addressing the ongoing national

surveillance that enables

emergency declared in EO 13873

espionage, including through a

Two of the previous

of 15 May 2019 regarding the

foreign adversary’s access to

administration’s EOs are currently

threat to the US information and

sensitive or confidential

subject to litigation. On 19 and 27

communications technology and

government or business

September 2020, the US District

services (ICTS) supply chain.

information, or sensitive personal

Court for the Northern District of

data; (4) the scope and sensitivity

California and the US District Court

The order revokes and replaces

of the data collected; and (5) the

for the District of Columbia granted

EOs 13942, 13943, and 13971

extent to which identified risks

motions for preliminary injunctions

issued by the Trump

have been or can be addressed by

in favour of WeChat and TikTok.

administration which imposed

independently verifiable measures.

The court ruled at the time that EO

bans on transactions connected to

13942, pursuant to which the

individual companies, including

The EO also aims to develop

prohibition has been introduced,

TikTok, WeChat and eight other

further strategies to protect

exceeded the lawful bounds of the

communications and financial

sensitive personal data and

International Emergency Economic

technology software applications.

address the potential risk posed by

Powers Act (IEEPA), highlighting

The new order revokes the

certain related software

that the IEEPA specifically limits

prohibitions and aims to clarify the

applications. The order calls on the

presidential authority to “not

criteria regarding software

Secretary of Commerce Gina

include the authority to regulate or

applications determined as

Raimondo to evaluate transactions

prohibit […] the importation or

threatening US citizens’ sensitive

involving software applications

exportation of information or

data, including personally

determined to be a threat to US

informational materials […] [or]

identifiable information and genetic

ICTS or national security and report

personal communications, which

information.

back with respect to the risks

do not involve a transfer of

identified. The Commerce

anything of value”.

According to the order, potential

Department and other federal

indicators of risk include: (1)

agencies are also expected to work

ownership, control, or

together to set out

management by persons that

recommendations to protect

support a foreign adversary’s

against the collection, sale, and

military, intelligence, or proliferation

transfer of sensitive US consumer

activities; (2) ownership, control, or

data to foreign adversaries.
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US designates Bulgarian officials and 64 entities
in largest single action targeting corruption
The US Treasury’s Office of

Appropriations Act 2021. The State

documents, and blackmailing a

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

Department has also designated

future minister into providing

designated on 2 June three

Manolev’s wife, Nadya Manoleva,

political assistance. Six of

Bulgarian nationals for engaging

and his children, Alexa, Joanna,

Peevski’s entities are additionally

in significant corruption, as well

and Dimitar; Haralampiev’s wife

subject to sanctions.

as their collective network of 64

and son, Veselka Haralampieva

entities, marking the largest

and Pavel Haralampiev; Peevski’s

The Treasury Department identifies

single action under the Global

son and daughter; and

Bojkov as having allegedly bribed

Magnitsky Sanctions Regime. The

Zhelyazkov’s daughters Vania

the former gambling commission

State Department also designated

Ilkova Zhelyazkova and Roza Ilkova

chief as well as other Bulgarian

two of the same nationals in

Zhelyazkova.

officials, including two Bulgarian

addition to three other Bulgarian

politicians in exchange for their

former public officials on the

According to a statement by State

assistance in establishing

same day, subjecting them and

Department spokesperson Ned

Bojkov’s influence channel between

their immediate family members

Price, Manolev, Haralampiev, and

Russian and Bulgarian political

to travel bans.

Tomov, while in leadership

figures. Treasury notes that despite

positions with the State Agency for

an international warrant from

The OFAC targeted individuals are

Bulgarians Abroad, abused their

Bulgaria for Bojkov, who apparently

Bulgarian oligarch Vassil Kroumov

roles by leveraging political

resides in Dubai, the oligarch’s

Bojkov, former parliament member

influence and power for personal

influence on Bulgaria remains

Delyan Slavchev Peevski, and

gain. Meanwhile, the Treasury

significant, as demonstrated by his

former deputy chief of the

Department identifies Peevski, the

recent creation of a political party

Bulgarian State Agency for

former MP, as an oligarch and

host to candidates who are running

Technical Operations Ilko Dimitrov

media conglomerate owner who

in the July parliamentary elections.

Zhelyazko, who is currently a

has allegedly engaged in extensive

Fifty-eight of Bojkov’s entities are

member of the National Bureau for

bribery and other forms of

also listed by OFAC, including a

Control on Special Intelligence-

corruption to maintain power over

gambling conglomerate,

Gathering Devices, designated

major sectors and institutions in

engineering firm, digital services

pursuant to Executive Order 13818.

Bulgaria, including by providing

company, and properties group.

political figures with positive media
The State Department has publicly

coverage in exchange for

The three OFAC-designated

designated Peevski and

protection from the authorities in

Bulgarians and 64 entities are all

Zhelyazkov as well as former

criminal investigations. Zhelyazkov

subject to asset freezes and are

officials Alexander Manolev, Petar

is named as a front man for

blocked from accessing the US

Haralampiev, and Krasimir Tomov,

Peevski, allegedly using his

financial system.

pursuant to Section 7031(c) of the

position in national security to run

Department of State, Foreign

a bribery scheme, embezzle public

Operations, and Related Programs

funds, illegally sell residency
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EU imposes sectoral sanctions on Belarus
The Council of the European

on all EU-based companies

The sanctions measures also

Union announced on 24 June new

transporting the product.

require the European Investment

sectoral sanctions on Belarus,

Bank to stop making payments or

which entered into force the

In addition to the monitoring

disbursements to Belarusian public

following day, in response to

technology ban, all EU persons are

sector projects. Additionally, EU

human rights abuses by the

restricted from engaging in any

member states are ordered to

Belarusian government and the

financial or technical service for

place limits for Belarusian

forced landing of a commercial

monitoring use in Belarus or for the

involvement on multilateral

plane and subsequent arrest of a

government of Belarus.

development banks of which they

Belarusian journalist and his
girlfriend on 23 May.

are members.
The capital markets ban,
meanwhile, is set at securities from

The latest sanctions set out in

The new package of sanctions

Belarus with maturities exceeding

Council Regulation (EU) 2021/1030

restrict access to EU capital

90 days. In addition to insurance,

and Council Decision (CFSP)

markets and cover a wide range of

financial institutions in the EU are

2021/1031, which have been

trade and services, including

also prohibited from providing re-

published in the Official Journal of

telecommunications that can be

insurance, loans, or credit to any

the EU, follow the EU Council’s call

used for monitoring, dual-use

public Belarusian organisation or

to action in its 24 May conclusions

military goods, tobacco, petroleum

government entity. The trading ban

on the situation in Belarus.

products, potassium chloride, and

for EU financial service providers

insurance services. Potassium

also applies to three Belarusian

chloride, also known as potash, is

financial institutions and the

Belarus’ largest single export,

relevant entities’ majority

according to Reuters. The potash

subsidiaries outside the bloc.

export ban extends to a prohibition

EU Council press release
Council Regulation (EU) 2021/…
Council Decision (CFSP) 2021/…

US Department of State designates former
Namibian officials for corruption
The US Department of State

that undermined the rule of law

State, Foreign Operations and

announced on 15 June the

and public faith in the country’s

Related Programs Appropriations

designation of former Namibian

government institutions, including

Act 2021, Section 7031(c), and

minister of fisheries and marine

by using their political influence

include Esau’s wife Swamma Esau

resources Bernhardt Esau and

for their personal benefit.

and his son Philippus Esau.

former minister of justice Sakeus
Shanghala for their alleged

The designations have been made

involvement in corrupt activities

pursuant to the Department of
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OFAC designates four Nicaraguan officials
The US Treasury’s Office of

The US Department of State

them up to the risk of US

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

explains that the designations have

sanctions.

designated four Nicaraguan

been made in response to the

senior officials on 9 June for

Nicaraguan government’s recent

Also designated is Edwin Ramon

supporting the Daniel Ortega

arrest of presidential candidates

Castro Rivera, who is a National

administration, which the US

Cristiana Chamorro, Arturo Cruz,

Assembly deputy and serves on

accuses of engaging in human

Félix Maradiaga, Juan Sebastian

the Special Commission on

rights abuses, undermining

Chamorro and other civil society

Electoral Affairs. The National

democracy, and repressing the

and opposition leaders. As well as

Assembly has appointed Supreme

population and independent

the continued oppression in the

Electoral Council magistrates,

media. The designees include the

country and Nicaragua’s failure to

whom the US government deems

central bank president as well as

implement electoral reforms

to be Ortega loyalists, who have

Ortega’s daughter, Camila Antonia

requested by the Organization of

since apparently increased their

Ortega Murillo, who also serves

American States and supported by

council powers. Furthermore, the

as the Coordinator of the Creative

the UN Human Rights Council.

Special Commission on Electoral

Economy Commission.

The US Treasury
asserts that the law
may require
financial institutions
in Nicaragua, under
threat of penalty by
the central bank, to
engage in
transactions with
designated people
in the country,
opening them up to
the risk of US
sanctions

46

Affairs on 4 May passed reforms
OFAC notes that Camila Ortega is

which allow the Ortega regime to

also a senior adviser to her father

block political parties and

and manages a state propaganda

international observers from

TV channel, which President

participating in the November

Ortega reportedly promotes with

election. The fourth designated

state funds at the expense of

official is General Julio Modesto

independent news channels.

Rodriguez Balladares of the

Central Bank of Nicaragua

Nicaraguan Army, which is

President Leonardo Ovidio Reyes

accused of killing or causing

Ramirez is designated for his role

serious harm to over 300

as a senior government official and

protestors.

for implementing the Law for the
Protection of Consumers and

The designations are made

Users. The US Treasury asserts

pursuant to Executive Order 13851.

that this law may require financial
institutions in Nicaragua, under
threat of penalty by the central
bank or other government
authorities, to engage in
transactions with designated
people in the country, opening

OFAC press release
Updated SDN list
State Department press release
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UK criticised for failing to designate Russian
oligarch over Belarus despite EU designation
The Council of the European

among the political elite in Belarus”

omission of Gutseriev from the UK

Union included on 21 June

and benefitted from the support of

list of designated persons, despite

Russian businessman Mikhail

the Belarusian regime. The EU act

having controlling interests in UK-

Safarbekovich Gutseriev on the

notes that Gutseriev, through his

based GCM Global Energy plc.

EU sanctions list of individuals

companies Safmar Group, Slavkali

and entities responsible for

IOOO and OAO NGK Slavneft, has

On 13 May, in response to a

human rights violations in

supported Lukashenko by

parliamentary question on whether

Belarus, for his alleged

supplying oil to Belarusian

the UK will impose sanctions on

involvement in the forced

refineries, as well as in disputes

Gutseriev as a result of his role in

diversion of Ryanair flight FR4978

with Russia regarding oil deliveries.

funding the Belarusian regime and

on 23 May. An additional 77

Lukashenko, UK FCDO

Belarusian individuals and eight

On the same day, the UK’s Foreign,

representative Wendy Morton

entities were designated,

Commonwealth and Development

stated that the FCDO is “aware

pursuant to Council Implementing

Office (FCDO) announced the

of reported links” between him and

Regulation (EU) 2021/997.

imposition of sanctions against

the Belarusian president.

seven individuals and one entity, in
In the annex to the regulation, the

response to the detention of

EU notes that Gutseriev is a “long-

Roman Protasevich and his partner

time friend” of Alexander

Sofia Sapega. According to media

Lukashenko, who has gained

reports, critics of the Belarusian

“significant wealth and influence

regime have contested the

The Telegraph article
Parliamentary question

Aperio Analysis by George Voloshin
The issue of Gutseriev not being subject to an asset freeze in the UK would not have arisen had the UK still
been part of the EU - or had the Council designation been made prior to January 2021, that is during the
post-Brexit transition period. The discrepancy, therefore, underscores a real implication of the UK's exit
from the EU, which has entailed, and will further entail, a divergence of policy actions if not policy interests.
One may speculate at will why the UK has chosen not to designate Gutseriev for his widely reported ties to
the Lukashenko regime, especially given the vast amount of Gutseriev family assets on UK soil. Whatever
the rationale, the main takeaway from this latest discrepancy is that the UK is actively charting its own
foreign policy course which may not be entirely distinct from the EU's but still leaves regulatory gaps in its
wake. The UK has previously taken resolute action where the EU has dithered, for instance having
established in spring 2021 a global anti-corruption sanctions regime in addition to last year's human rights
sanctions regime, whereas the EU now has the latter but not the former. At the same time, the UK has
freedom of choice as to whom, when and how extensively to sanction - or rather not.
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UK and EU impose further sanctions targeting
Myanmar leaders and state enterprises
UK Foreign Secretary Dominic

parliament that the UK will

(CFSP) 2021/1000 – identify the

Raab announced on 21 June

maintain its trade promotion

MWVO as providing a reserve force

sanctions targeting the Myanmar

suspension targeting Myanmar.

for the Myanmar military junta and

State Administrative Council

The Foreign, Commonwealth and

supporting the junta through rallies

(SAC), Myanmar Pearl Enterprise,

Development Office and

and shaping national defence and

and Myanmar Timber Enterprise.

Department for International Trade

security policy. The listed

The EU announced sanctions the

concurrently released new

individuals include SAC member

same day against the pearl and

overseas business risk guidance

and Home Affairs Minister

timber enterprises as well as the

for UK firms doing business in

Lieutenant General Soe Htut,

Forest Products Joint Venture

Myanmar or with Myanmar

Border Affairs Minister Lieutenant

Corporation Limited, the Myanmar

entities. The guidance reiterates

General Tun Tun Naung, Minister

War Veterans Organisation

that UK companies must

for Planning, Finance and Industry

(MWVO), and eight senior leaders

undertake enhanced supply chain

Win Shein, and Minister for Natural

of the Myanmar military junta.

due diligence when conducting

Resources and Environmental

business in Myanmar and should

Conservation Colonel Khin Maung.

The UK’s sixth tranche of sanctions

not enter into trading relationships

against Myanmar follows the same

that benefit the Myanmar military.

designations by the US Treasury’s
Office of Foreign Assets Control

The EU’s latest designations –

(OFAC) in April and May. Raab also

made pursuant to Council

announced the UK Myanmar Trade

Implementing Regulation (EU)

Review’s conclusion, confirming to

2021/998 and Council Decision

UK government press release
EU press release
UK overseas business risk in M…

US continues national emergency on Belarus
US President Joseph Biden

International Emergency

manifested in the 2006 elections;

announced on 8 June the

Economic Powers Act.

to commit human rights abuses

continuation for another year of

related to political repression; and

the national emergency with

The national emergency was first

to engage in public corruption,

respect to the actions and policies

established by Executive Order

including by diverting or misusing

of certain members of the

13405 on 16 June 2006 in

Belarusian public assets or by

government of Belarus and other

response to the actions and

misusing public authority.

persons to undermine the

policies of certain members of the

democratic processes or

government of Belarus and other

institutions of Belarus,

persons to undermine democratic

established pursuant to the

processes or institutions,
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US bans solar products sourced from Xinjiang
forced labour, BIS adds five to Entity List

Numerous US federal agencies

detained. The other Chinese

chains do not involve forced labour

announced on 24 June bans on

entities added to the BIS Entity List

and represent the US government's

silicone products used for solar

are Xinjiang Daqo New Energy Co

commitment to placing penalties

panels from Xinjiang Province due

Ltd, Xinjiang East Hope Nonferrous

on China for cruel and inhumane

to allegations of forced labour.

Metals Co Ltd, Xinjiang GCL New

state sponsored forced labour in

The Commerce Department’s

Energy Material Technology Co Ltd

Xinjiang that primarily targets

Bureau of Industry and Security

and Xinjiang Production and

religious minorities.

(BIS) also added five Chinese

Construction Corps.

companies to its Entity List for

The White House factsheet states

allegedly being involved in using

The Department of Labor’s Bureau

that Xinjiang products sourced

forced labour in Xinjiang,

of International Labor Affairs also

from forced labour expose US

including Hoshine Silicon Industry

published a notice in the Federal

consumers to unethical practices

(Shanshan) Co Ltd.

Register updating its List of Goods

and disadvantage US businesses

Produced by Child Labor or Forced

and workers.

Secretary of Homeland Security

Labor to include all polysilicon

Alejandro Mayorkas announced the

products produced through forced

same day that US Customs and

labour in China.

Border Protection has issued a
Withold Release Order against

According to a White House

Hoshine Silicon, with all shipments

factsheet, the actions are intended

of its silicon products at US ports

as a follow-up to the G7 Summit

of entry to be immediately

pledge to ensure global supply
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US designates network supporting Houthis and
IRGC-QF, lifts sanctions on officials and entities
The US State Department

shipping advisor Manoj Sabharwal,

millions of dollars to IRGC-QF

announced on 10 June the

Turkey-based Houthi-affiliate Abdi

officials deployed in Yemen, and

designation of 11 individuals and

Nasir Ali Mahamud and Houthi and

Gabon-flagged vessel Triple

entities and one vessel over their

IRGC-QF affiliate Jami’ ‘Ali

Success is being listed for

alleged involvement in an

Muhammad. OFAC notes that

allegedly facilitating the smuggling

international network used to

Mahamud allegedly acted as an

of Iranian petroleum products.

support the Yemeni rebel group

intermediary for al-Jamal and

Ansar Allah, also known as the

coordinated the smuggling of

On the same day, OFAC lifted

Houthis, in cooperation with

petrochemical products, while

sanctions on three former Iranian

senior officials of the Islamic

Sabharwal managed shipping

officials and two companies

Revolutionary Guard Corps-Qods

operations and obscured al-

formerly found to be involved in the

Force (IRGC-QF). The

Jamal’s involvement. In addition,

purchase, acquisition, sale,

designations are made pursuant

Muhammad allegedly assisted al-

transport, or marketing of Iranian

to Executive Order (EO) 13224.

Jamal to procure vessels, facilitate

petrochemical products. The list

shipments of fuel, and transfer

includes the former managing

funds to benefit the Houthis.

directors of the National Iranian Oil

According to the State Department,
the designations target Iran-based

Company Ahmad Ghalebani, the

Sa’id Ahmad Muhammad al-Jamal,

The designations also target Syrian

Hong Kong Intertrade Company

who allegedly directs a network of

nationals Talib ‘Ali Husayn Al-

Farzad Bazargan, and Naftiran

front companies and vessels that

Ahmad al-Rawi and Abdul Jalil

Intertrade Company Sarl

smuggle Iranian petrochemical

Mallah who are believed to have

Mohammad Moinie.

products to customers throughout

facilitated the transfer of millions

the Middle East, Africa, and Asia

of dollars from Qatirji Group

OFAC also announced the lifting of

and support the Houthis, the IRGC-

purchases of Iranian petroleum

sanctions on Hong Kong based

QF, and Hezbollah. The other 11

products to Yemeni-based

Sea Charming Shipping Company

individuals and entities and a

exchange house Swaid and Sons.

Limited and Aoxing Ship

Gabon-flagged vessel are

Management Shanghai Ltd. Both

sanctioned for their purported

Additionally, the US has designated

entities were listed in 2020

connection with al-Jamal and other

three companies controlled or

pursuant to EO 13846 for

parts of the network.

owned by Mahamud, namely

knowingly engaging in significant

United Arab Emirates-based Adoon

transactions for the purchase,

Concurrently, the US Department of

General Trading FZE and Adoon

acquisition, sale, transport, or

the Treasury’s Office of Foreign

General Trading LLC, along with

marketing of petrochemical

Assets Control (OFAC) has also

Turkey-based Adoon General

products from Iran.

designated al-Jamal and six

Trading Gida Sanayi Ve Ticaret

individuals associated with him,

Anonim Sirketi. Meanwhile, Swaid

including his accountant Hani ‘Abd-

and Sons is designated for

al-Majid Muhammad As’ad, his

purportedly helping al-Jamal send
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OFAC lifts sanctions on companies controlled by
Foz siblings, prompting congress concern
The US Treasury Department’s

Foz were also designated in June

In a 14 June letter to Treasury

Office of Foreign Assets Control

2019 for their connections with

Secretary Janet Yellen, three US

(OFAC) updated on 10 June

ASM International.

congressmen requested copies of

entries related to the siblings of

all the documents and

Syrian oligarch Samer Foz, Amer

Samer Foz was designated by

communications related to the

and Husen, and lifted

OFAC in 2019 for supporting the

delisting of the two companies by

designations on two entities

Bashar Al-Assad regime in Syria

30 June. Congressmen Bryan Steil,

associated with them.

and profiting from the

Jim Banks, and Joe Wilson stated

reconstruction efforts in the

that Congress was not adequately

According to OFAC, the

country for his own financial

consulted before the delisting

designations of United Arab

benefit. Samer Foz is identified as

decision was reached. They further

Emirates-based ASM International

the Chairman and General

assert that they have not seen

Trading LLC and Silver Pine DMCC

Manager of Aman Holding JSC,

evidence to support OFAC’s claim

have been lifted. Both companies

which has purportedly been used

that the siblings or their entities

were designated in June 2019

as an umbrella for over a dozen

have demonstrated a verified

pursuant to Executive Orders (EO)

different ventures, including ASM

change in status or behaviour.

13573 and 13582 for being owned

International Trading. Samer, along

or controlled by Samer Foz and

with his siblings, purportedly

Husen Foz, respectively, to exploit

shares ownership and managerial

the international financial system

duties in relating to the ventures.

OFAC notice
US congressmen letter

outside of Syria. Amer and Husen

US renews national emergency on North Korea
US President Joseph Biden

According to the notice, the actions

The White House notice was

announced on 21 June the

of the North Korean government,

published in the US Federal

continuation for another year of

including with regard to the

Register on 23 June.

the national emergency with

existence and risk of proliferation

respect to North Korea, which was

of weapons-usable fissile material

initially declared in 2008 through

within the country, continue to

Executive Order (EO) 13466,

pose a threat to the national

pursuant to the International

security, foreign policy and

Emergency Economic Powers Act.

economy of the US.
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UNSC extends authorisation to inspect Libya
embargo-violating vessels, travel exemption
The United Nations Security

arms embargo on Libya as “totally

Muammar Muhammad Abu Minyar

Council (UNSC) adopted on 3

ineffective”, and highlighting that

Qadhafi, and son, Mohammed

June resolution 2578 (2021)

numerous countries are routinely

Muammar Qadhafi. The exemption

authorising member states for a

bypassing embargo security

allows them to undertake

further year to inspect vessels “on

vessels to continue supplying

“unlimited travel for humanitarian

the high seas off the coast of

weapons and other military items

purposes” through to 30 November

Libya” suspected of violating the

to combative parties to the conflict.

2021, provided that they inform the

country’s arms embargo.

The report’s recommendations

Committee of their travel

included an authorisation by the

arrangements prior to and within

The authorisation, which was first

UNSC to the UN Committee on

one month after travel. States

agreed through resolution 2292

Libya to begin designating aircraft

allowing any of the identified

(2016), allows states to inspect

violating the arms embargo, as well

persons to travel into or through

vessels bound to or from Libya

as vessels, and to impose

their territories are expected to

which they have reasonable

restrictions on landing and

notify the Committee within 48

grounds to believe are carrying

overflight of Libya’s airspace.

hours of their arrival or passage.

arms or related materiel to or from
Libya, directly or indirectly, in order

Pursuant to paragraph 16(a) of

to ensure strict implementation of

resolution 1970 (2011), the UNSC

the arms embargo on the country.

Committee extended on 7 June the
humanitarian travel exemption

On 8 March, the UN Panel of

granted to Muammar Qadhafi’s

Experts on Libya published a final

listed family – wife, Safia Farkash

report, describing the international

Al-Barassi, daughter, Aisha

UNSC press release
Resolution 2578 (2021)
UNSC press release on humani…

EU Council renews sanctions on Russia for the
illegal annexation of Crimea and Sevastopol
The Council of the EU announced

The EU restrictions affect imports

the transport, telecoms and energy

on 21 June its decision to renew

of products from Crimea or

sectors or for the prospection,

sanctions on Russia for another

Sevastopol, infrastructural or

exploration and production of oil,

year in response to the country’s

financial investments and tourism

gas and mineral resources.

illegal annexation of the Crimea

services in the region, as well as

and Sevastopol regions. The

exports of certain goods and

sanctions measures will now run

technologies to Crimean

until 23 June 2022.

companies or for use in Crimea in
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China adopts Anti-Foreign Sanctions Law
The Chinese National People’s

discriminatory measures.

required to implement designated

Congress adopted on 10 June the

Additionally, relevant departments

countermeasures under penalty of

Anti-Foreign Sanctions Law that

may also target spouses and

a prohibition on relevant

will purportedly authorise the

immediate family members of

operations. Additionally, no

backing of countermeasures

those individuals, senior managers

organisations or individuals will be

against individuals, organisations,

or actual controllers of

permitted to assist or cooperate in

and affiliated persons deemed

organisations on the counter-

foreign sanctions that target

responsible for sanctions

control list, organisations directly

Chinese individuals or entities.

targeting China. Among the legal

controlled by listed individuals or

remedies is an allowance for

involved with the creation of listed

According to 10 June reporting by

Chinese individuals and entities to

organisations, and organisations

the Wall Street Journal, the law

file suit in Chinese courts

whose senior managers or actual

was passed under unusually

claiming damages and seeking

controllers are listed persons.

expedited circumstances, skipping

compensation for foreign
sanctions harm.

a consultation process and being
Chinese restrictions may include

reviewed twice rather than the

travel bans or deportation, asset

standard third review by

According to the law, relevant State

freezing within Chinese territory,

lawmakers prior to approval.

Council departments may add any

and a prohibition on transactions

individuals and organisations to its

and other operations with Chinese

counter-control list who are found

entities or individuals.

to be directly or indirectly

Organisations and individuals

responsible for the adoption of

within Chinese territory will also be

NPC Anti-Foreign Sanctions Law
WSJ article

China sanctions Belgian lawmaker
A Chinese Ministry of Foreign

Foreign Affairs Ministry

Cogolati, a member of Belgium’s

Affairs spokesperson announced

spokesperson Zhao Lijian did not

Ecolo-Green party, told Belgian

on 16 June that the ministry has

identify Cogolati by name but

media the same day that the

sanctioned Belgian Chamber of

stated that the relevant lawmaker

resolution seeks respect for human

Representatives Member, Samuel

related to the Belgian resolution

rights, asserting that Uyghur

Cogolati, who authored a

has been designated, accusing him

incarceration in Xinjiang is based

resolution in Belgium approved

of maliciously spreading

on ethnicity and represents

the previous day by the

misinformation and undermining

“massive human rights violations”.

parliament’s Foreign Affairs

Chinese sovereignty. The

Committee calling for Belgium to

spokesperson went on to label

recognise that the ongoing

some Belgian legislators as anti-

persecution of Uyghurs in China

Chinese and accused them of

constitutes genocide.

having ulterior motives.
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EU Council widens Libya sanctions criteria to
include obstructing elections
The EU Council announced on 21

also encompass natural or legal

State Antony Blinken emphasised

June ahead of the Berlin

persons and entities obstructing or

US support at the Berlin

Conference on Libya that it has

undermining those elections”.

Conference for implementing the

modified its criteria for making

Libyan ceasefire agreement,

additions to its sanctions list to

In a 23 June speech at the Berlin

withdrawal of foreign fighters,

include any individuals or entities

Conference, EU High

soldiers, and mercenaries, and UN

found to be obstructing or

Representative for Foreign Affairs

Security Council resolutions 2570

undermining the planned 24

Josep Borrell pledged the bloc’s

(2021) and 2571 (2021). The US

December elections in Libya.

assistance in promoting voter

also reaffirmed its support for

education programmes,

efforts to ensure fair elections.

The modifications to the listing

combatting disinformation, and

criteria, made pursuant to Council

considering ways to ensure

Regulation (EU) 2021/1005 and

international and national election

Council Decision 2021/1014, follow

observation. Borrell stated that the

an assessment of the situation in

EU is ready to engage in enhanced

Libya, including with regard to the

security reform such as

elections set out in the Libyan

demobilisation and disarmament

Political Dialogue Forum (LPDF)

of armed factions, as well as

Roadmap. The decision states that

reintegrating Libyan fighters.

EU Council statement
Libya conference conclusions
Borrell speech
Council Regulation (EU) 2021/…
Council Decision (CFSP) 2021/…

the Council “considers it necessary
to clarify that the criteria for the

According to a 23 June US State

imposition of restrictive measures

Department factsheet, Secretary of

European Union extends EUBAM Libya mandate
The Council of the EU announced

and Defence Policy (CSDP), to

justice. EUBAM seeks to contribute

on 18 June that it has decided to

support the Libyan authorities in

to efforts to disrupt organised

extend the mandate of the EU

improving and developing the

crime networks involved in

Integrated Border Management

security of the country’s borders.

smuggling migrants, human

Assistance Mission in Libya

trafficking and terrorism in Libya

(EUBAM Libya) for a further two

The renewed mandate tasks

years to 30 June 2023.

EUBAM with assisting Libyan
authorities with developing state

In May 2013, the Council launched

security structures, particularly in

EUBAM Libya, a civilian mission

the areas of border management,

under the EU’s Common Security

law enforcement and criminal
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UN Security Council renews DRC sanctions and
extends group of experts mandate
The UN Security Council adopted

During the UNSC meeting, DRC

mines around Rubaya.

on 25 June resolution 2582

representative Paul Losoko

Furthermore, the experts reiterate

(2021) renewing the sanctions

Efambe Empole stated that the

that the gold sector remains

regime on the Democratic

group of experts should consider

vulnerable to exploitation by

Republic of Congo (DRC) and

measures against armed groups

organised crime groups, with

extending the mandate of the

and that sanctions should also

multiple human rights violations

group of experts assisting the

apply to the Allied Democratic

committed by combatants.

sanctions committee for another

Forces and to already designated

year until July 2022.

individuals involved in acquiring

The UNSC requires the group of

materials to make improvised

experts to provide a midterm

explosive devices.

report by 30 December and a final

By renewing the sanctions regime,
the UNSC will continue to impose

report no later than 15 June 2022.

financial and travel restrictions set

In its latest report on the situation

out in resolution 2293 (2016) on

in DRC, published on 10 June, the

individuals and entities designated

DRC group of experts note that

by the sanctions committee for

organised crime groups continue

planning, directing, sponsoring, or

to operate with impunity in the

participating in attacks against

eastern regions and to perpetrate

medical or humanitarian personnel.

fraudulent activities at coltan

UNSC press release
UNSC resolution 2582 (2021)
Group of experts report

The Vatican reforms the Code of Canon law
The Holy See Press Office

incorporates offences that were

main criteria, namely to eliminate

published on 1 June the new text

previously included in other laws,

discretion in applying sanctions,

of Book VI of the Code of Canon

such as corruption, as well as the

ensure compensation for damage

law, which reforms the penal

sale of ecclesiastical assets

caused to victims by imposing a

sanctions applicable to church

without prior consultation, property

penal rule or initiating

members and introduces new

crimes committed through gross

a sanctioning procedure, and to

financial and economic crimes.

negligence, and gross negligence

prevent crimes by ensuring

The new provisions will enter into

in administration. Penalties are

continued clerical supervision.

force on 8 December.

also included for clerics that
commit financial crime in cases

According to Pontifical Council

not foreseen by the law.

Secretary Juan Ignacio Arrieta

De Chinchetru states that the

Ochoa de Chinchetru, Book VI

changes were guided by three
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Russia passes law criminalising association with
undesirable organisations, issues designations
Russian President Vladimir Putin

the foundations of the

President Leon Botstein, who

signed Federal Law No. 230-FZ

constitutional order and security of

writes that the partnership has

into law on 28 June, amending

the Russian federation”. The EU

existed since 1999.

previous legislation by

issued a response to the

criminalising the involvement of

designation on 1 July, deeming it a

On 30 June, Russia announced

Russian individuals or

further example of Russian

four new NGO designations

organisations and Russian

disregard for independent civil

consisting of one French and three

permanent residents abroad with

society and declaring that no

UK entities. The UK NGOs are the

entities deemed by the Russian

activities by the designated NGOs

Khodorkovsky Foundation, Oxford

government to be “undesirable

qualify as legitimate grounds for

Russia Fund, and Future of Russia

organisations”, with a penalty of

unfriendly listing.

Foundation, designated alongside

up to six years imprisonment.

the French NGO European Choice.
Another NGO designated, Bard

According to a statement by the

College’s designation relates to its

Prosecutor General’s Office of the

dual degree program with St

Russian Federation requesting that

Petersburg State University at the

the Ministry of Justice designate a

Smolny College, the first liberal arts

Czech NGO, the NGO has engaged

college in Russia, according to a 23

in activities that “pose a threat to

June statement by Bard College

Russian official internet portal …
Prosecutor General’s Office of t…
Prosecutor General’s Office of t…

Aperio Analysis by Claire Burchett
This marks the latest step in an increasingly hostile environment for Russian opposition in the run up to
the Russian State Duma elections in September 2021. The initial implementation of a law giving Russian
prosecutors the extrajudicial power to declare organisations as “undesirable” in 2015 has resulted in a
progressively harsher response to Russian opposition activity from law enforcement. For example, the
arrest of over 100 independent lawmakers and activists attending a March 2021 conference in Moscow for
participating in organisations deemed “undesirable”, and the targeting of former and current members of
the pro-democracy Open Russia movement on similar charges. The designation of US and Czech
organisations is in line with the inclusion of the two countries on a list of “unfriendly” states in May 2021.
However, in general, since 2015, the criteria for describing an organisation as “undesirable” has remained
non-transparent. The designation of previous NGOs has been justified in similar terms to that of the Czech
Freedom of Information Society, as constituting a threat to Russia’s constitutional order or national
security. The Russian government is therefore likely to continue to designate organisations as such,
particularly those with foreign sources of funding.
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Ukraine sanctions oligarchs over Russia links
The Ukrainian President’s Office announced in an 18

funds used for bribes through US financial institutions

June press release that the government has

on behalf of a conglomerate of companies he

sanctioned Ukrainian oligarch Dmytro Firtash for

controlled headquartered in the British Virgin Islands.

allegedly selling titanium that ended up under
Russian military control. According to Reuters, the

In his 18 June remarks, President Volodymyr

details of the sanctions are reportedly to be

Zelenskyy also announced sanctions targeting

announced in a separate presidential decree. Firtash

businessman Pavlo Fuks for allegedly committing

is one of 13 individuals subject to new Ukrainian

multiple legal breaches in the process of obtaining

sanctions, in addition to 10 individuals and entities

licences to develop hydrocarbon deposits. Also

sanctioned for affiliation with Russian intelligence.

subject to sanctions are 12 individuals who were not
named in the announcement alleged to be leaders of

A lawyer for Firtash, who is currently in Vienna

criminal groups. Finally, the National Security and

appealing a 2019 ruling ordering his extradition to the

Defence Council announced in the same press

US to face bribery and racketeering charges,

statement that Ukraine has designated four entities

reportedly informed Reuters on 21 June that his client

and six individuals who are known to be associated

denies all of the accusations.

with Russian intelligence services and cyber-attacks
on Ukraine and the US.

Firtash was indicted by the US Department of Justice
in June 2013 along with five other foreign nationals for

On 24 June, Zelenskyy signed a decree formally

allegedly running an international racketeering

placing sanctions on Firtash.

conspiracy that purportedly involved bribing Indian
officials to secure titanium mining access. Firtash is

Ukraine President announcement

accused of leading the scheme, purportedly moving

US State Secretary announces visa restriction
policy over Cameroon crisis
US Secretary of State Antony Blinken announced on

forces in the Northwest and Southwest to cease

7 June that the State Department is imposing a visa

hostilities and allow the delivery of humanitarian aid.

restriction policy on individuals believed to be
responsible for or involved in instigating violence in

In December 2019, then-president Donald Trump

Cameroon’s Anglophone regions.

ended the beneficial trade relationship with Cameroon
over allegations of human rights violations.

Blinken did not specify who will be affected but called
on both the government in Yaoundé and separatist
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US House passes legislative package
The US House of Representatives passed on 16

The Corporate Improvement and Investor Protection

June a legislative package which includes

Act comprises of bills, including the ESG Disclosure

requirements that companies provide information on

Simplification Act, Disclosure of Tax Heavens and

environmental, social and governance (ESG)

Offshoring Act, Cybersecurity Disclosure Act, and

measures. Among the bills is legislation that would

Uyghur Forced Labour Disclosure Act.

require firms to disclose offshore tax havens and
reveal connections to forced labour in Xinjiang.

Text of the bill

US designates Nigerian leader of the Islamic
State of Iraq and Syria in Greater Sahara
The US Department of State announced on 28 June

leader Adnan Abu Walid al-Sahrawi, who was

the designation of Nigerian national and leader of

designated in May 2018. Dijbo is alleged to have

the State of Iraq and Syria in Greater Sahara

coordinated ISIS-GS subordinates “to develop a

operating in the Menka Region of Mali, Ousmane

network to kidnap or attack westerners in Niger and

Illiassou Djibo, also known as Petit Chapori, as a

surrounding areas” and led ISIS-GS fighters in several

specially designated global terrorist (SDGT),

attacks against Nigerien Armed Forces.

pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 13224.
State Department press release

According to US State Secretary Antony Blinken, Dijo
is a close affiliate and main lieutenant of ISIS-GS

Aperio Analysis by Tom Ready
Terror groups have historically exploited ungoverned spaces, poverty and unemployment to recruit new
members, develop their resources and plot attacks against local targets or overseas. We are seeing this
familiar pattern being repeated across a number of African states. Following the territorial setbacks for
ISIS in Syria and Iraq in 2019, affiliates of the terror network have expanded their presence across the
African continent, stepping up attacks against civilian targets, security forces and rival extremist groups
such as the Al-Qaeda affiliate Jama’at Nusrat Al-Islam wa’l-Muslimin (JNIM). In response to the growing
sophistication of ISIS networks in Africa, the US-backed Global Coalition To Defeat ISIS has welcomed
several new African countries into the organisation. However, despite commitments from international
partners, regional states are facing increased pressure to develop their own counter-terror capabilities. In
light of the complex politics of the region, local strategies and community-based solutions will be crucial.
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SPEECHES

BoE Governor warns of digital money threats
In a keynote speech at the City UK

opportunities outside the banking

form of sterling-based retail

Annual Conference on 15 June,

system. Summing up challenges

payments”. The consultation seeks

Governor of the Bank of England

that innovation can bring to

to explore the role of money in the

(BoE) Andrew Bailey stressed that

existing rules governing the

economy, public policy objectives

stablecoins “have the potential to

financial system, including the

and implications, and regulation.

be systemic in terms of their

nature of digital money being

The paper also aims to arrive at a

importance for the financial

“attractive for money launderers

precise definition of “systemic” in

system and its stability” and that

and cyber criminals”, Bailey

the context of stablecoins.

UK authorities are already

emphasised that public interest

considering the regulatory

must be at the heart of advances in

On 11 June, the BoE and the Bank

approach for both systemic and

digital currency.

for International Settlements (BIS)

non-systemic stablecoins.

announced the launch a new
The speech follows the launch of a

However, Bailey cautioned that

public consultation by the BoE on 7

both stablecoins and a central

June seeking comments on

bank alternative have the potential

stablecoins and a potential central

to disrupt lending in wholesale

bank digital currency (CBDC),

markets and impact lending rates,

which have the potential to

causing borrowers to seek credit

become widely used as “a trusted

Innovation Hub Centre in London.
BoE Governor speech
BoE discussion paper

UK NCSC chief warns cyber-attacks are a
primary threat to national security
UK National Cyber Security Centre

UK companies to treat cybercrime

Cameron added that UK

(NCSC) CEO Lindy Cameron

as a primary threat.

businesses have grown

delivered on 14 June the Royal

accustomed to Chinese state-

United Services Institute (RUSI)

The NCSC chief stated that the

sponsored cyber-attacks targeting

annual security lecture, in which

UK’s Active Cyber Defence took

UK commercial interests as well as

she warned that ransomware

down over 700,000 online scams in

digital technology theft and

attacks are a greater threat to the

the UK in 2020, of which 80,000

sabotage by Iran and North Korea.

country’s national security than

were brought to the NCSC’s

the risk posed by hostile nations

attention by members of the public

engaging in online espionage

using the Suspicious Email

against the UK. Cameron urged

Reporting Service.
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Airbus General Counsel in favour of new UK
“failure to prevent” economic crime offence
“One of my guiding principles is to

greater dialogue between state

try and ensure as much certainty

agencies and private and listed

and simplicity as possible when

companies, and therefore to a

talking about compliance”,

greater focus on good governance

Harrison said, adding that he

to identify and remedy the gaps in

backed the extension of failure to

companies’ internal controls before

prevent to crimes like fraud and

things go wrong.”

false accounting.
Harrison said the establishment of

The General Counsel of European
multinational aerospace
corporation Airbus SE has said he
is in favour of the establishment
in the UK of a “failure to prevent”
model across a broad range of
economic crimes. Speaking on 23
June at a UK Law Commission
event set up as part of the
ongoing consultation, John
Harrison said he would welcome a
system similar to Section 7 of the
UK Bribery Act 2010 as a way to
promote good corporate
governance, and public
confidence in business.

In January 2020 Airbus entered

a new statute would help company

into a series of negotiated

officers seeking to change the

settlements in the UK, France and

culture of corporations that are

the US to bring an end to

“stuck in the past. It can really act

investigations into alleged historic

as a stick to force senior managers

foreign bribery carried out in the

to clean up their act”, he said.

name of the company in different
parts of the world. The company
paid around €3.6 billion by way of
total penalties under deferred
prosecution agreements with the
UK Serious Fraud Office (SFO) and
US Department of Justice (DOJ)
and an equivalent mechanism in
France, plus a civil settlement with
the US State Department to resolve
violations of the Arms Export
Control Act and International
Traffic in Arms Regulations.

Harrison said the
establishment of a
new statute would
help company
officers seeking to
change the culture
of corporations
60

“Not all general counsel will take
the same view I take. This is based
on my personal experience”,
Harrison said. “Companies benefit
from trust and a reputation for high
standards. It benefits relationships
with customers, investors and
regulators – a range of
stakeholders […] this should lead to

London School of Economics
Professor and former UK Law
Commissioner Jeremy Horder, also
speaking at the event, cast doubt
on the likelihood of any such law
getting passed in the duration of
the current parliament, however.
While acknowledging the
“theoretical case” for failure to
prevent economic crime, Horder
said the lack of political pressure
meant passing such a statute
would not be a priority for the UK
government. “I’m not detecting a
great wave of international
pressure to change our fraud laws.
The pressure is purely
internal, from prosecutors who are
having difficulties”, he said.
Law Commission consultation
Law Commission discussion p…
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UK FCA speech on listing rules and crypto firms
The CEO of the UK Financial

support open, competitive

Rathi also cited in his speech the

Conduct Authority (FCA) Nikhil

markets”. Rathi added that leaving

“significant number” of crypto-

Rathi has said the regulator will

the EU has given the UK the

asset firms not meeting the FCA’s

seek views on removing barriers

freedom to tailor rules to better suit

requirements on money laundering

to companies listing on the stock

UK markets, but the country is “not

as “an example of how we are

market to capitalise on Britain’s

diverging for the sake of it”.

tackling financial crime at the

exit from the European Union and

gateway”. The FCA has identified

attract more business to the City

The consultation seeking views on

111 firms operating without

of London. The consultation will

removing other barriers to listing

registration, which are listed on the

seek feedback on rule changes in

“will increase opportunities for

FCA’s website. “We want to support

addition to a proposition to ease

investors without compromising

innovation and believe we can do

restrictions on special purpose

on safeguards”, Rathi said.

so whilst maintaining rigorous

acquisition companies (SPACs).

According to the UK Listings

standards on anti-money

Review, chaired by Lord Jonathan

laundering controls”, added Rathi.

In remarks delivered on 22 June to

Hill, the number of listed

City Week 2021, Rathi said Britain

companies in the UK has fallen by

must embrace opportunities “if we

40 percent since 2008.

FCA CEO speech

are to protect consumers and

US Federal Reserve Vice Chair questions CBDCs,
encourages private-sector stablecoin support
Delivering a speech at the Annual

Federal Reserve CBDC would

“would minimise money laundering

Utah Bankers Association

“outweigh the potential risks”.

risks but would raise significant

Convention on 28 June, Vice

privacy concerns”.

Chair for Supervision of the US

Quarles noted that a CBDC could

Federal Reserve Board of

present an attractive target for

Conversely, Quarles argued that

Governors Randal K. Quarles

cyber-attacks. Moreover, Quarles

private-sector stablecoins may

expressed scepticism with regard

highlighted that policymakers

“facilitate faster and cheaper cross-

to the Federal Reserve’s legal

would need to consider whether an

border payments” and could help

authority to pursue a central bank

anti-money laundering regime

solve some of the inefficiencies

digital currency (CBDC) model

under the Bank Secrecy Act would

and inequalities in the current

“without legislation”. Quarles

be feasible for a Federal Reserve

payments system.

questioned the need for a CBDC,

CBDC. He opined that a CBDC that

stating that he is unsure if the

would require holders to provide

“unclear” benefits of developing a

detailed information regarding their
transactions and themselves
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Industry experts testify before US House
subcommittee on widespread sanctions evasion
The US House Subcommittee on

methods necessary for evading US

transactions has dropped to 0.34

National Security, International

sanctions regimes.

percent as of 2020, Spiro cited

Development and Monetary Policy

recent law enforcement use of

held a hearing on 16 June

Kumar informed the subcommittee

blockchain analytics and

featuring testimony on how illicit

hearing of GFI’s primary

cryptocurrency transparency to

actors and foreign governments

recommendations to US legislators

recover Darknet proceeds, disrupt

are evading and undermining US

and law enforcement agencies,

multiple terrorist financing

sanctions regimes. The hearing

including strengthening beneficial

operations, and assist in shutting

was accompanied by six pieces of

ownership scrutiny with the

down child sexual abuse websites.

draft legislation published on 11

creation of a robust public registry

He asserted that blockchain

June aimed at combatting illicit

and ensuring the Financial Crimes

analysis can aid businesses in

finance, including through

Enforcement Network’s budget

ensuring they are not engaging in

establishing a sanctions fusion

meets its needs. The GFI also

financial transactions with OFAC-

centre and a public-private

recommended advocating for the

listed individuals or entities.

partnership act to tackle illicit

Financial Action Task Force to

financial activity.

update its recommendations to

The blockchain analysis firm also

address trade-based money

recommended that US agencies

Global Financial Integrity (GFI)

laundering and require mutually

encourage collaboration and

Policy Director Lakshmi Kumar

compatible data sharing between

information sharing with

stated with concern that Iran,

countries. Lastly, the Washington-

international partners, including by

North Korea, and Venezuela’s oil

based think tank advocated

encouraging other international

trades continue to increase

regulating gatekeepers in the real

sanctioning bodies to follow

annually despite designations by

estate sector, including extending

OFAC’s lead on listing digital

the US Treasury’s Office of Foreign

customer due diligence

currency addresses for sanctioned

Assets Control (OFAC), noting nine

requirements to real estate

parties. Chainalysis further

primary tools for sanctions

transactions in the US.

recommended increasing public-

evasion. Kumar noted that trade-

private partnerships, increasing

based money laundering through

Chainalysis Government Affairs

OFAC resources, and creating a

over, under, and phantom invoicing

Chief Jesse Spiro testified that

national cryptocurrency targeting

is critical to commerce regulatory

cryptocurrency public ledgers,

centre to house a taskforce

evasion, as are anonymous shell

rather than offering complete

dedicated to cryptocurrencies.

companies, shipping schemes, the

anonymity, are instead a practical

rare mineral trade, free trade zones,

tool for tracing transfers offering

and other trade schemes. She also

significantly more transparency

identified US real estate, pooled

than traditional means of

investment vehicles, and a network

transferring value. Noting that

of gatekeepers and facilitators as

financial criminal activity as a

the remaining entities and

share of all cryptocurrency
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GUIDANCE

UK Dear CEO letter highlights AML weaknesses,
mandates gap analysis by mid-September
actions. The letter places particular

potentially suspicious activity”. The

emphasis on senior management

regulator calls for firms to ensure

function (SMF) responsibility for all

that systems and controls are

senior managers.

tailored to risks within branches
and subsidiaries.

The letter calls for the banks and
senior management to take

The quality of business-wide risk

“necessary steps” to ensure

assessments conducted by

The UK's Financial Conduct

systems and controls are

financial firms reviewed by the FCA

Authority (FCA) published on 29

“commensurate with the risk

was “generally […] poor”, the letter

June a letter from the Director of

profile” and meet requirements of

states. For UK branches or

Retail Banking and Payments

the Money Laundering, Terrorist

subsidiaries of overseas firms, the

Supervision, David Geale, dated

Financing and Transfer of Funds

agency has seen assessments

21 May, to the CEOs of major

Regulations 2017. Firms are

completed at the overseas parent

retail banks regarding the

expected to complete a gap

level which do not cover specific

agency’s recent assessment of

analysis against each of the

risks present in the UK, and which

banks’ financial crime systems

common AML weaknesses the

require a separate risk

and controls. The FCA has

FCA outlines in the letter by 17

assessment.

identified “several common

September 2021. The FCA then

weaknesses” in key areas of

expects prompt and reasonable

The FCA found that some firms’

firms’ financial crime systems and

steps to close any gaps identified.

transaction monitoring systems

anti-money laundering (AML)

Future regulatory engagement with

are “based on arbitrary thresholds,

control frameworks.

firms will include firms being asked

often using ‘off-the-shelf’

to demonstrate the steps taken to

calibration provided by the vendor”

close the gaps identified.

without consideration of its

The areas of weakness include

applicability to the specific

governance and oversight, risk
assessments, due diligence,

The FCA states that those in

circumstances of the firm. The

transaction monitoring and

business roles at financial firms

letter also expresses concern that

suspicious activity reporting,

often left all due diligence checks

firms are often unable to

according to the Dear CEO letter.

and customer risk assessment to

adequately demonstrate their

The FCA states that in several

compliance departments. This

rationale for reporting or not

cases, there were persistent

meant that “first line employees

reporting suspicious activity

failings that resulted in regulatory

often do not own or fully

reports (SARs) to the UK National

interventions such as requiring the

understand the financial crime risk

Crime Agency.

appointment of monitors, business

faced by the firm, impacting their

restrictions or enforcement

ability to identify and tackle
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FATF issues guidance on proliferation financing
risk assessment and mitigation
The Financial Action Task Force

includes input from a public

The report also provides an

(FATF) published on 29 June

consultation in March 2021. The

updated list of indicators of the

guidance to support countries

report advises supervisors and

potential breach, non-

seeking to meet the body’s

self-regulatory bodies responsible

implementation or evasion of

requirements on proliferation

for assessing and mitigating

proliferation financing targeted

financing risk assessment and

proliferation financing risks. It

financial sanctions (PF-TFS).

mitigation. The report aims to

emphasises the importance of

assist countries, financial

applying the new requirements in a

institutions, designated non-

proportionate way that does not

financial businesses and

contribute to de-risking.

Customer profile risk indicators

asset service providers (VASPs)

FATF states that assessment and

Account and transaction

implement FATF’s requirements.

mitigation of proliferation financing

activity risk indicators

Indicators include

professions (DNFBPs) and virtual

risks requires cooperation between
The new standards require

public and private sectors. The

countries to identify, assess,

report states that while the

understand and mitigate their

information related to proliferation

proliferation financing risks. The

financing sanctions evasion

guidance is directed at both public

activities is “very sensitive”, this

and private sectors, builds on

should not necessarily prevent it

consultations with specific

from being shared for the purpose

stakeholders since 2018 and

of a risk assessment.

Maritime sector risk indicators
Trade finance risk indicators

FATF press release
FATF report

UK CPS allows prosecution of failure to disclose
offences when money laundering is not proven
The UK Crown Prosecution

enabling the prosecution of a

prove that a money laundering

Service (CPS) published on 2

such an offence regardless of

offence was planned or undertaken

June its revised money laundering

whether a substantiated money

to establish liability under Section

offences legal guidance for

laundering offence exists. The

330, the new approach allows

prosecutors. The revision updates

change applies to offences taking

prosecutions to proceed even if no

provisions regarding prosecuting

place on or after 2 June 2021.

laundering offence is proven.

standalone “failure to disclose”
cases under Section 330 of the

Contrary to the previous position,

Proceeds of Crime Act (POCA),

which required the prosecution to

64
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EU issues opinions on restrictive measures
concerning Libya, Syria, CAR and Ukraine
36/2012 (Syria Regulation); (2) the

(NCA) to verify whether the actions

release of frozen funds by way of

resulting in a change in the

enforcing a financial guarantee,

character or location of frozen

pursuant to Council Regulation

funds would facilitate the

(EU) 224/2014 on the CAR; and (3)

circumvention of the asset freeze.

the prohibition to make funds or
other economic resources

The Commission adds that if an

The European Commission

available to listed persons, under

NCA’s factual assessment

announced on 11 June that it has

Article 2(2) of Council Regulation

determines that the designated

adopted three opinions on the

(EU) 269/2014 on Ukraine.

person controls a non-designated,
non-EU entity, therefore making

application of specific provisions
in Council Regulations on EU

With respect to the first matter, the

funds or economic resources

asset freezing measures

Commission opines that a change

available to said entity is

concerning Libya and Syria, the

in the character of funds frozen

considered as making them

Central African Republic (CAR)

pursuant to the Libya Regulation or

indirectly available to the

and actions undermining the

a change of the location of an

designated person, unless it is

territorial integrity of Ukraine.

account frozen pursuant to the

reasonably determined that they

Syria Regulation would be

will not be used for their benefit.

The opinions are intended to offer

incompatible with said laws,

Accordingly, the opinion stresses

guidance to those who have to

provided that such changes would

that EU banks and operators must

apply and follow EU sanctions and

enable the funds to be used by

apply appropriate due diligence

cover: (1) provisions with respect

anyone at any time while the EU

procedures to avoid a payment

to the change of character and

restrictive measures are in force, or

made to the entity indirectly

location of frozen funds with

if they resulted in circumventing

benefitting the designated person.

respect to Council Regulation (EU)

the asset freeze. The Commission

2016/44 (Libya Regulation) and

notes that it falls within the remit of

Council Regulation (EU) No

the national competent authority

EU Commission press release

Aperio Analysis by George Voloshin
The Commission's opinion is a welcome step in the direction of greater clarity regarding regulatory
expectations in the increasingly complex field of economic sanctions. From the beginning, the EU has
diverged in an important respect from the US. Unlike OFAC, the Council requires economic actors to refrain
from transactions with or for the benefit of sanctioned parties that involve not only majority-owned but
also controlled entities. It is often notoriously difficult to establish de facto control, but the Commission's
opinion insists on thorough due diligence to rule out the making of funds available, directly or indirectly, to
a designated person. The bigger issue is, of course, how diligently the requirements will be implemented.
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US FinCEN national AML/CFT priorities policy
priorities also note the prevalence

and proliferation financing, noting

of convertible virtual currencies as

continued concerns regarding Iran,

the growing payment method of

North Korea, and Syria.

choice for illicit activity.
On the same day, a joint statement

The US Treasury’s Financial
Crimes Enforcement Network
(FinCEN) released on 30 June the
first whole-of-government policy
on anti-money laundering and
countering the financing of
terrorism (AML/CFT) priorities,
with input from federal and state
agencies. The priorities, issued
pursuant to the AML Act of 2020,
list eight significant AML/CFT
threats including corruption,
fraud, cybercrime, trafficking,
proliferation financing, and
terrorist financing, both domestic
and international, and will be
updated at least every four years.
FinCEN states that it compiled its
priorities through consultation with
regulators and stakeholders and
that the priorities are in line with
the 2018 National Money
Laundering Risk Assessment to
consider all threats related to
money laundering that exploit
vulnerabilities in the US financial
system. The priorities section on
cybercrime emphasises the risks
of ransomware attacks, citing
specific threats to the healthcare
system as well as other critical
infrastructure. FinCEN’s AML/CFT

66

The priority list’s terrorist financing

clarifying how AML/CFT policy and

section recognises the growth of

priorities impact banks was issued

domestic terrorism in the US, citing

by FinCEN and US regulators. The

assessments by intelligence

statement notes that the priorities

agencies that highlight the rise of

list does not necessitate

racially or ethnically motivated

immediate supervisory changes

violent extremists and anti-

under the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA).

government groups. FinCEN

However, federal banking agencies

reminds relevant institutions of the

are reportedly planning to alter BSA

need to file suspicious activity

rules based on the new AML/CFT

reports when any suspicion arises

priorities, and banks are advised

that a transaction may involve

but not required to begin

such groups. The policy paper also

considering how the priorities will

acknowledges the challenge of

be incorporated into their

both domestic and international

compliance programs.

terrorism groups, including Al
Qaeda and affiliates, often relying

Although banks are required to

on self-funded lone actors.

review the priorities and
incorporate them into their BSA

On fraud, the regulator notes that

compliance programs, the notice

roughly $100 billion is lost to

states that incorporation in banks’

healthcare fraud alone, with

BSA programs will not be checked

schemes growing in sophistication

until the final regulations enter into

and increasingly web-based, and

effect. State and federal regulators

with money mules and cyber

will work with FinCEN to create

actors increasingly laundering

additional guidance and

proceeds via shell accounts or

examination protocols.

offshore entities. FinCEN also
points to its six pandemic related
fraud advisories warning of market
manipulation, unemployment
insurance fraud, and fake vaccines.
The policy paper also discusses
risks involving human trafficking,
drug trafficking, organised crime,

FinCEN press release
FinCEN statement
AML/CFT priorities
Joint statement
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UK issues updated Russia sanctions guidance
The UK HM Treasury’s Office of

obligations, and defining letters of

Under the restrictions, it is also

Financial Sanctions

credit. The OFSI urges a narrow

prohibited to enter into any loan or

Implementation (OFSI) issued

interpretation of the non-restricted

credit agreement with a maturity

updated Russia guidance on 23

trade financing exception under

exceeding 30 days to all of the

June regarding financial and

Regulation 59, noting that it only

listed entities. The OFSI notes that

investment restrictions pursuant

applies to trade with the UK that is

the listed entities in the guidance

to the Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit)

not restricted by trade sanctions or

are not subject to asset freezes

Regulations 2019. The guidance

by the Russian government.

despite the prohibition on certain

notes that the regulations aim to

dealings. Exceptions to the rules

halt access to Russian state-

The OFSI’s guidance states that the

include relevant loans that make

controlled financial institutions

regulations prohibit dealing in

funds available for non-restricted

and restrict investments related

money market instruments as well

trade, make emergency funds

to the occupied Crimea territory.

as certain transferable securities

available for solvency or liquidity

with a maturity exceeding 30 days

requirements, and that consist of a

The guidance is substantively the

with Sberbank, VTB Bank,

disbursement or drawdown from

same as the version released in

Gazprombank, Vnesheconombank

an agreement made prior to 15

June 2020, but a number of

(VEB), Rosselkhozbank, and any

September 2014.

frequently asked questions have

entity controlled by those on the

been added to clarify interpretation

list. Also covered under the

of the regulations. The frequently

restricted dealings list are OPK

asked questions focus on the types

Oboronprom, United Aircraft

of derivatives covered under the

Corporation, Uralvagonzavod,

regulations, correspondent banking

Rosneft, Transneft, Gazprom Neft.

UK notice
Updated guidance

clarifications, rolling over debt

US FFIEC update BSA/AML examination manual
The US Federal Financial

Office of the Comptroller of the

instructions but rather offer

Institutions Examination Council

Currency (OCC) released a

heightened transparency into how

(FFIEC) published updated

statement the same day asserting

examinations are carried out. The

versions of four sections of the

that the updates reflect the OCC’s

OCC states that the updates

FFIEC Bank Secrecy Act/Anti-

commitments to reforming

reinforce examinations’ risk-

Money Laundering (BSA/AML)

BSA/AML regulations and

focused approaches and bring

Examination Manual on 21 June,

removing non-essential burdens

enhanced clarity on obligations

which provides examiners with

on financial institutions.

and transaction testing.

instructions for assessing a bank
or credit union’s BSA/AML

The FFIEC states that the updates

compliance programme. The US

are not intended as new
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UK National Crime Agency publishes latest
edition of SARs in Action magazine
The UK’s National Crime Agency

Knowles stresses that all TS teams

defence requests received last

(NCA) published on 11 June the

should have access to an

year, the authorities should

latest issue of its Suspicious

accredited financial investigator

question this trend and adapt the

Activity Reports (SARs) In Action

who can check the SARs database

way they manage reports. Biggar

magazine, which includes details

via the NCA at the beginning of an

stresses that the NCA intends to

on the use of SARs by the legal

investigation. Additionally, a multi-

enhance the SARs portal’s search

sector, the Crown Prosecution

agency approach and financial

capabilities and improve guidance

Service’s (CPS) updated AML

intelligence are purportedly

from the Home Office.

guidance, and developments in

essential to identifying organised

the SARs reform programme.

crime groups operating in multiple

CPS Senior Policy Advisor Sonia

jurisdictions.

Irim reflects on the recent

The magazine includes an

publication of the revised version

interview with Matthew Knowles, a

In an interview for the magazine,

of the money laundering offences

Trading Standards (TS) Officer,

Director General of the NCA’s

legal guidance for prosecutors.

who provides insight into the

National Economic Crime Centre

authority’s actions to tackle the

(NECC) Graeme Biggar states that

sale of counterfeit goods and

in response to the significant

pirated content. Significantly,

increase in number of SARs and

NCA SARs in Action

AUSTRAC issues guidance on ‘cuckoo smurfing’
The Australian Transaction

criminal syndicates. The enabler

holder, are placed across

Reports and Analysis Centre

diverts a legitimate overseas

multiple branches and ATMs on

(AUSTRAC) published on 3 June

transaction to the organised crime

the same day or are conducted

financial crime guidance and a

group while illicit revenues of

repeatedly at the same location

factsheet on ‘cuckoo smurfing’, a

equivalent value are deposited into

over a short period of time

form of money laundering used by

the intended recipient’s account

organised crime groups to target

without their knowledge. Criminals

expatriates, international

employ depositors, known as

investors, and other customers

‘smurfs’, to structure the money to

using money services businesses.

avoid the reporting threshold.

According to the guide, this form of

SMR indicators include

laundering involves the active

multiple cash deposits below
the reporting threshold, in rapid
succession, or exhibits activity
inconsistent with expectations

AUSTRAC press release

involvement of corrupt remitters or

Cash deposits originate in a

transferers and is mainly used by

different state from the account
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AUSTRAC guidance
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US Treasury issues Syria, Venezuela and Iran
general licences for Covid-19 related activities
The US Treasury Department’s

involving the government of

percent or greater interest. Also

Office of Foreign Assets Control

Venezuela and some of the

permitted is the processing of

(OFAC) issued three general

country’s banks (Banco Central de

funds transfers and trade finance

licences on 17 June authorising

Venezuela (BCV), Banco de

transactions that are ordinarily

transactions and activities related

Venezuela, Banco Bicentenario del

incident and necessary to the

to the prevention, diagnosis, or

Pueblo, or any entity in which any

authorised transactions.

treatment of Covid-19, which are

of the banks own a 50 percent or

otherwise prohibited by US

greater interest), conditional on

Syrian General License 21

sanctions regimes targeting Syria,

being related to the pandemic.

authorises the export of Covid-19

Venezuela and Iran. The licences

related services to Syria and

permit specific transactions and

Iranian General License N

related transactions involving the

activities until June 2022.

conditionally authorises all

government of Syria, Polymedics

transactions and activities “related

LLC, Letia Company, or any entity in

OFAC states that the licences

to the exportation, reexportation,

which either entity owns a 50

expand humanitarian exemptions,

sale, or supply, directly or indirectly,

percent or greater interest.

exceptions, and authorisations and

of goods or technology for use in

form part of the Biden

connection with the prevention,

OFAC also published related FAQs

administration’s efforts to review

diagnosis, or treatment of Covid-

906, 907, 908, 909, 910 and 911.

existing sanctions to evaluate

19" to the Iranian government. It

whether they are unduly hindering

also permits certain pandemic-

responses to the pandemic.

related transactions involving the

OFAC press release

Central Bank of Iran or the National
Venezuelan General License 39

Iranian Oil Company (NIOC), or any

permits transactions and activities

entity which the NIOC owns a 50

Canada bulletin on terrorist financing risks
The Financial Transactions and

address terrorist financing (TF)

personal accounts, risk indicators

Reports Analysis Centre of

and money laundering (ML) risks.

include numerous and frequent

Canada (FINTRAC) released on 15
June a special bulletin based on
its analysis of transaction reports
related to ideologically motivated
violent extremism (IMVE), which
aims to assist reporting entities

69

Risk indicators for business
accounts include unexpected
activity such as transfers to entities
that do not correspond with the
business profile, or a lack of
business-related purchases. For

transfers that are followed by the
emptying of the account through
third-party transfers or the absence
of expected transactions.
Canadian government press rel…
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UK government issues guidance on money
laundering risks in the art sector

The UK's HM Revenue & Customs
(HMRC) published guidance on 28
June for art market participants
(AMPs) on money laundering
risks associated with the sector.

HMRC advises art
market participants
to be mindful of
linked transactions,
contact customers
to ensure they have
a legitimate reason
to purchase or sell
artwork, and
conduct customer
due diligence

purchase of artwork or who

conduct customer due diligence

operate a freeport or any other

(CDD), particularly in cases

business that stores artwork in a

involving new customers with little

freeport. Significantly, AMPs must

or no trading history or references.

be involved in transactions worth

HMRC also stresses that when

at least €10,000. Under the UK

contracting with third parties to

National Risk Assessment 2020,

perform CDD, AMPs must ensure

AMPs pose high ML risk and low

that contractors are subject to

risk of terrorist financing (TF).

equivalent ML/TF legislation.

According to HMRC, AMPs must

Meanwhile, art businesses must

comply with their obligations under

verify whether other counterparty

the Money Laundering, Terrorist

AMPs are registered and, in some

Financing and Transfer of Funds

cases, may still be required to

Regulations 2017 such as

comply with AML/CFT rules when

performing regular risk

renting artwork. Interior designers

assessments and updating

that purchase art on behalf of a

policies, controls, and procedures

customer are also required to

accordingly. Common risk indictors

declare who their customer is

include unusual sales or purchase

during the purchase.

activity, using anonymity when
buying and selling artwork, and

The guidance also directs AMPs to

making payments from high-risk

read the 2020 paper on ML

jurisdictions. Other red flags

supervision, the UK National Risk

include customers seeking to

Assessment 2020, and relevant

make remote purchases or sell or

Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

purchase artwork in cash for an

papers. The latest national risk

“off the record sale”, and clients

assessment purportedly covers

asking for unusual delivery or to an

AMPs for the first time separately

address that is not their own.

from high value dealers (HVD).

The regulator advises AMPs to be
HMRC states that AMPs include

mindful of linked transactions,

persons who trade in or act as

contact customers to ensure they

intermediaries in the sale or

have a legitimate reason to
purchase or sell artwork, and
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UK government press release
UK government guidance
Art market participants guidan…
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World Economic Forum DeFi regulatory guide
The World Economic Forum

and regulatory responses. In

present in DeFi models. Such

published on 8 June a toolkit for

addition to providing an overview

transactions can be difficult to

national governments to regulate

of DeFi and classes of protocols,

monitor with standard anti-money

decentralised finance platforms

the white paper lays out challenges

laundering and counter the

(DeFi). The guide describes

and benefits facing DeFi

financing of terrorism checks, with

potential action plans and DeFi

businesses and offers possible

further progress needed to comply

risks, including a discussion of

regulatory and legal approaches.

with Financial Action Task Force

financial crime risks and risk

(FATF) guidelines, the World

management, recommending that

DeFi models are identified as those

governments put in place a multi-

with financial services or products,

agency or multi-disciplinary team

trust-minimised operation and

Risks include DeFi developers

to craft a comprehensive

settlement, non-custodial design,

engaging in scams such as 'rug

regulatory strategy.

and programmable and open

pulls' and misleading investors or

architecture.

creating the appearance of

The forum notes a rapid increase in

Economic Forum states.

legitimate services.

DeFi activity in 2020 that has

On legal compliance, the white

spurred interest from the public

paper notes that financial crime,

and private sector, necessitating a

including fraud and market

detailed examination of existing

manipulation, are risks of illicit

and emerging risks as well as legal

activity or regulatory evasion

World Economic Forum DeFi to…
World Economic Forum statem…

UN Global Compact anti-corruption guidance
The UN Global Compact published

tactics for how to set up such

Collective action includes anti-

on 22 June a Playbook on Anti-

initiatives. Additionally, the

corruption declarations, principle-

Corruption Collective Action,

compact states that companies

based initiatives, integrity pacts,

guidance for companies and other

must be proactive in their anti-

and certifying business coalitions.

stakeholders on assessing the

corruption efforts and that a

The paper details the six steps for

local corruption landscape and

deficient policy can have

implementing such action and

mitigating business risks.

reputational and financial effects. A

underscores that the framework

collective action approach can also

can be adapted to each context.

According to the UN Global

bring a competitive advantage, the

Compact, although diverse

international body suggests.

stakeholders are increasingly
aware that corruption can be

The playbook proposes a collective

addressed through collective

action methodology based on

efforts, practical knowledge is

cooperation between stakeholders

lacking on potential strategies and

to address corruption challenges.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

“Immediate spike” in fraud during pandemic
results in change in UK FCA’s approach
Scammers and fraudsters are exploiting what Steward
described as reasonably loose controls around the
entry onto the internet through social media. Steward
said online platforms do not have “strong or robust
means of detecting these things at the gateway”.
Steward said the regulator has had “quite a lot of
traction” with technology companies “to force change
or to see change” over online scams, and that if the
companies do not comply with the Financial Services
The Covid-19 pandemic has led to a significant rise
in online scams by unauthorised companies,
according to the UK Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA). Speaking before the House of Commons
Treasury Select Committee on 14 June, FCA Director
of Enforcement Mark Steward said the number of
warnings it provided to consumers about online
scams during the pandemic had “jumped markedly”.
“Almost as soon as lockdown started, we noticed an
immediate spike, and that was measured by us
through the number of warnings that we issue where
we detect these things online and issue warnings to
enable consumers to avoid these sites”, Steward told
the Committee. In 2020 the FCA issued just over 1,200
warnings, an increase of 100 percent on 2019. In this
calendar year, the regulator has issued over 600.
Steward said part of the increase was due to the
amount of time consumers were spending online
during lockdown, but also the way the FCA detects
scams. “We’re more sensitive, but nonetheless it’s a
dramatic increase”, he said.

and Markets Act, the regulator will take legal action.
The FCA currently pays companies like Google to
publicise the regulator’s scam warnings, which
Steward acknowledged was “an irony”.
Steward said that the FCA had sped up the process
for issuing warnings in reaction to the increase in
online fraud. Prior to the pandemic the regulator
detected scams through its surveillance work, and
then made a decision about whether to pursue the
scammer with enforcement tools, or issue a warning
to consumers. “We knew if we issued a warning
straight away, our enforcement prospects were very
low, because immediately evidence would go missing
[…] because we are tipping off to the fraudsters that
we are aware of what they are doing”, Steward said.
The increase in online fraud has changed the FCA’s
judgment on the issue, Steward said, citing the time
and cost of enforcement. “It’s not going to provide the
protection consumers need. We are now issuing
warnings straight away, and are conducting sweeps
several times a day of the internet and issuing
warnings every 24 hours.”
Treasury Committee meeting and transcript
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UK FCA extends temporary registration regime
for crypto-asset businesses to March 2022
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)

The FCA states that the extension is designed to

announced on 3 June that it has extended its

enable firms to continue to carry on business while

temporary registration regime (TRR) to 31 March

the FCA proceeds with its assessments.

2022 for certain crypto-asset businesses that have
applied for registration under the Money Laundering,

The FCA asserts that it will not register firms that do

Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds

not clearly have in place AML/CFT processes for

(Information on the Payer) Regulations 2017 (SI

identification and prevention of financial crime risks.

2017/692). The TRR was set to expire on 9 July

Additionally, the FCA warns consumers that they

2021. The FCA notes that a very large number of

should be prepared to lose all their cryptocurrency

businesses have withdrawn their applications after

investments, reminding them that they will likely not

not meeting the required standards.

be able to utilise the Financial Ombudsman Service or
access the Financial Services Compensation Scheme,

According to reporting by the Guardian, as many as 50

even if investing with an FCA registered firm.

crypto-asset companies may be forced to cease
trading pending further review of their anti-money
laundering and counter terrorist financing (AML/CFT)
processes, with firms that withdraw from the process

FCA press release
Guardian article

being required to immediately halt their operations.

UK FCA signs up firms to sandbox cohort seven
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)

The FCA states that as part of the Global Financial

announced on 10 June that it has accepted 13

Innovation Network (GFIN) it has “developed a cross-

companies into the seventh cohort of its regulatory

border testing environment for firms”. GFIN is working

sandbox to test innovative technology.

to agree cross-border testing plans, and two firms
have been accepted to proceed with domestic tests in

The cohort includes firms such as Chekk, an e-KYC

the FCA's regulatory sandbox.

and digital ID solution that facilitates remote
onboarding and Project Endeavour, a reusable digital
ID solution with fraud screening capabilities
undertaken by Synectics Solutions.
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EU Commission advances infringement action
against Cyprus and Malta over golden passports
relevant member state is not compatible with the
principle of sincere cooperation as provided by Article
4(3) of the Treaty of the European Union and the
definition of EU citizenship in Article 20 of the Treaty
on the Functioning of the European Union.
In a 10 July 2020 resolution, the EU Parliament
reiterated its call for all member states to “phase out
all existing citizenship by investment or residency by
investment schemes as soon as possible”.
The European Commission announced on 9 June
that it has decided to take further steps in its
infringement procedure against Cyprus and Malta
and issue a reasoned opinion and an additional letter
of formal notice over their citizenship by investment
schemes (CBI) otherwise known as 'golden
passports'. The infringement procedure with respect
to the two countries commenced in October 2020
with the issuance of the first letters of formal notice,
which, according to the Commission, have not yet
been addressed.

With respect to Cyprus, the announcement of the
reasoned opinion came two days after an official
commission of inquiry reportedly uncovered that the
Cypriot government broke its own law multiple times
in granting citizenship to almost 7,000 people from
2007 to 2020. The opinion notes that even though
Cyprus has suspended its programme and stopped
receiving new applications on 1 November 2020, it is
still processing pending applications. Therefore, the
country is expected to address the issue within two
months, otherwise the Commission will consider
referring the case to the Court of Justice.

The Commission has also
issued an additional letter of
formal notice to Malta,
highlighting that the country
established a new scheme at
the end of 2020

The Commission has also issued an additional letter
of formal notice to Malta, highlighting that the country
established a new scheme at the end of 2020. The IIP
scheme, which generated €1.5 billion over six years
has been replaced with a new scheme whereby
applicants who invest €750,000 will be able to apply
for citizenship after one year of residency. The
Commission underscores that, should the
government’s response be unsatisfactory, it will

In its announcement, the Commission reiterates its
opinion that granting of EU citizenship in exchange for
pre-determined payments or investments without any
genuine connection between the candidate and the
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proceed with the next legal step in Malta’s case, which
is a reasoned opinion.
EU Commission infringements announcement
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Google to require financial services advertisers
to demonstrate FCA authorisation to fight fraud
prevent scammers from

UK, as well as the recent update to

exploiting the platform.

its unreliable claims policy. Google
has also introduced advertiser

According to Harris, the policy will

identity verification.

be updated on 30 August, with
enforcement beginning on 6

During a 14 June UK House of

September and advertisers being

Commons Treasury Committee

Google UK & Ireland VP Ronan

requested to complete the updated

inquiry, FCA Enforcement Director

Harris announced in a 30 June

verification process by that date.

Mark Steward stressed that

blog post that Google Ads

The new requirements will be

unauthorised companies are using

Financial Products and Services

applicable to all financial services,

social media and search engines to

policy will be updated to require

regardless of whether they are

advertise scams, and that the FCA

financial services advertisers to

regulated by the FCA.

issued 1,200 warnings last year
against unauthorised firms that

demonstrate that they are
authorised by the UK Financial

Summing up measures taken by

Conduct Authority (FCA) or

the company to help combat fraud,

qualify for an exemption. The

Harris highlights that Google is the

review purportedly aims to

first major tech company to join

published ads on Google.
Google announcement

the industry led group Stop Scams

New US and UK Atlantic Charter 2021 includes
pledge to tackle illicit finance and corruption
US President Joseph Biden and

The eight-point plan pledges to

UK Home Secretary Priti Patel

UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson

develop cooperative institutions

states in the government’s press

signed the new Atlantic Charter

and enhance existing efforts in a

release that the charter will

2021 on 10 June, a modernised

manner that meets 21st century

improve both nations’ abilities to

update to the 1941 Atlantic

challenges, including building

dismantle cross-border serious

Charter. The new treaty includes

resilience against cyber threats and

and organised crime groups as

law enforcement data sharing

continuing the collaboration

well as fight illicit financial activity.

provisions amongst pledges to

on promoting nuclear non-

enhance efforts to combat

proliferation and counter terrorism.

corruption and illicit finance.
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UK FRC announces investigations into auditors
of Greensill Capital and Wyelands Bank
The UK’s Financial Reporting

the year ending 30 April 2019. The

Fraud Office (SFO) will in part

Council (FRC) announced on 28

FRC states that both inquires will

scrutinise the relationship between

June that it has launched a probe

be led by its enforcement division

Greensill and GFG entities.

into Saffery Champness LLP for

under the audit enforcement

its audit of supply chain finance

procedure. A person familiar with

The Bank of England’s Prudential

firm Greensill Capital (UK) Ltd. At

the matter reportedly told the

Regulation Authority prohibited

the same time, the FRC revealed a

Financial Times that the inquires

Wyelands from accepting deposits

similar investigation into

have a broad scope. Both audit

in March and was ordered to return

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

firms have stated that they will

hundreds of millions of pounds to

(PwC) relating to its audit of

cooperate fully with the regulator,

customers. The PRA notified the

Wyelands Bank plc, which is

according to the BBC.

National Crime Agency and the

owned by British steel
entrepreneur Sanjeev Gupta.

SFO of potential wrongdoing in
Greensill, which collapsed in

2019 and 2020.

March, was one of the main
The probe into Saffery Champness

sources of capital for the Gupta

relates to the audit of financial

family’s GFG Alliance Ltd, which

statements for the year ending 31

owns multiple steel companies. A

December 2019, while the

fraud and money laundering probe

investigation into PwC concerns

launched in May by the Serious

FRC press release
FRC press release
Financial Times article

UK National Cyber Security Centre launches
Financial Sector Cyber Collaboration Centre
The UK's National Cyber Security

According to the NCSC, the

sector and its operations will be

Centre (NCSC) announced on 17

partnership organisation and the

coordinated by a Fusion Cell,

June the launch of the Financial

UK agency intend to collaborate

hosted by the NCSC through the

Sector Cyber Collaboration Centre

through the publication of reports

Industry 100 initiative.

(FSCCC), a public-partnership

and information intended to raise

consisting of approximately 40

awareness of cyber risks across

financial sector firms whose

the financial sector.

mission is to collaborate on
efforts to protect the UK from

The collaboration centre is led by

cyber-attacks.

senior members of the private
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UK FOI request reveals HMRC is leading over
12,000 probes into abuse of Covid-19 support
In response to a freedom of

risks” for each of the schemes,

tough action to tackle fraudulent

information (FOI) request, UK-

which include 7,384 probes into the

behaviour”, having opened “more

based BLM law firm revealed on

Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme

than 12,000 inquiries into

28 June that the UK’s HM

(CJRS), 5,020 relating to the Self-

claimants” suspected of misusing

Revenue and Customs (HMRC) is

Employment Income Support

the support schemes.

currently conducting over 12,000

Scheme (SEISS) and 424 into the

investigations into misuse of the

Eat Out to Help Out Scheme

The FOI request also revealed that

coronavirus business support

(EOHO). According to the law firm,

as of 28 March this year, law

schemes, as well as possible

it is expected that the number of

enforcement have arrested five

fraud and other rule breaches

inquiries will continue to rise.

individuals involved in fraudulent

related to Covid-19 government
support schemes.

activity regarding CJRS, and three
In addition, data obtained by the

in relation to EOHO.

Financial Times (FT) shows that
According to the law firm’s

HMRC reportedly received 28,444

statement, HMRC provided

reports of potential furlough fraud

information on “the number of

by the start of this month. The FT

formal compliance interventions

also cited a HMRC spokesperson

relating to error and fraudulent

commenting that HMRC is “taking

BLM statement
Financial Times article

UK FIU podcast on using SARs to safeguard
potentially vulnerable persons
The UK’s Financial Intelligence

importance of fast-tracked SARs

Kate Mills, financial investigator

Unit (FIU) released episode 7 of

within ongoing investigations.

with Thames Valley Police,

its podcast on 21 June focused

recommended that banks report

on the efficiency of suspicious

UK FIU Operations Manager Denise

any suspicions regarding their

activity reports (SARs) in

Napper stated that the SARs

customers and include as much

identifying people who are

analysed on a daily basis contain

information as possible on the

vulnerable or likely to become

intelligence on various types of

transactions in order to ensure

vulnerable to financial crime.

fraud, with an emphasis on

timely identification of potential

romance fraud and cases involving

abuses of vulnerable persons.

Speakers from the UK FIU, law

fraudsters coercing victims

enforcement and reporters from

to transfer money abroad, noting

the private sector highlighted the

an increase in fraudulent activity
during the Covid-19 pandemic.
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UK government rejects recommendations on
preventing Xinjiang slave labour in supply chains
In its response, the government

refers to its 22 March designations,

acknowledges the plight of

targeting four senior Chinese

Uyghurs in Xinjiang and points to

officials and the Public Security

its imposition of Global Human

Bureau of the Xinjiang Production

Rights Sanctions in tandem with

and Construction Corps.

the US, Canada, and the EU on
individuals responsible for human

MP Nusrat Ghani, the committee’s

The UK’s Business, Energy and

rights violations. Additionally, the

lead member on the forced labour

Industrial Strategy (BEIS)

government highlights the Foreign

in UK value chains inquiry,

Committee on 10 June released

Secretary’s 12 January

expressed dismay with the

the UK government’s response to

announcement of new measures

government response. Ghani urges

its 17 March report and

including enhancing overseas

the government to review the

associated recommendations on

business risk guidance, reviewing

recommendations again and

preventing products sourced from

export controls, and introducing

reconsider its response.

slave labour in Xinjiang Province

financial penalties for entities that

from entering UK supply chains.

do not comply with Modern Slavery

In a letter to Paul Scully, Minister

In its response, the government

Act obligations. However, the

for Small Business, Consumers

does not commit to timeframes or

government declines to adopt the

and Labour Markets, Ghani and

action adhering to the majority of

recommendations on disqualifying

Committee Chair Darren Jones

the BEIS Committee’s

companies and directors based on

express deep frustration with the

recommendations.

Modern Slavery Act breaches.

majority of the recommendations
being rejected. The MPs point

The government
declines to consider
a whitelist of
companies that
have taken positive
action to remove
Xinjiang-based
forced labour from
their supply chains

Additionally, the government

to several events since the report’s

declines to follow the committee’s

publication, including the

recommendations on establishing

sanctioning of five UK MPs, one of

a director-led working group to

whom they assert was likely

combat transparency failures

sanctioned for involvement with

related to modern slavery supply

the BEIS committee report.

chains. The government also

Additionally, they note parliament’s

declines to consider a whitelist of

unanimous agreement that a

companies that have taken positive

genocide is transpiring in

action to remove Xinjiang-based

Xinjiang and Germany’s actions to

forced labour from their supply

address supply chain concerns.

chains. Regarding its
recommendations to sanction
Chinese and international
businesses for complicity in
Uyghur abuse, the government
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UK House of Lords discusses draft amendments
to Modern Slavery Act concerning supply chains
Independent crossbench peer Lord Alton of

checks, and disclose the use of employment agents

Liverpool introduced on 15 June an amendment bill

acting on behalf of an overseas government.

to the UK's Modern Slavery Act 2015 that would
establish minimum transparency standards for

The bill would also make it a criminal offence to

company supply chains in relation to modern slavery

knowingly or recklessly submit modern slavery

and human trafficking.

statements that contain materially false or incomplete
information. A person found guilty of an offence could

Under the proposed bill, the UK Independent Anti-

face imprisonment and a fine of up to £2 million or

Slavery Commissioner would be able to issue formal

four percent of the company’s global turnover. The

warnings to commercial organisations if they fail to

same fine is proposed if a company receives a

meet transparency obligations including publishing

warning from the Commissioner but continues to

and verifying information on their supply chain

source from suppliers or sub-suppliers that fail to

countries of origin. Legal entities would also be

meet the transparency requirements.

required to arrange for credible external inspections,
external audits, and unannounced external spot-

Text of the bill

Aperio Analysis by Gunita Thethy
The majority of companies have statements on combatting modern slavery, including a code of conduct,
and trace their direct suppliers through verification and auditing measures as part of their compliance
requirements. However, the latest measures being considered by the UK will require companies to go
beyond this, something that they have been reluctant to do for fear of divulging too much information to
competitors or opening themselves up to criticism. Under new regulations, companies will have to further
their understanding about who their indirect suppliers are (suppliers beyond their direct suppliers) and
obtain full disclosure about their raw material suppliers. Companies will need to evaluate where they
currently fall on the scale of transparency in their supply chains, and invest in efforts to obtain significantly
more information about their suppliers, which they may not have or may not exist, and also ensure best
practice through establishing targets, and making sure that guidelines and training is given end-to-end in
the supply chain in order to meet relevant regulatory requirements and stakeholder demands.
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UK to set up new body to fight modern slavery
The UK government’s Department

and intelligence sharing. It will have

Establishment of the new body will

for Business, Energy & Industrial

the ability to impose financial

be subject to government approval

Strategy (BEIS) announced on 8

penalties for non-compliance with

and will require the adoption of

June its plan to establish a body

modern slavery reporting

primary legislation, with the

to tackle modern slavery, enforce

obligations and civil penalties for

government currently developing

the minimum wage, and protect

breaches under the gangmasters

plans in partnership with

agency workers.

licensing and employment agency

enforcement bodies.

standards regimes that result in
According to BEIS, the new body

wage arrears. It will also have the

aims to improve enforcement

power to enforce transparency in

through enhanced coordination

supply chains reporting.

UK government press release

Wolfsberg Group statement on demonstrating
AML/CFT programme effectiveness
The Wolfsberg Group published a

by complying with applicable

Additionally, it points out that for

statement on 30 June, which

regulations and designing a

some FIs it may be useful to record

details how financial institutions

programme to provide useful

engagement with and information

(FIs) can assess risk in defined

information to government

provided to authorities, with

priority areas and demonstrate

authorities. Additionally, FIs must

smaller FIs required only to

the effectiveness of their

demonstrate that they have a

demonstrate an understanding of

AML/CFT programme.

“reasonable and risk-based set of

their financial crime risk and

controls” to counter and detect

implementation of a reasonably

According to the statement, FIs

financial crime. According to the

designed AML/CFT programme.

should correlate their AML/CFT

Wolfsberg Group, this assessment

FIs should also design cost

risk assessments with government

will assist the Financial Action Task

effective and risk-based controls to

or supra-national priorities and

Force’s aim of establishing a more

detect and report illicit activity.

expand focus beyond technical

effective AML/CFT system, reduce

compliance, with FIs leveraging

hurdles for legitimate customers,

The group states it will discuss

priorities described in national risk

and support financial inclusion.

threat assessments and resource

assessments where specifically
defined priorities do not exist.

prioritisation in upcoming papers.
The paper states that supervisors
should differentiate between legal

The banking association

or regulatory requirements and

underscores that FIs can

areas in which a risk-based

demonstrate the effectiveness of

approach is applicable to prevent

their AML/CFT risk assessments

counter productive work.
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FATF highlights work on digital transformation
The Financial Action Task Force

mechanisms; (2) the scope of data

In addition, FATF’s work aims to

(FATF) issued on 2 June a

pooling, collaborative analytics and

help operational agencies enhance

statement summarising its work

data protection, assessing

their use of technology to

on promoting and exploring

technologies which facilitate

strengthen their “operational

potential opportunities that

advanced AML/CFT information

capability and resilience”. The

technology can provide to

among regulated entities and

projects are based on research and

strengthen anti-money laundering

financial institutions (FIs); and (3)

interviews with various

and countering the financing of

the role of big data and advanced

stakeholders and build on FATF’s

terrorism (AML/CFT) measures.

analytics in ensuring the efficient

previous work, which includes its

identification and investigation of

guidance on digital ID, its guidance

ML and TF risks and offences.

on virtual assets, virtual assets red

FATF notes that its work on the
innovation of AML/CFT procedures

flag ML and TF indicators and its

and requirements focuses on three

The projects conducted by FATF

guidance on private sector

main areas: (1) opportunities and

aim to examine technology-based

information sharing.

challenges of new technologies to

solutions for advanced AML/CFT

assist both the private sector and

analytics, which can also facilitate

supervisors in effectively

information sharing between FIs,

implementing AML/CFT

and the public and private sector.

FATF press release

European Tax Observatory launched to help
combat tax abuse, public repository on tax fraud
The European Commission

serving as an international

The European Commission’s July

announced on 1 June the launch

reference for the study of taxation.

2020 Tax Package included the

of the European Tax Observatory,

creation of a Tax Observatory as

a new research laboratory aimed

The EU Tax Observatory

one of its actions. The Tax

at supporting efforts to combat

announced on 4 June a public

Observatory's research will also

tax avoidance, evasion and

repository on tax optimisation and

complement the Commission's

aggressive tax planning as part of

tax fraud, which provides an

work on the future of taxation.

measures to combat tax abuse.

overview of research in the field.
EU Commission press release

The observatory, based at the Paris

The database provides access to:

School of Economics, will conduct

up-to-date data on a large number

independent research to support

of EU countries and companies, or

the EU’s policymaking process by

companies operating in Europe and

proposing initiatives to deal with

summaries of analyses on tax

tax abuse issues, as well as

avoidance and optimisation.
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MEPs adopt resolution calling for EU human
rights sanctions regime to include corruption
punishable by restrictive measures. Corruption “has a
devastating impact on the state of human rights, and
often undermines the functioning and legitimacy of
institutions and the rule of law”, the resolution states.
MEPs urge the European Commission to develop a
legislative proposal that extends the scope of the
GHRSR to cover crimes of corruption. The committee
also recommends that MEPs should be able to
propose cases of serious human rights violations, in
Members of the European Parliament Committee on
Foreign Affairs announced on 16 June the adoption
of a resolution welcoming the December 2020
introduction of the EU Global Human Rights
Sanctions Regime (GHRSR), while calling for
corruption to be included as a punishable offence.

MEPs also insisted the
sanctions process should
include regular meetings with
civil society organisations and
human rights defenders with a
view to discussing the state of
play of the regime

order to increase the legitimacy of the sanctions
regime. Members also insist the sanctions process
should include “regular meetings with […] civil society
organisations and human rights defenders with a view
to discussing the state of play of the regime” and
underline the need for a protection mechanism to be
put in place for those who provide information.
The regime “needs to also target economic and
financial enablers of human rights abusers, and we
need a stronger role both for the European Parliament
and civil society, to increase its legitimacy”, said Maria
Arena (S&D, Belgium), Chair of the Subcommittee on
Human Rights. The resolution also calls for qualified
majority voting – rather than unanimity – to be
introduced when sanctions are adopted within the
scope of the GHRSR.
On 30 June, the European Parliament introduced a
motion reflecting the resolution of the committee.

Unlike similar schemes around the world such as the
US Global Magnitsky Act, the EU’s recently adopted
sanctions regime does not include corruption in
connection with human rights violations as an offence
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Iran elects president subject to US sanctions, UN
chief urges US to extend sanctions waivers
The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign

Agency's (IAEA) inspection

Assets Control (OFAC) designated

agreement, the US official noted

Raisi on 4 November 2019 on the

that re-entering the JCPOA will be

anniversary of the US Embassy

exceedingly difficult without the

Iran hostage crisis pursuant to

ability of IAEA inspectors to

Executive Order 13876 along with

monitor Iran.

eight other senior government
Ebrahim Raisi, who was elected

leaders and the Armed Forces

NBC News on 26 June cited two

President of Iran on 18 June, has

General Staff. Raisi, who was then

unnamed sources reportedly close

publicly committed to supporting

head of the country’s judiciary, was

to the negotiations who stated that

the Joint Comprehensive Plan of

identified as being ultimately

the US and Iranian negotiators

Action (JCPOA), with new

responsible for the judiciary’s

have discussed the possibility of

negotiations with US counterparts

execution of nine children between

the US lifting sanctions on Iranian

resuming in Vienna on 26 June.

2018 and 2019 and the arbitrary

Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali

According to reporting by

detention of eight human rights

Khamenei. Khamenei was made

Bloomberg, however, Iranian

attorneys. Iran’s new president was

subject to a travel ban and US

officials have called on the US to

also identified by OFAC as being

asset freeze in June 2019.

reverse Raisi’s 2019 designation

involved in the violent response to

subjecting him to financial

the 2009 Green Movement

According to 30 June meeting

sanctions.

protests and as sitting on the 1988

notes published by the UN, Under

commission that signed off on

Secretary General for Political and

thousands of political executions.

Peacekeeping Affairs Rosemary

Rosemary DiCarlo
urged the US during
a UN Security
Council session to
extend sanctions
waivers for Iranian
oil trade and nonproliferation nuclear
activities

DiCarlo urged the US during a
In a 24 June US State Department

Security Council session to extend

teleconference, a senior State

sanctions waivers for Iranian oil

Department official confirmed that

trade and non-proliferation nuclear

the US and Iran have concluded

activities at three nuclear reactors

their sixth round of JCPOA

in Iran. The US argued that Iranian

negotiations, with a seventh round

violations of UN resolution 2231

forthcoming. The official stated

(2015) are hindering efforts to

that despite significant differences

consider removing sanctions or

in the two nations positions, US

extending waivers.

negotiators continue to believe that
a new nuclear deal with Iran is
possible. In response to a question
about the expiration of the
International Atomic Energy
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EU Parliament calls for tighter cybersecurity
The European Parliament (EP)

Covid-19 pandemic further

forensics to combat crime,

adopted on 10 June a resolution

exposing vulnerabilities in critical

cybercrime, and cyber-attacks,

calling for tightened EU

sectors. In response to these

including state-sponsored attacks.

cybersecurity standards for

trends, MEPs are calling on the EC

Additionally, they welcome the

connected products and

to consider imposing a regulation

creation of a Joint Cyber Unit and

associated services, including

mandating certain cybersecurity

encourage the EC and member

supply chains, urging the EU

requirements for apps, software,

states to share information to

Commission (EC) to harmonise

embedded software, and operating

prevent large-scale cyber-attacks.

national laws to avoid

systems by 2023.
EU Parliament press release

fragmentation across the bloc.
MEPs also call for the inclusion of
According to MEPs, cyber-attacks

cybersecurity requirements in EU-

and hybrid threats are increasing in

funded digitalisation projects and

scope and sophistication, with the

state the need for increasing

EU Parliament resolution

US President announces first national strategy
on countering domestic terrorism
US President Joseph Biden

consistent and rigorous oversight

financing intelligence from foreign

released on 15 June the nation’s

and accountability.

partners and sharing information

first National Strategy for

between agencies.

Countering Domestic Terrorism,

The US Treasury, together with law

which includes interagency

enforcement and other interagency

The Department of State, in

efforts to explore ways to

partners, is engaged in efforts to

consultation with the Treasury

enhance the identification and

enhance engagement with

Department, is also assessing the

analysis of financial activity.

financial institutions regarding

designation of foreign entities

domestic terrorist financing based

linked to domestic terrorism.

The strategy is built on several

on Bank Secrecy Act provisions. In

pillars, namely understanding and

a 14 June press briefing, a senior

sharing domestic terrorism related

White House official clarified that

information, preventing recruitment

the BSA provisions relate to the

and mobilisation and confronting

Treasury’s role in identifying and

long-term contributors. The US

disrupting illicit financial flows.

commits to continuously

White House strategy
White House factsheet
White House press briefing

evaluating the implementation of

The US government has prioritised

the strategy and ensuring

obtaining and exchanging terrorist
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US launches review of anti-corruption efforts
partnerships; and establish best practices for foreign
assistance and security cooperation.
The memorandum directs agencies to seek to
establish a beneficial ownership registry, limiting the
ability of illicit actors to hide behind anonymity to buy
residential real estate and closing loopholes in existing
regulatory regimes. “Anonymous shell companies,
opaque financial systems, and professional service
providers enable the movement and laundering of
US President Joseph Biden released on 3 June a
memorandum establishing the fight against
corruption as a core national security interest of the
United States. The memorandum directs a 200-day
interagency review that will culminate in a report
and recommendations on how the US government
can better tackle corruption.
“My administration will lead efforts to promote good
governance; bring transparency to the United States
and global financial systems; prevent and combat
corruption at home and abroad; and make it
increasingly difficult for corrupt actors to shield their
activities”, Biden stated.
Acts of corruption are estimated to sap between 2 and
5 percent from global gross domestic product, the
memorandum states, adding that it corrodes public
trust and contributes to national fragility.
The interagency review will seek to improve the ability
of departments to combat corruption; tackle illicit
finance in the US and internationally; hold accountable
corrupt individuals and transnational criminal
organisations; strengthen international institutions
focussed on establishing norms like asset recovery

illicit wealth”, the memorandum states.
Separately, US Congress announced the formation of
the new, bipartisan Caucus Against Foreign Corruption
and Kleptocracy. The caucus will be a forum for
members of Congress focused on domestic and
foreign policy reforms to tackle corruption. It is
chaired by Representatives Tom Malinowski (D-NJ)
and John Curtis (R-UT).
The review will consider recommendations and will
include representatives from the following US
agencies: the Office of the Vice President; the
Department of State; the Department of the Treasury;
the Department of Defense; the Department of
Justice; the Department of Commerce; the
Department of Energy; the Department of Homeland
Security; the Office of Management and Budget; the
United States Mission to the United Nations; the Office
of the Director of National Intelligence; the Central
Intelligence Agency; the Office of the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff; the US Agency for International
Development; and the National Security Agency.
White House memorandum
White House factsheet

and financial transparency; support civil society; work
with international partners; boost local authority
oversight; promote private-public anti-corruption
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G7 commits to tackle corruption ahead of UN
General Assembly special session
The G7 outlined its plans to combat corruption in a

five inter-governmental organisations and six civil

joint statement on 2 June ahead of a special session

society representatives made statements.

of the UN General Assembly against corruption in
New York. The special session included the adoption

UN General Assembly President Volkan Bozkir stated

by consensus of a political declaration reflecting

during the special session that corruption “thrives in a

member states’ intention to address corruption and

crisis” but that the world “cannot pretend that there

illicit financial flows through “a comprehensive set

were no issues before the Covid-19 pandemic”. He

of commitments in the areas of prevention,

said the political declaration “will guide member states

criminalisation, international cooperation, asset

in their work to fight corruption and money-laundering,

recovery and technical assistance”.

as well as critical efforts to recover assets and prevent
illicit financial flows”. Bozkir added that corruption hits

The G7 states that it will support global efforts to

the poor, marginalised and vulnerable people hardest

tackle corruption through establishing measures that

and “impedes progress” towards gender equality and

promote transparency in the beneficial ownership of

achieving sustainable development goals.

legal entities, measures to enhance transparency in
public procurement, supply chain transparency in the

Meanwhile UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres

private sector, enforcing domestic and foreign bribery

called the creation at the special session of the Global

laws and ensuring effective implementation of the

Operational Network of Anti-Corruption Law

OECD Anti-Bribery Convention, championing the role

Enforcement Authorities, or GlobE Network, “a step in

of civil society and media freedom as a vital part of

the right direction”. Guterres said the network will

upholding democracy and human rights and

enable law enforcement authorities to navigate legal

bolstering the rule of law.

processes through informal cooperation across
borders, “helping to build trust and bring those guilty

UK Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab called on “all

of corruption to justice”.

countries to follow through on the declaration that we
have signed up to today, to deliver transparency of
company ownership […] more open procurement,
greater transparency in the management of public
finances, and a safer environment for journalists to
shine a light on corruption”.

UN press release
UNGASS
G7 statement
UK Foreign Secretary statement

The special session concluded on 4 June following
contributions from more than 120 speakers including
eight heads of state, two heads of government, three
deputy prime ministers, and 21 ministers. In addition,
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G7 summit communiqué focuses on human
rights abuse, cybercrime and corruption
The G7 group published on 13 June a joint

abandonment of the Democratic People’s Republic of

communiqué which includes commitments on

Korea’s (DPRK) unlawful weapons of mass

cybersecurity and addressing human rights abuses

destruction and ballistic missile programmes” and

and notes that greater focus should be placed on

request that all states implement the UN Security

anti-corruption measures, including by exchanging

Council's resolutions concerning DPRK, as well as

information on illicit financial activities, preventing

impose all associated sanctions.

the misuse of shell companies, as well as
combatting the laundering of ill-gotten gains. The

The group reiterated its commitment towards the

G7 leaders’ summit took place in Carbis Bay, UK

modernisation of the “global trade rulebook” and

between 11 and 13 June.

towards strengthening the mechanisms for protection
against unlawful practices, including intellectual

Specifically, G7 leaders call for Russia “to stop its

property theft and “market-distorting actions”

destabilising behaviour and malign activities” and

conducted by state-owned entities and “harmful

ensure compliance with its international human rights

industrial subsidies”.

obligations, including by investigating the use of
chemical weapons on its territory and identifying and

In addition, the G7 leaders highlighted the importance

combatting cybercrime within its borders. In addition,

of online safety and their commitment to preventing

the G7 urges Russia to hold accountable individuals

and countering online abuse and dismantling criminal

who engage in ransomware attacks or abuse digital

ransomware networks. The US announced in a G7-

currencies in order to launder illicit proceeds. The

related factsheet published by the White House on 13

document reiterates the support for Ukraine’s

June that ransomware is “a longstanding global

independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity and

challenge” and that the international community

requests that Russia withdraw its troops in Crimea

should collaborate to ensure that critical infrastructure

and on the Ukrainian eastern border.

is not threatened and that malicious cyber activities
are properly investigated and prosecuted.

Concurrently, the group expresses concern about
human rights violations conducted by Belarusian
authorities and notes that those responsible for the
arrest of activist and journalist Roman Protasevich
and his partner Sofia Sapega will be held responsible,
including through the imposition of sanctions.

G7 joint communiqué
White House press release
EU press release
White House factsheet

Moreover, the G7 countries call for “the complete
denuclearisation” and the “verifiable and irreversible
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US anti-corruption taskforce on Central America
US Vice President Kamala Harris

corruption in the region. It will also

between the three Northern

announced on 7 June that the

involve increasing the number of

Triangle countries and Mexico.

Department of Justice (DOJ) will

resident legal advisors who provide

form an anti-corruption taskforce

training to the Guatemalan Public

Additionally, Garland is directing

to identify and prosecute

Ministry and Special Prosecutor

the Office of Prosecutorial

corruption in the US, Guatemala,

Against Impunity as well as

Development, Assistance, and

El Salvador, and Honduras. The

building a rapid response

Training (OPDAT) and the

announcement, which followed

mechanism for US legal experts to

International Criminal Investigative

the Vice President’s meeting with

assist in developing cases.

Training Assistance Program

the Guatemalan President, also

(ICITAP) to assist authorities in the

includes plans to form a counter-

In a DOJ press release issued the

Northern Triangle and Mexico in

human trafficking and migrant

same day, Attorney General Merrick

ensuring robust prosecution of

smuggling taskforce.

Garland stated that Taskforce

human smugglers and traffickers.

Alpha will entail a DOJ and
According to a White House

Department of Homeland Security

factsheet, the anti-corruption

partnership drawing together

taskforce will involve State

enforcement resources to target

Department support and include a

the most notorious and active

heightened focus on prosecution

human trafficking and migrant

and seizing assets gained through

smuggling groups operating

White House factsheet
DOJ press release
DOJ memo

EU, US, and Canada indicate they are willing to
consider lifting Venezuela sanctions
In a 25 June joint statement by

international standards for free and

facilitate discussions with the

the foreign policy chiefs of the

fair elections in November 2021,

government of Nicolás Maduro,

US, EU, and Canada, the three

further urging the government to

who has reportedly indicated that

governments state that they are

grant political parties

he is willing to negotiate if

open to reviewing their sanctions

independence, allow for freedom of

sanctions are lifted.

policies towards Venezuela if

the press and free speech, and end

substantial progress is made in

human rights abuse.

negotiations with the Venezuelan
government.

According to 25 June reporting by

Reuters, the US-backed Venezuelan
The joint statement additionally

opposition is engaged in ongoing

calls for Venezuela to abide by

communication with Norway to
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OFSI webinar on licence reporting requirements
The UK HM Treasury’s Office of

holders failing to specify the

evidence, as well as details on the

Financial Sanctions

licence being reported or

licence and permissions being

Implementation (OFSI) held on 24

information on what permissions

reported. During the webinar, it was

June a webinar on reporting

or payment routes are being used.

stressed that non-compliance with

requirements with respect to

The OFSI recommends that the

reporting conditions, including the

licences, which provided

holders of multiple licences do not

failure to provide the required

information on reporting good

report them all at once, in order to

information, could lead to licence

practice and common mistakes.

avoid ambiguity and ensure that

revocation and can represent a

details related to each licence are

breach of sanctions.

According to the OFSI, the most

presented in a clear manner.
OFSI webinar

prevalent problems encountered
with respect to reporting refer to

Good practice examples

receiving incomplete or unclear

recommended to licence holders

information. This includes licence

include providing supporting

OFSI webinars page

UK FCA Insight article examines financial
services industry views on RegTech
Survey research published by the

better able to comply with

The research found that word-of-

UK Financial Conduct Authority

regulations, and improving the

mouth recommendations “play a

(FCA) on 2 June shows

company’s position in the market.

key role” in the decision-making

satisfaction with RegTech

RegTech firms raised $8.3 billion

process, with firms “tending to

solutions is consistently high,

across 348 deals in 2020, beating

trust solutions that have been

with net satisfaction at 95 percent

the previous high of $7.2 billion in

advocated by their peers within the

for all businesses, due to multiple

2019, according to the FCA's

industry”. In the medium to long-

perceived benefits.

Insight article.

term, 60 percent of firms
stated that RegTech will remain

The top two benefits of RegTech

According to the FCA’s

important or grow in importance,

solutions are seen by the industry

commissioned survey, the most

with over 50 percent believing that

as being improved compliance and

popular option for RegTech

RegTech adoption will be universal.

increased efficiency. Firms with

onboarding is a combination of

between 250 and 499 employees

outsourcing augmented by in-

emphasised being more easily and

house development.
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Iceland's Samherji apologises for compliance
weaknesses in Namibia corruption case
“individuals who were in a position to allocate the
catch quotas and the right to utilise them seem to
have had a personal interest in the arrangement as the
real owners” of the company. The company admits
that payments made to Namgomar Namibia and to
the National Fishing Corporation of Namibia
(FISHCOR), which allocated quotas in exchange for a
fee, were “generally unclear” and lacked “formal
agreements”, which increased the financial crime risks
posed to their operations.
Icelandic seafood company Samherji hf issued a

In addition to this, local media reports claimed in May

statement on 22 June, apologising for failing to

that the Faroe Islands’ tax authorities filed a police

address weaknesses in its compliance and internal

report over suspicions of tax evasion, following

governance, as well as risks associated with hiring

allegations that Samherji fraudulently used the island’s

consultants in Namibia. The company has been

international ship registry to evade paying income

accused of making illegal payments to Namibian

taxes for several employees working in Namibia in

officials to secure fishing quotas in the country.

2016. In its statement, the company states that it
acknowledges the “mistakes” made with regard to this

The company highlighted the main findings of

issue and that it will publish a more comprehensive

Norwegian law firm Wikborg Rein LLP, which

conclusion regarding this matter shortly.

undertook an investigation into the operations of
Samherji-affiliated companies in Namibia. According

Separately, the US Department of State designated on

to Samherji, the company “completely rejects” the

15 June Namibia’s former minister of fisheries and

bribery allegations, but acknowledges that greater

marine resources Bernhardt Esau and former minister

scrutiny should have been conducted with respect to

of justice Sakeus Shanghala for their alleged

payments made to Namibian consultants who were

involvement in “significant corruption” and for using

hired to provide advice on national fisheries and

their influence and official position for their personal

market conditions, including with regard to access to

benefit. Both officials have been accused of

fishing quotas.

involvement in the 'Fishrot' scandal.

Concurrently, Samherji notes that its fishing activities

Samherji press release

in Namibia were based on quotas allocated by the
government to the company Namgomar Pesca (Pty)
Ltd (Namgomar Namibia), as part of an agreement
between Namibia and Angola. According to the
statement, government officials from both countries
conspired to establish Namgomar Namibia and
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CONSULTATIONS

FATF plenary sees Malta moved to “grey list”,
consultation on beneficial ownership standards
that Malta’s FIU needs to better

in August 2021. Japan was found

support law enforcement

to have delivered “notable results”

authorities to pursue money

in some areas. However, FATF

laundering cases, and Maltese

found that the country needs to

authorities need to establish clarity

improve in its ability to confiscate

on beneficial ownership

criminal proceeds. South Africa

information in the country. “The

has “a solid legal framework” to

[Maltese] authorities must not

combat money laundering and

downplay the importance of these

terror financing, but FATF found

measures”, FATF stated.

“significant shortcomings”.
The body also finalised a report

The Financial Action Task Force
(FATF) announced on 25 June it
has moved four countries – Malta,
Haiti, the Philippines and South
Sudan – to its “grey list”, which
requires increased levels of

FATF launched a
consultation on
strengthening
standards on
beneficial
ownership

monitoring for money laundering

that explores money laundering
techniques relating to
environmental crime and a second
12-month review of the
implementation of the agency’s
revised standards on virtual assets
and VASPs. FATF also financed
reports analysing obstacles to
asset recovery, and launched a
white paper and public

and terrorist financing risks. All

Pakistan has made substantial

consultation on strengthening

four countries have agreed action

progress, but remains on the grey

standards on beneficial ownership.

plans with the FATF. The

list. Botswana and Mauritius have

The FATF white paper on beneficial

announcement was made during

completed action plans at a

ownership is open to input from

FATF’s fourth virtual plenary,

technical level. FATF congratulated

stakeholders until 20 August. The

which focussed on virtual assets,

Ghana on its removal from the grey

white paper sets out potential

proliferation finance and

list. The country has done “a lot of

amendments to the standards on

beneficial ownership.

work” to improve its controls,

the transparency and beneficial

according to FATF.

ownership of legal persons.

Malta underwent a mutual
evaluation in 2019 – the final

The FATF plenary meeting also

report outlined a “large number of

discussed the ongoing mutual

serious issues” in the country,

evaluations of South Africa and

according to FATF. The body stated

Japan, which are set to be released
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UK Law Commission publishes call for views on
corporate criminal liability
The UK Law Commission put out a

will be provided to the UK

and agents. But it is unclear whose

call for views on 9 June on

government towards the end of

acts should count as the acts of

whether and how the law relating

2021. The call for views is open to

the company, and for whose

to corporate criminal liability can

comments until 31 August.

conduct the company should be

be improved. The Commission

criminally liable.

states it is “clear that there are

Successfully prosecuting large

issues across a range of offences

corporates has proven difficult in

that undermine the ability to

recent years which has led to calls

effectively hold organisations to

for the UK government to reform

account for crimes committed”.

legislation. Companies do not “act”

Responses will inform the Law

except through other people – their

Commission’s options paper that

directors, managers, employees

Law Commission press release
Discussion paper

UK HM Treasury consultation on a power to
block listings on national security grounds
The UK’s HM Treasury launched

companies from around the world

The consultation describes an

on 7 June a consultation on the

to list here to raise capital.

example whereby it may use its

scope of a proposed targeted

power to block a listing. Company

power to allow the UK government

Following the controversial listing

A is an energy and technology

to block a company’s listing if it

of Russian energy company En+ in

company based in Country A,

presents a risk to national

2017, the government stated its

which was recently under UN

security. The consultation is open

intention in its Economic Crime

sanctions for its nuclear

for comments until 27 August.

Plan 2019 to review the question of

programme and the sanctions

foreign company listings with

were lifted only recently. Country

The Treasury states it “believes

respect to national security.

A’s energy minister partly owns

that there are remote but possible

Listings are currently overseen by

Company A. Proceeds from the

scenarios in which a company

the FCA, but the government

listing will be used to further

listing in the UK could present a

“believes that the FCA’s investor

Country A’s nuclear weapons

risk to the nation’s security. We

detriment power would not be an

capability and programme.

intend to make a power to address

appropriate or effective

this”. The Treasury adds that it will

mechanism to address national

“take full account” of the UK’s

security risks. The protection of

status as a “world-leading financial

national security is the

centre”, and the desire of

government’s responsibility”.
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UK Payment Systems Regulator consults on
strategy to unlock potential of UK payments
consulting on coordinated approaches to address APP
scams and is considering how interbank payment
protection can be bolstered beyond fraud-related
protection. The PSR underscores the need to give
Pay.UK a stronger role in leading protection
development, including coordinating participants.
Meanwhile, the PSR stresses that consumer
The UK’s Payment Systems Regulator (PSR)
announced on 10 June that it is seeking views on its
five-year strategy to unlock the potential of
interbank payments and ensure consumer
protection against fraud.

The PSR intends to measure
whether it has achieved its
consumer protection priorities
by considering push payment
fraud levels

protection awareness is low and that payment system
participants should consider scam prevention in
addition to when and how losses should be refunded
to consumers. The regulator expects to see payment
systems cooperate to generate enhanced defences
against fraud, organised crime, and terrorism.
The PSR intends to measure whether it has achieved
its consumer protection priorities by considering push
payment fraud levels, the rate of transactions stopped
by fraud warning messages, and reimbursement
rates. Other criteria include the number and nature of
consumer protection-related complaints or disputes
raised with payment providers and the result of
surveys intended to measure risk awareness.

The proposed strategy has four priorities, including

The PSR is accepting feedback on the consultation

ensuring that users are sufficiently protected against

until 10 September and states that it will publish a

fraud and that they have continued access to payment

final version of its strategy by the end of the year. The

services and effective alternative payment options.

proposed strategy is purportedly the result of

Additionally, the strategy supports competition

extensive consultation with stakeholders.

between payment services and innovation, with the
PSR continuing to review related environmental
issues, use of data, and cross-border payments.
On consumer protection, the PSR notes that

PSR press release
PSR brief
PSR proposed strategy

authorised push payment (APP) scams remain the
second largest type of payment fraud both in value
and volume. The regulator states that it is currently
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European Banking Authority consults on SREP
guidelines review, which includes ML/TF risks
The European Banking Authority (EBA) launched a

Qualitative analysis factors used to assess business

consultation on 28 June on the revision of its

models should include any indications that the

guidelines on procedures and methodologies for the

business model and activities give rise to increased

supervisory review and evaluation process (SREP)

ML/TF risks and should be accompanied by

and supervisory stress testing.

quantitative analysis focused on revenue and income
from high-risk jurisdictions and the number of

Part of the proposed amendments refer to money

customers requiring enhanced due diligence (EDD).

laundering and terrorist financing (ML/TF) risks, in line

Authorities would also need to consider key BMA-

with the EBA’s November 2020 opinion on ML/TF risks

related vulnerabilities, including the number of

in the supervisory review and evaluation process. The

customers subject to EDD, deposits and assets under

EBA proposes two options, to either include the

management related to high-risk third countries, and

guidance on the prudential treatment of ML/TF risks

environmental, social and governance (ESG) risks.

and concerns in a separate section of the SREP
guidelines or to adopt an integrated approach. In

Financial institutions would also be required to

terms of assigning scores to assess the level of

consider ML/TF risks when granting credits and

ML/TF risk, the EBA suggests embedding these risks

evaluating risks to funding profile stability. Other

into the general framework.

considerations should include ongoing known

According to the EBA, competent authorities should
also include ML/TF risks in their regular monitoring
and consider whether supervised institutions have risk
management measures in place and whether their
management has the adequate knowledge and skills
to effectively address the risks. The EBA states that if
a need to address such risks because of the SREP
elements assessment is identified after liaising with
the AML/CFT competent authority, authorities should
set additional requirements.
Additionally, the EBA asserts that authorities should
use the business model analysis (BMA) to assess the
prudential implications of ML/TF risks, including the
input from supervisors, to complement their findings
from ongoing supervision and evaluate whether the
findings could give rise to prudential concerns. For
ML/TF prudential concerns, authorities should share
the outcome of their assessments with supervisors.

94

investigations and AML/CFT or tax related legal
disputes, dealings with jurisdictions or persons posing
high financial crime risks, and cybersecurity incidents.
Other amendments include requiring competent
authorities to consider whether supervised entities
have appropriate conflict of interest mechanisms and
codes of conduct which include examples of
acceptable and unacceptable behaviour. Additionally,
authorities must verify that financial institutions have
established risk management and compliance
functions and notify the AML/CFT supervisor when
identifying financial crime deficiencies during their
supervisory activities.
Comments are being accepted until 28 September.
EBA press release
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Bank of England issues discussion paper on
stablecoins and a possible digital pound
regulatory environment and an illustrative scenario of
the demand for new forms of digital money.
The paper provides four models for regulating
stablecoins, including one option where (1) a
stablecoin issuer is subject to the existing banking
regime; (2) stablecoins are restricted to holding liquid
assets (HQLA), such as highly liquid bonds or central
bank reserves, which could allow a regulatory
approach that is more aligned to the risks; (3) liabilities
are backed by central bank reserves, which would
eliminate several risks for coinholders, but could
expose stablecoins to operational risk, for instance,
when reserves are insufficient to meet deposit
outflows; and (4) liabilities are backed by commercial
bank deposits which would resolve the liquidity and
The Bank of England (BoE) published on 7 June a

market risks of the HQLA model by transferring those

discussion paper seeking views on new forms of

risks to the custody bank. Stakeholders are invited to

digital money, such as stablecoins, as well as on a

provide their assessment of the four possible

potential UK central bank digital currency (CBDC).

regulatory models for stablecoins, as well as to

The consultation, which is open for three months,

suggest any other options.

builds on a previous discussion paper published in
March 2020 and the Financial Policy Committee’s

The BoE has also published a summary of the

expectations for stablecoins established in its

responses to its March 2020 discussion paper on

December 2019 Financial Stability Report.

CBDCs, concluding that respondents have shown
strong agreement with the suggestion that the bank

The BoE’s new paper focuses on systemic forms of

should carefully explore CBDCs, including through

digital money which are designed to have a stable

seeking to protect the privacy of user transactions,

value relative to traditional currencies or to a

while also ensuring that anti-money laundering (AML),

commodity and that have the potential to become

countering the financing of terrorism (CFT) and

widely used as “a trusted form of sterling-based retail

sanctions compliance arrangements are met.

payments”. The discussion paper is available for
comment until 7 September.

BoE press release

The questions for discussion revolve around the role

BoE discussion paper

of money in the economy, public policy objectives,
implications for macroeconomic stability, the
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Basel Committee launches consultation on
prudential treatment of crypto-asset exposures
The Basel Committee on Banking

in addition to Bitcoin and other

requirements in addition to the

Supervision (BCBS) launched a

crypto-assets that would be

existing Basel Framework.

consultation on 10 June regarding

subject to enhanced conservative

its preliminary proposal for the

prudential treatment.

Furthermore, for all three classes,

exposure to crypto-assets, noting

The consultation builds on the

institution disclosures to be made

that rising interest by some banks

principles of same risk, same

and increasing growth and

activity, same treatment, simplicity,

innovation in crypto-assets and

and minimum standards. For the

virtual asset service providers

first group of crypto-assets, which

(VASPs) may lead to a rise in

is divided into tokenised traditional

global banking risks. The

assets and stablecoins, and the

proposals, which follow a 2019

second group, which includes

discussion paper, cover tokenised

Bitcoin, the regulator proposes

traditional assets and stablecoins

applying three classes of

prudential treatment of banks’

BCBS proposes new financial
regularly on crypto-asset exposure
as well as additional guidance
ensuring other risks are assessed
and mitigated. Comments are due
by 10 September.
BCBS press release
BCBS consultation

BPI urges US government not to adopt new
regulations on financial institutions’ use of AI
The Bank Policy Institute (BPI)

writes that it supports the federal

and natural language processing to

issued a 25 June letter to the

agencies’ efforts to widen

automatically generate suspicious

Federal Reserve System Board of

understanding of AI use in financial

activity reports to detect potential

Governors and Office of the

services, it urges the government

money laundering.

Comptroller of the Currency in

to recognise that current banking

response to the US government’s

regulations involve comprehensive

The organisation also warns the

calls for comments on financial

requirements that can be applied

government to be wary of creating

institutions’ use of AI, including

to AI. In approaching AI in the

new regulatory expectations as

machine learning.

banking sector, BPI recommends

they may stifle technological

that the government conduct a

progress and recommends

BPI states that it considers AI to be

balanced assessment of the risks

applying a principles and risk-

a technology whose risks can be

and benefits, citing the success of

based approach regarding AI risk

managed under existing

machine learning applications in

assessment and oversight.

regulations, asserting that it does

fraud detection and prevention, AI-

not believe new rules are

based network security that has

necessary. While the organisation

protected against cyber-attacks,
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PRESS AND MEDIA

UK announces forfeiture from presidential family
members linked to Azerbaijani laundromat

UK media outlet the Evening

Standard reported on 30 June that
Izzat Khanim Javadova and her
husband Suleyman Javadov have
been revealed to be the London
couple accused of funneling £14
million into the UK through the
money laundering system known
as the 'Azerbaijani laundromat'.
The scheme, which was
uncovered in 2017 by the OCCRP,
comprises several shell
companies registered in the UK to
facilitate the laundering of $2.9
billion over the course of a twoyear period, from 2012 to 2014.

Javadova, otherwise known as DJ

the ancient hawala system of

Mikaela Jav, is the cousin of

moving money among a network

Azerbaijani President Ilham Aliyev,

of trusted brokers. Citing court

whilst her husband is the son of

documents, the Evening Standard

the country’s former deputy energy

reported that the NCA stated that

minister Gulmammad Javadov,

the Javadovs “knew that what they

who was dismissed last year. The

were receiving did not come from

Evening Standard first revealed the

their tenants but from an unlawful

alleged National Crime Agency

intermediary organisation designed

(NCA) investigation into the couple

to launder money”. In 2018 and

on 17 December 2020. The media

2019, the NCA froze ten bank

outlet wrote at the time that the

accounts held by the pair

NCA originally accused the

containing a total of £6.4 million.

Javadovs of spending £14 million
worth of laundered money

On 5 July, the NCA announced that

obtained from “corruption, theft or

the couple have agreed to forfeit

embezzlement” through a

£4,033,803 held in four accounts in

“complex network of 21 brass plate

Javadov’s name to settle the NCA’s

companies and Baltic banks”.

investigation into the origin of their

Additionally, six of the companies

wealth. As part of the settlement,

are reported to have been named

the NCA has agreed not to pursue

separately as part of the

account freezing orders with

Azerbaijani laundromat.

respect to the other six accounts.
NCA Head of Asset Denial Andy

On 5 July, the NCA
announced that the
couple have agreed
to forfeit over £4
million to settle the
NCA’s investigation
into the origin of
their wealth
97

According to reporting by the

Lewis stated that the settlement

OCCRP, the Javadovs have

follows “the first case seeking

claimed that the money they spent

forfeiture of funds relating to the

on buying “four UK apartments,

so-called Azerbaijan laundromat”.

including one at Whitehall Court”
estimated at £6.9 million, were
obtained with legitimate rental
income from Azerbaijan. The
couple’s lawyer reportedly
described their system for
receiving money as being part of

Evening Standard article (30 J…
Evening Standard article (17 D…
OCCRP report
NCA press release (5 July 2021)
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Australia’s NAB and CBA reportedly facing probe
related to Papua New Guinea AML breaches
The Australian Financial Review reported on 16 June

due diligence checks on correspondent banks to

that the Commonwealth Bank of Australia (CBA) and

screen for possible money laundering.

National Australia Bank (NAB) may face Australian
anti-money laundering (AML) compliance

BFL issued a response to the allegations on 18 June,

investigations following revelations that their

stating that it is not aware of any transactions under

business partner, BSP Financial Group Limited (BFL),

review involving its Australian correspondent banks.

may be sanctioned as a result of an investigation by

The company acknowledged that the FASU conducted

Papua New Guinea’s financial intelligence unit over

an October 2019 inspection and reviewed the bank’s

possible AML breaches.

customer due diligence procedures.

The Financial Analysis and Supervision Unit (FASU) of

BFL states that the regulator informed the bank of

the Papua New Guinea central bank reportedly

suspected non-compliance with AML due diligence

launched an investigation at the end of 2019 into BFL,

requirements regarding eight customers in June 2020.

which operates the Bank of South Pacific, Papua New

The company adds that it refuted the allegations,

Guinea’s largest bank. The FASU has not commented

provided detailed explanations about each customer

publicly on any investigation.

in April 2021, and has not yet received further
correspondence from the FASU, but asserts that its

Sanctions targeting BFL will reportedly open CAB and

AML policies and practices are adequate.

NAB up to possible penalties in Australia as BSP is
traded on the Australian stock exchange and both
banks act as correspondent banks for BSP, providing
it with access to the country’s financial market. Both

Australian Financial Review article
BSP statement

are required by Australian AML regulations to carry out

German banker sentenced over cum-ex tax fraud
A German court in Bonn sentenced on 1 June an

billions of euros. Charges against M.M. Warburg were

unnamed German former banker at the Hamburg-

dropped in February, while two British citizens

based M.M. Warburg to five and a half years in

received suspended sentences for related falsified tax

prison for tax evasion, according to reporting by

rebates in March 2020.

Reuters, citing a court spokesperson.
Reuters article

The court ruling marks the first prison sentence in the
German cum-ex tax fraud case which involved
falsified stock dividend tax rebates that cost Germany
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EU reportedly warns Lebanon of likely sanctions
EU High Representative for

would target Lebanon’s political

economic reforms, and

Foreign Affairs Josep Borrell

leadership, many of whom have

mishandling state finances.

reportedly informed Lebanese

children in EU universities and hold

President Michel Aoun on 19

property, bank accounts, and other

The note is also reported to include

June that he and other political

investments within the bloc. France

proposed guidelines for when the

leaders may be sanctioned unless

also reportedly put in place travel

sanctions regime could be

they halt obstruction efforts

restrictions on numerous unnamed

determined to have made its

against forming a new

Lebanese officials whom it has

intended mark. Lastly, it reportedly

government. Reuters reported the

determined are creating obstacles

echoes Borrell’s comments that the

day before on a diplomatic note

to reform efforts.

political leadership in Lebanon is

which purportedly details criteria

partially responsible for the

for a possible EU sanctions

Reuters reports that the diplomatic

regime on Lebanon.

note lists four criteria for sanctions,
including blocking the creation of a

According to the news outlet,

functioning Lebanese government,

France is leading the bloc’s efforts

obstructing the political transition,

to create a sanctions regime, which

obstructing necessary political or

country’s financial crisis.
Reuters article (19 June)
Reuters article (18 June)

German government purchases confidential
data on taxpayers’ hidden Dubai assets
Der Spiegel reported on 11 June

data was purchased from an

The German media outlet notes

that the German Finance Ministry

anonymous source and distributed

that this manner of purchase has

has purchased confidential data

to regional financial authorities to

been utilised in Germany before,

regarding possible hidden assets

determine whether they should

but the latest reported instance

in Dubai to identify thousands of

initiate tax evasion proceedings

marks the first example of such an

Germans evading taxes through

against those identified as hiding

approach being employed by the

hidden property and other foreign

offshore assets.

federal government.

assets. The federal tax office is
reported to have paid €2 million to

Scholz added that the government

an anonymous source to acquire

is harnessing all means available

the information.

to identify tax offenders. The
government reportedly began

On 16 June, German Finance

negotiating with the anonymous

Minister Olaf Scholz confirmed in a

source in January and made the

government statement that the

purchase the following month.
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Hundreds of Scottish mini-umbrella companies
reported as being involved in tax fraud scheme
Some staff at Covid-19 testing

unusual company names,

centres were purportedly employed

unrelated business activity, foreign

through these companies.

national directors, frequent
movement of workers, and short

In 10 May guidance, HM Revenue

company lifespans.

and Customs (HMRC) notes that
MUCs fraud usually involves
criminals creating multiple limited

The Times reported on 2 June

legal entities employing a small

that roughly 600 mini-umbrella

number of temporary workers. A

companies (MUCs) based in

promoter business which may

Scotland have been reported to

have other linked business to

police in connection with an

support the operation purportedly

alleged multimillion pound tax

facilitates the structuring of the

fraud scheme targeting the

mini-umbrella companies.

employment allowance.
MUCs abuse two government
According to the media outlet,

incentives aimed at small

clusters of companies with

businesses, the VAT flat rate

directors from the Philippines have

scheme and the employment

been identified across Scotland

allowance. Meanwhile, MUCs fraud

and police have conducted

can also result in the non-payment

preliminary interviews with experts

of other taxes including PAYE and

that identified the irregularities.

National Insurance.

Former member of UK parliament
Michelle Thomson reportedly

The UK government advises

stated that she will raise the issue

companies that either place or use

with Scottish ministers.

temporary labour to be vigilant
about potential reputational and

On 10 May, the BBC reported that

financial damage to their

more than 40,000 people had been

businesses posed by MUCs fraud

recruited from the Philippines

in their supply chain. Companies

through Facebook and word of

should undertake due diligence

mouth to front MUCs in the UK,

checks, verify the credibility of the

with over 48,000 such companies

supply chain, and report potential

being created in the past five years.

fraud or tax evasion, advises
HMRC. Warning signs include

100

According to the
media outlet,
clusters of
companies with
directors from the
Philippines have
been identified
across Scotland
In response to this trend, HMRC
has purportedly made several
arrests and has taken steps to
deny the recovery of input taxes in
cases in which businesses in the
supply chain knew, or should have
known, that fraud was occurring.
Additionally, HMRC is purportedly
working with trade bodies and
other government departments on
awareness raising.
The Times article
BBC story (10 May)
UK government guidance
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South Korean authorities reportedly seize nearly
$50m in crypto-assets in tax evasion probe
The Financial Times reported on

cryptocurrency grab for tax

cryptocurrencies seized.

23 June that South Korean

evasion in South Korean history.

Authorities reportedly used the

authorities have seized over $47

mobile phone numbers of

million worth of cryptocurrencies

According to the paper, the

taxpayers suspected of hiding

from 12,000 individuals who have

targeting of 12,000 individuals

crypto-assets and compared them

allegedly evaded taxes, with the

came after a wider tax evasion

to registered accounts in

paper citing government officials

investigation examining

cryptocurrency exchanges.

from Seoul’s Gyeonggi province

approximately 140,000 Koreans.

who state that the seizures

Bitcoin and Ethereum are

represent the largest such

reportedly amongst the

FT article

John McAfee found dead after extradition ruling
Spain’s National High Court

wilful failure to file tax returns from

concerning the same alleged

(Audiencia Nacional) reportedly

2014 to 2018. The Spanish court

practices. Prosecutors additionally

ordered on 23 June the

order reportedly authorised the

brought charges against the

extradition of John David McAfee,

extradition for charges related to

McAfee and Watson concerning

creator of the eponymous

his alleged failures to properly file

cryptocurrency scalping or pump

antivirus software, to the United

documents with the Internal

and dump schemes.

States to face tax evasion

Revenue Service (IRS) and to pay

charges, according to Spanish

his duties for the years 2016 to

McAfee, who was arrested in

periodical El Mundo. The former

2018, according to El Mundo.

October in Barcelona and had since

entrepreneur was reportedly

been in preventive arrest,

found dead in his cell a few hours

On 5 October 2020, the SEC filed a

reportedly asserted that he was

after the court issued its decision,

civil complaint against McAfee and

being politically persecuted for

with sources inside the

his bodyguard, Jimmy Gale

denouncing purported corruption

penitentiary cited by the Spanish

Watson Jr, for the entrepreneur’s

within the IRS. The court rejected

news agency EFE stating that he

purported promotion of several

this defence, according to

committed suicide.

initial coin offerings (ICOs) through

documents reviewed by EFE.

false or misleading statements.
The US Department of Justice

The document alleges that McAfee

(DOJ) unsealed an indictment in

received more than $23 million for

October 2020 charging McAfee

his endorsements. The DOJ

with 10 counts of tax evasion and

unsealed an indictment in March
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Brazil reportedly investigating US commodity
company in Petrobras related bribery scheme
Reuters reported on 3 June that

and Glenn Oztemel, along with ex-

companies allegedly involved and

US commodity trading and

Petrobras employee Rodrigo

that the bribes were funnelled

finance services company

Berkowitz, are suspected of

through a middleman identified as

Freepoint Commodities LLC is

participating in the scheme.

Eduardo Innecco. Freepoint

being investigated in Brazil for its

reportedly paid inflated consulting

alleged role in a bribery scheme

In 2019, Berkovitz pleaded guilty in

commission to Inneco.

involving state-run company

the US to conspiracy to commit

Petróleo Brasileiro SA

money laundering. He allegedly

No charges have been filed as yet

(Petrobras).

informed three unnamed trading

in Brazil, with Freepoint reportedly

companies about the amounts that

stating that it is committed to

According to sources and court

their competitors bid in auctions

following laws in all jurisdictions.

documents seen by the media

organised by Petrobras in

outlet, between 2010 and 2018,

exchange for bribes funnelled

Freepoint funnelled bribes to

through shell company bank

Petrobras through an intermediary.

accounts. Reuters reports that

Freepoint employees Robert Peck

Freepoint is among the trading

Reuters article

UK SFO chief asserts effectiveness and financial
impact of DPAs in Times op-ed
UK Serious Fraud Office (SFO)

fines, and company actions to

corruption charge for dealings

Director Lisa Osofsky published

mitigate future violations.

involving the Saudia Arabian

an op-ed in the Times on 30 June

National Guard.

in which the counter-fraud chief

The director also notes recent SFO

asserts the effectiveness of

activities, including the launch of

In defending the SFO’s practice of

deferred prosecution agreements

its investigation into suspected

utilising DPAs for criminal

(DPAs) for deterring financial

money laundering and fraud

proceeds recovery and deterrence,

crime. Osofsky also states that

involving the Gupta Family Group

Osofsky notes the wide use of

while current UK law does not in

Alliance and its dealings with

DPAs in the US, Canada, and

her view effectively dissuade

Greensill Capital UK Ltd as well as

France and the SFO’s success in

business leaders from corporate

the results of its GPT Special

recovering over £1.5 billion in illicit

irresponsibility, SFO DPA powers

Project Management Ltd probe.

gains over its ten DPAs.

since 2014 do ensure the
repayment of criminal proceeds,

Airbus-owned GPT pleaded guilty
on 28 April to an SFO brought
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SPECIAL FEATURE

Germany’s new Supply Chain Act will make
human rights due diligence mandatory

On 11 June, the German

Germany, to conduct risk analysis

due diligence on both direct and

parliament passed a supply chain

to prevent – or where necessary

indirect suppliers, although

law that obliges the country’s

remediate for – risks such as poor

preventative or remedial action

largest companies to actively

working conditions, child and

concerning indirect suppliers is

perform due diligence to prevent

forced labour, adequate pay,

only required where a company is

human rights and environmental

collective bargaining and meeting

made aware of specific human

abuses within their own business

certain human rights-related

rights violations.

and their wider supply chains.

environmental standards.
This means that, besides large

The German Supply Chain Due

Initially the law will only apply to

German companies, the law will

Diligence Act is likely to have far-

companies with more than 3,000

also impact smaller organisations

reaching consequences for both

employees globally. From 2024 this

internationally which sell to

German-registered firms that fall

will be extended to companies with

German companies. Suppliers to

within its scope, as well as for

more than 1,000 employees.

large companies will need to

smaller companies across the

According to the German company

ensure that they operate with the

European Union and globally that

register, Germany has 2,900

necessary transparency to enable

sell into the German market.

companies in the latter category

the latter to comply with the law’s

although, given their respective

requirements. They may also need

The new legislation, which comes

industries, only about 2,000 are

to submit to auditing and

into force from January 2023,

likely to be impacted by the law.

monitoring of their operations

requires certain German-domiciled

and implement similar checks on

companies, as well as foreign

Under the new law, companies

their own suppliers in order to meet

companies with subsidiaries in

within scope will have to conduct

the new requirements of their
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larger customers. A failure to do so

insurers, who either invest in or

Germany’s new supply chain law

could have reputational impacts

lend to international projects which

has echoes of France’s corporate

and lead to supplier relationships

may have significant exposure to

Duty of Vigilance Law. The French

being curtailed.

human rights violations through

legislation requires companies to

the recipients of funding.

set up and effectively implement a

The new legislation is based on the

plan that includes reasonable

United Nations Guiding Principles

German companies such as Puma,

vigilance measures to identify the

for Business and Human Rights

Bosch and BMW are among

risks and prevent serious harm

which have provided a voluntary

several which currently have links

towards human rights, the health

set of standards for human rights

to manufacturing operations in the

and safety of people, as well as the

due diligence since 2011. The

Chinese region of Xinjiang which

environment that stem from the

human rights risks covered by the

has recently been placed under

company’s activities or those of its

Act are drawn from international

sanctions by the EU, UK, US and

subcontractors or direct suppliers.

treaties including the International

Canada on account of human

Although the French law has been

Labour Organisation Conventions,

rights abuses of the Uighur

in place since 2018 it has been

International Covenant on Civil and

minority ethnic group in the region.

criticised for a lack of legal

Political Rights, and International

Legal observers in Germany believe

consequences when it comes to

Covenant on Economic, Social and

that the new supply chain law will

non-compliance, something which

Cultural Rights. Companies will

bring these types of relationships

the German law has sought to

need to establish a risk

under much greater scrutiny.

address. The legislation sets out

management system and perform

stiff penalties for companies that

regular risk analysis with regard to

“There are discussions and reports

fall foul, including being excluded

their own operations and business

that companies might need to

from public contracts for up to

partners. They must also adopt

reconsider their activities, for

three years and fines of up to 2

mitigation and remedial steps to

instance in that region [Xinjiang], so

percent of global annual turnover.

counter human rights and

the Act could have quite far-

environmental risks linked to their

reaching ramifications for the

It is yet to be seen how and to what

products or services.

current operations of a number of

extent Germany’s Federal Office of

large German manufacturing

Economic and Export Control will

The law is likely to have a

companies, for instance

enforce these penalties. However,

significant impact across the many

automotive parts and other

taking into account other laws

sectors in Germany that rely on

sectors”, Henning Schaloske, a

such as the GDPR on data

global supply chains, including

partner at Clyde and Co in

protection and how it has been

manufacturing, construction,

Dusseldorf told Aperio Intelligence.

fairly rigorously enforced since its

textiles and clothing, mining, oil
and gas and financial services.

enactment, observers in Germany
To prepare for the law’s enactment

believe it is likely that the new

in 2023, company boards will need

Supply Chain Due Diligence Act will

Germany’s automotive industry will

to ensure that their compliance

have a significant impact.

be particularly affected given its

management systems are up-to-

reliance on raw minerals that are

date and that their supply chain

“Due to the amount of the penalties

sourced and refined on a global

functions address human rights

and fines, the law has teeth, so

scale. The law also applies to

and environmental issues with

to speak”, said Isabelle Kilian,

financial institutions such as

their suppliers, including via any

Senior Associate in Clyde and

banks, asset managers and

contractual arrangements.

Co’s German insurance team.
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